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“Power politics is the hangman of  politicians"

-Anonymous.

It is power politics. Germans call it machtpolitik.  It would appear a 

mismatch if  applied to local political constructs rather than the 

international relations structure it was designed to treat.

Machtpolitik or power politics emphasizes the vicious engagements 

of  nations around the world. The selfish struggle to control the flow 

of  resource and dominate apportionments to their own ultimate 

advantage. Such inhumanity had since been ratified perfectly human 

by an unspoken earthly consensus.

It welcomes threats, as seen in the frenzied build up of  nuclear  
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armaments, pre emptive strikes, propaganda, and pack mentality and 

many other wet works otherwise known as espionage. They are all 

then encapsulated in a sophisticated international code of  deeds. For 

instance, nations could listen in on other nations' private 

conversations. It is okay, so long as you were not caught. President 

Barack Obama would probably not consider eavesdropping in ten 

lifetimes, but what about that institutional order which transcends 

his personal preferences and principles?

Despite this consciousness, time taught me that nothing was really 

ever international without it first being the native of  some soil. Of  

course, globalization creates the zone of  comfort for a global 

consciousness which makes an import seem like an export, since it is 

now all a single village in the super highway nuptial, without the 

essential sacrament of  matrimony.

Our hangman's noose or machtpolitik is intriguing in the Nigerian 

context in view of  our multiple plurality. A nation owned by over 

four hundred distinct tongues is not a nation in the conventional 

sense. We could now add the two ultra nations inside Christianity 

and Islam. This in itself  rivals the volume of  world's trading tongues. 

As a Nigerian, the phrase, "comity of  nations" is a source of  

amusement to me (without any disrespect intended) in its first 

evocation of  our nation's natural fracture, ever before seeing the 

fragments converging in the global comity. When we step out each 
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time to feature in the comity, it is a comity meeting another comity.

Machtpolitik is an apt term in Nigeria's political setting. I know so 

for quite a few reasons, the most pointed of  which must be the very 

conclusive and convicting evidences from the ultimate witness post - 

presidency. That loft which in actuality, is the very eye of  the storm, 

at once the mystery calm at the epicenter of  a rabid swirl and the 

static target of  a million darts.

It becomes compulsory for the politician to war for a ringside seat at 

the amphitheater, for differing incentives split under glory and 

greed. This does not detach glory from greed on very permanent 

basis, since humans could still be greedy, even about glory.

Ambition, Shakespeare says is the soldier's virtue. It scales up from 

the individual to clans, tribes, ethnic, corporate packs and curious 

religious projections. Indeed, it becomes a very fluid flux as they 

tightly mesh into each other under deft programmers such that the 

lines become so blurred between individual goals and ethnic 

aspirations.

This is what I think lurks beneath the irresistible, powerful lure of  

power. The sheer grandeur of  office sells an unstable soul away, to 

say little of  the legitimate perks and yes, illegitimate but perfectly 

legal attachments in certain less-than-edifying paraphernalia. I have 
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happened on the joy of  election winners on such ephemeral and 

temporal ownerships of  items as the siren!

Now shift the mind to the powers of  life and death which a simple 

announcement as winner of  an election probably rigged, bestows on 

the "winner". A politician with a raging ambition which makes 

everything positive and negative highly inclusive. No questions on 

morality.

Every waking moment at the pinnacle saw me singing a mental song 

about absolute power corrupting absolutely. A strong probability of  

opening a dangerous door loosely closed by soldiers in all those 

military years, housing a huge pile of  non-democratic powers, 

thumping with life. It was the easiest goad towards absolutism or a 

few steps shy of  it.

Such powers which nudge "independent" agencies like the judiciary, 

police, and army etc. to act in tandem with a president's body 

language. Presidential gestures which numbs ordinances and 

assumes for a presidency the status of  the more supreme court. The 

final election umpire. The swift jailor and the ultimate carrot and 

stick bearer. Looking back, it is gratifying that the door remained 

closed.

However, leaving the door closed comes with consequences. It 
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could depict a president as inactive, clueless or not presidential, even 

if  the conditions of  democracy are as met as possible under dire 

straits. So, if  a president deliberates with himself  to shell a thousand 

souls in a troubled space without legislative consent, it would be 

called "action". Democracy then gets a lesser seat than "action?"

As nations team up against each other on global battlefields, so it is in 

the Nigerian polity, with political champions completely swept away 

from sincere representation in most cases.

Is it not the lust for this power which corrupts absolutely? A 

corruption strain which midwives and nurses other lesser forms of  

the same strain. For a while we indexed this aged ailment, but it was 

wasted by an orchestrated din constructed to brazenly reduce sense 

to nonsense.

Financial corruption should be Nigeria's least and lowest on a list of  

worries. The systemic corruption which enables financial 

corruption in perpetuity should be the largest single corruption. 

Should it then not be logical, easily, that ex-operators of  political 

offices would then have to be hunted on real and imagined 

allegations so long as the system remained designed to aid financial 

corruption, only to begin the chasing of  its consequences.

The lure of  power brings out the beast in us. The realization of  this 
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bestiality makes it incumbent on politically desperate moments to 

craft a massive makeover which seeks to pacify the jaggedness of  an 

actually gory visage. The need to pretend then becomes so intense 

and compulsive That it now becomes statesmanship! At that stage 

of  progressive degeneration, election to power must be the first 

casualty. The legitimate propeller to power must then become the 

shortcut.

Since the putsch to which we were so familiar had left the vogue, 

being out of  sync with democracy, even democratic pretences, then 

the coup's cousin - violent rigging, becomes the alternative. Violent 

rigging in itself  must be an absurd phrase since rigging on its own, 

even without bloodshed, hardly adds anything to the measure of  

devilry which ab initio exists in rigging. 

On account of  a national modus already rigged in favour of  power 

(again, the parent of  other riggings) it is with stupefying ease which 

all other forms of  rigging come into their own.

This must be the habitat of  the media with a head totally buried in 

the sand, while its body remained an elephant in the room. The 

media is also the home of  mercantile academics holding pre 

eminence in the trade of  politics, albeit at the fringe, mostly.

In the final analysis, no one is left out of  the grand orgy dedicated to 
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foisting two over three. An effective recipe for chaos, strife and 

disaster.

The power-island promises great allure, serenity and beauty, but it is 

still an island. It is cold and lonely in the holder's mind. It is dizzying 

with that circling run of  famished sharks. The place where the buck 

stops. The place where four hundred cardinal interests must be 

balanced. Where the placation of  one interest means natural offence 

to the other three hundred and ninety nine. When right and wrong 

are not determined by universal scales.

Where success is defined by a few who could outshout all else by the 

same means - corruption.

This island hosted us by destiny, way beyond the confines of  

ambition. We did not strive or struggle. It is from there we return, 

not unscathed, but still standing here by His grace. In this heavy haze 

of  vicissitude, foundational and constantly upgraded national 

errors, name-calling and tabloid trials, I present my Transition Hours 

ahead of  my memoirs .Just in case, someone somewhere awaits the 

endangered truth in a sea of  lies.
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I was born on the 20th of  November, 1957, some moments away 

from Nigeria's independence in 1960. This was the twilight of  the 

British colonial overlords. The circumstances of  my birth, 

childhood and family are a long shot from my assumption of  office 

as Nigerian president. My very humble beginning is already a known 

story, at least in parts, but I must state the "canoe building" part of  

my family's mainstay as a clear statement on how downtrodden 

those circumstances were. 

My current destiny would appear unlikely in the deluge of  prime 

contesting candidates. Looking back, it is an enduring cause of  

constant and enduring stream of  gratitude to God and the tools it 

pleased him to use in the course of  bringing that unlikely destiny to 
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manifestation.

The Nigeria of  my birth has an uncanny bearing on my presidency 

which spanned 2010 - 2015. The season of  my birth were, 

unfortunately, the foundational years of  a nation structured by the 

British colonial powers for very deliberate and highly strategic post-

colonial conflict. The late Dr. Kwame Nkrumah would have 

preferred neo-colonial... Such grand futuristic schemes have since 

been settled into the realm of  conspiracy theories in utter spite of  

clearly obvious credibility.

Although, Adaka Jasper Boro died in the late sixties (1968), his story 

was probably a gauge of  sorts as well as a window into the oily 

machinations of  forces interested in Nigeria's promising economic 

future as a major oil producing "country" and the natural inheritors 

of  the oil. The natives on whose land God chose to locate the 

resource.

I had an overwhelming, humbling support of  Nigerians into the run 

for the presidency in 2011. The election was all but won even before 

the whistle went off  because of  a few strong factors. To mention a 

few, the pressure to stop me from contesting met with bloc 

indignation from too many Nigerians. It was seen as a continuation 

of  the spirited attempt to rig the vice president off  the victorious 

ticket and humiliate the Constitution after the sad and untimely 
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death of  the late President Umoru Musa Yar' Adua.

The PDP still presented a united front, but only a front, as the party 

was already imploding along ethnic/religion and ambition lines. This 

muffled implosion would fully manifest in the build up to 2015. 

Each ship-jumper calculating how much he/she would take from 

the PDP or the most opportune moment to cause maximum 

damage and promptly exit.

The curious point being that only very scanty few of  this lot, if  any, 

bothered about what we did or did not do in terms of  delivery in 

office. It was eminently more in favor of  where i came from - 

Otuoke - Ijaw country and the direction I bended my knees in 

worship - Jesus Christ. This means you passed or failed political tests 

in fated terms. Your performance then mattered quite little, if  it 

mattered at all.

Our message during the campaigns resonated with especially the 

youths and millions of  ordinary Nigerians who saw themselves in 

our mirror. We were not in the power-heritage chain of  Nigeria, but 

here we are inside the throne room despite human preferences. I 

thought they somehow saw the higher forces on their side - our side.

Against the run of  our popular emergence, it was an irony that a 

thick wave of  arranged criticism targeted our administration even 
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before we took off. My leadership was also pointedly attacked in 

personal terms as never before experienced. The seed of  an 

ostensibly nationwide disdain was being sewn laboriously. I knew a 

campaign run had started as soon as one finished! There was nothing 

yet on ground to go by but the opposition was quite adept at 

manufacturing.

If  the constant scrutiny of  the void was acceptable as a 

phenomenon of  democracy, many reasons make the onslaught in 

this context very suspect, as I will explain later.

Throughout my tenure in office as president, there was a constant 

barrage of  reservations mostly through a well conducted media 

orchestra, but a significant portion of  that had turned to applause in 

a brief  moment of  private citizenship in the calm of  Otuoke. All in a 

twinkle! This must pop the question: could the establishment ever 

win? Not likely under certain structural defects.

Yet, we are not oblivious of  the fact that those reservations came 

quite far from any position identifiable with altruism. While altruism 

itself  had been sentenced to the academic shredder, the relativity of  

its deployment could not be eradicated permanently. This probably 

explains why the reservations vanished even as the echoes of  my 

retreating footsteps still resounded nationally, globally.
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It is the norm to praise the fading regime and to begin chewing an 

emerging one towards the eventual spitting off, but it appears this 

one is happening all too fast even with an opposition in clear 

discomfiture. Why? I suppose time and events would provide the 

best answers to that question.

I must be emphatic that My Transition Hours is not my biography. 

That would come later. Rather, this is a personal and very honest 

account of  my stewardship in the heady days in which 

brinksmanship another role for me, thrusting upon us the 

responsibility to rein our nation in from a needless dangerous 

precipice by a menacing and rather tragic political mercantilism.

This depicts the months and weeks leading to my unprecedented 
stphone call to General Muhammadu Buhari on the 31  of  March, 

2015 to concede that he won the presidential election. It is also an 

effort to capture a certain return trip to my private life in the days 

which followed that very deliberate and well thought out concession 

call.

In my country, elections are automatically followed up by litigation. 

By norm, no election was concluded before court pronouncement. 

In fact, election petition is an integral part of  campaign strategy. I 

personally view it more as a tragedy, always factored-in way ahead as 

if  to say it was going to happen. It was a source of  amusement to me 
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and that amusement eased up a lot of  other tricky considerations 

which could have stood in the way of  my judgment in the interest of  

my country, the ordinary people who would have borne the brunt of  

a wrong choice and the rest of  West Africa which could and would 

have been flooded by Nigeria's considerable population.

My term as Nigerian president terminated on the 29th of  May, 2015. 

I am of  unshaken conviction that my last months and moments in 

office should be documented as they are inextricably tied to 

establishing a path for my very present, further emergence as an 

agent of  peace for our trapped and troubled but beloved continent, 

even beyond my crisis-ridden country, no less loved.

This is a delayed, up close and personal account of  the boy, the man 

and the president.

The personal insults, unfounded negative accusations and calculated 

vicious attacks directed at me during my presidency were, of  course, 

quite challenging, but greater than the challenge (looking back now) 

was our stoic bearing (mostly) and focus on that avowed 

commitment to our promises, belief  and desire to work and walk 

through the guidance of  democratic tenets.

Isn't commitment the key to motivation?

What makes one person more determined than another?
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From a president's vantage point, certain truths come in different 

textures. Some considered conspiracy theories suddenly assume an 

uncanny reality. Some never gain life but elicit some presidential 

chuckles. What remains constant must be the absolute knowledge of  

who does what in the political exchange, far beyond conjectures, 

assumptions and academic analyses. As president, you know the 

truth but you save the game.

For instance, the word "clueless" was most hilarious because it was 

quite thoughtless. A Nigerian president had too much clue and 

competence at his beck and call to be clueless. The enormous human 

and material resource attached to the office of  president would 

appear too much for the "clueless" crowd to wrap their heads 

around. I consider it good luck and great honor to have had the kind 

of  greats who served in my team.

On the other hand, you found the source could not stand aside our 

team members with any degree of  valid authentication anywhere in 

the world where clues were being sought. Such authentications had 

paled into tacky controversies on each occasion. I remain proud of  

my team. Posterity would honor most of  them awere bankrolling the 

traffic with vengeance. Those were interesting times, but the present 

I would consider more interesting in a way, especially from the 

ringside seat.
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I never intended going into Nigerian politics. It was either not built 

for my temperament or my nature was generally not tailored for it. I 

saw our politics from the average perspective of  the academia and I 

stirred clear. It was simply too far from all the indices we were 

accustomed to. Science does not help it. Arithmetics does not 

complement it. The late Okadigbo's "simple political arithmetics" 

might confuse you further. Finally, logic does not back it. True, some 

academics found it invigorating, but I got 'drafted'.

Again, I suspect that my timidity in the face of  such incalculable 

vocations like the Nigerian version of  politics is was a sheer 

reflection of  my natural trait, as I would rather engage in 

preoccupations far less conflicting and chaotic.

If  you spoke with my mother, you would not need to prompt her too 

far before she reveals to you her observations of  my steady traits 

from birth-bed. It should be embarrassing to quote mama on such 

very personal notes but I believe I should.

"... from concession to birth, my son gave me peace. He was never 

sick and during breastfeeding, he never bit me like all my other nd I 

personally could not thank them enough, who lasted the distance.

Knowing, reduced the pang of  the ceaseless assaults. For me, they 

were moments of  mirth and comic relief, even if  it was a dangerous 
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drug the media was willing to push and the barons babies did. As a 

young boy, he never complained about the workload assigned. 

Instead, he would rather intervene to restore peace whenever there 

was a problem between his friends and other kids in the village".  

 - Mama President

I could easily understand if  my dear mother's words are found by 

some to be platitudinous, if  we make a broad application of  those 

words to a discourse on as serious an issue as national, regional or 

global leadership. Or even some lay psycho analysis. However, I 

could say with great belief  that it speaks to my own reality.

My mother endowed my core essence at a very early age and those 

words might prove very useful in understanding my public persona 

from a motherly introspection of  a tenant in her womb and diner at 

her bosom. Her own child.

It should be a valid testimony since she gained nothing she would 

have lost by stating it as such and doubtful still if  she lost anything 

she would have gained by not stating it like that. Suffice to say that 

those words captured my direction in life's pursuits in every situation 

I walked into, found myself  or which contexts life threw at me. The 

pursuit of  peace has always been, for me, above all else.

I tend to achieve peace no matter whatever price tag hung on it, 
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totally convinced in my being that the option would come at a greater 

price. My mother's words should shed light on and give power to 

comprehending the unrelenting pursuit of  peace which burns deep 

inside of  me.

turn from evil and do good

Seek peace and pursue it.

Psalm 34: 14

It is a psalm which highlights a scary angle to the understanding of  

peace. It also prepares peace agents for great rigor and acquisition of  

intelligence. You do not seek that which is readily available and in the 

open. You seek peace because it is in hiding. You pursue peace 

because it is always in flight. You therefore, need a greater pace than 

peace in flight!. Peace is never in stasis.

So, you are likely to find some phrases like "elusive peace" as easily 

discounting, if  not outrightly discountenancing that spiritual 

philosophy which aptly situates and defines peace. Elusiveness, 

flight and hiding are all the attributes of  peace. It takes grit, 

smartness and sacrifice to achieve it. Owing into a young man, I went 

all out for my love of  animals and the environment. This led me into 

zoology and a Ph.D in the same study.

I graduated in 1981 and attended my one-year National Youth 
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Service in Iresi, a nice sleepy suburb of  Osun State.

Between 1982 and 1998, I was an education Inspector, lecturer and 

Environment Protection Officer. I could hardly delete the spur I got 

from the flora and fauna of  my native Otuoke. The animals, waters, 

plants and people. Sadly, the flora and fauna now lay largely wasted 

and the inhabitants looking very much like the wasted environment, 

because you really could not separate the people from their 

environment. You could now see the price Otuoke paid for its 

natural resource estate.

An estate bestowed on it by divine allocation, but pretty much 

reallocated now.

My community, local government and indeed my home-state, 

Bayelsa faced developmental problems which I concluded only 

government could solve.

I hobnobbed with politicians in my early forties. They were mostly 

friends and social contacts. I restrained myself  from joining any 

political party though. At the registration of  democratic parties, I 

found myself  increasingly engaged with the political process.

In the coming chapters, my unexpected entry into full-blown 

politicking might interest the reader.  My first few tepid steps raised 

many questions in my mind and these questions go back to staple 
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arguments in street and even informed analysis of  politics. Aged 

arguments, propositions, thesis and antithesis, all prominent 

occupants in the huge household of  theory. I was getting 

dangerously close to the kitchen. Leaving the realm of  theory 

behind.

Could I...would I be different?

Was it even possible to be different?

Would my intentions meet with appreciation?

The solid general impression is that a vast majority of  politicians are 

into politics for selfish reasons. That they chase pecuniary gains, a 

goal which could be scored through political relevance and 

influence. The tide would naturally be against me for daring to be 

different and bearing other reasons for wearing the politician's 

badge. That tide would surge incrementally during my presidency.

You do realize the futility of  persuading Nigerians that not every last 

politician is cast in that sordid mode. Not that the people had not 

seen enough before we arrived. They had seen too much. Every 

politician would then have to prove his fidelity, but more 

importantly, show your democratic credentials. I think it is a greater 

damage when a politician lives and operates above democracy that 

when he fiddles with the kitty. None of  the two evils is tolerable.
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It is also tough for the individual politician to wave clean credentials 

in the midst of  his political stock. In order that you know and 

understand me, I will portray two noteworthy events during my term 

in office as president. This should help crystallize the image of  a 

truly democratic president fully committed to peace and the people 

on behalf  of  whom he holds power. There are some things you 

would not do if  there was no force ingrained in you which militates 

against your internal democratic element. Like if  you had been 

condition by earlier circumstances to force things through rather 

than reason them through.

These events of  which I speak are (1) The "abduction of  200 Chibok 

school girls by Boko Haram terrorists in 2014, and (2) the 

deregulation of  fuel subsidy in 2012.

I intend to give the reader a clear chance at comprehending my 

actions and the projections of  my government on those two scores. 

They were two events of  great significance among many, not only 

because of  the main national arteries they were attached to, but also 

because of  their timing. One at a fairly early moment of  our 

administration and the other one at the home stretch.

While they were like ammo in the hands of  the opposition's huge, if  

corrupt media machine (which did drive some political momentum), 

it is redoubtable if  they were game changers as they would want the 
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world to believe.

Moving forward, I would urge you to ponder over the following:

Did I know what I was going to do if  I lost the election?

Did I believe the electoral process was free and fair?

What led to my decision to concede?

What goes on in the mind of  a president committed to peace?

These concerns and doubts will be addressed as you follow my 

odyssey as a witness and a lead-role actor in this epic, as they connect, 

though I urge you to first catch up on relevant history of  Africa.

This story, my personal account is for people of  all races, creeds, 

colors and all manner of  diversities around the world.
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CHA PT ER



“I had always borne a heavy burden to make 

some difference in the lives of my  people. To 

help them as much as I could.”



First, let me explain my unusual entry into Nigerian politics. It is a 

little puzzling because I was almost decidedly not going into 

politics, but I need to clarify this before going into my story.

In 1999, a man I had come to know was in the gubernatorial 
contest of  my state, Bayelsa, in the South-southern part of  
Nigeria. Completely out of  the blues, he asked me to be his 
running mate. In a daze, I asked myself, "This man has that much 
faith in me?" I often reflect on how one man's word could have 
such a profound impact on you and the known course of  your life 
is transformed forever. 

Being a Christian, the power of  such word and their life-changing 
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effect was not strange to my spiritual consciousness, but that 
knowledge does not reduce their radical effect on the object of  
their occurrence.

I had always borne a heavy burden to make some difference in the 
lives of  my people. To help them as much as I could. You could 
not but nurse such a heartfelt onus if  you knew Bayelsa, (Niger 
Delta) - what it was, what it had become and what it could easily 
have been. You felt it was your responsibility to make some 
positive difference in the lives of  these people who committed the 
unforgivable crime of  being an oil-rich patch of  Nigeria. Now, the 
opportunity to lead my people was presenting itself  with a thump 
on my chest. As a challenge!

The compulsion to lead by example drove me to begin weighing 
the advantages of  having a political platform instead of  the lecture 
theater and the measured academic fora where colleagues sparred 
and generally led from inside the people's minds. Yet, how many 
were we really able to touch that way? This was different. Here 
comes a chance to be heard, yes, but also to push the frontiers of  
peace. Now I could be heard in an infinitely larger auditorium. My 
quest for peace would receive some fillip. I could be an agent of  
tangible change in unrestrained dimensions. The excitement was 
gripping and the motivation, powerful. Yes, I was off  and running, 
as they say.

M Y T R A N S I T I O N H O U R S
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In 1999, I was elected Deputy Governor of  Bayelsa State, on the 
same ticket as the People's Democratic Party governorship 
candidate, DSP Alamieyeseigha. A little while into our second 
term in office, Governor Alamieyeseigha was charged with 
corruption in December 2005. It was an occurrence which 
elevated me to the office of  governor. The second bump came in 
2006 barely one year on when I was selected as the Vice 
Presidential candidate of  the PDP... to run with Umaru Musa Yar 
'Adua.

The election held in April 2007 and the inauguration in May. This 
in the chequered history of  our country, was the first time an 
elected president was handing over to another elected president in 
a fluid transfer of  power. Coming from the debilitating effects of  
the Third Term trauma, which the PDP managed to survive, that 
transition marked out a new direction for the country and it was 
one moment the party should have been proud of, but it was 
tremendous credit wasted on a spirited effort to save the party 
from a one-man assault on the Constitution.

Not quite long after our inauguration, unexpected problems arose 
with the President. I had come in as a Christian, South-southern 
Vice President to a Northern Muslim President who took very ill. 
Now, many who assume they understood Nigeria but do not, 
would miss the huge implications on that ticket's equation. The 
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equation which would have remained quiet if  the president's 
health had held. The problem is, the president's health did not 
hold and the ethno/religious equation did not stay calm either. It 
got tragically worse. We will return to that.

A page to which I would love to flip is Boko Haram. After the 
gruesome fate of  their leader (Mohammed Yusuf) in police 
custody about July 2009, the terrorist sect began to project a 
malignant outrage. Our government had to deal urgently with the 
extremely dangerous threat the insurgents posed to national 
security and the well being of  our people.

Government overhauled and virtually reinvented our security 
architecture to confront Boko Haram and its surge. We 
reorganized our security apparatus by re-equipping and fully 
motivating the armed forces afresh. Issues would get further 
complicated with the curious intervention of  former president 
Olusegun Obasanjo, whose visit turned out to be the precursor to 
another murder most foul. A brother of  Yusuf  was slaughtered 
mercilessly.

Tragically, President Yar 'Adua died! He passed on barely two and 
half  years into our tenure. I was sworn in as Head of  State in Abuja 
and continued as interim president for the remaining months 
which brought the late president's term to conclusion in 2011. I 
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vowed to continue the late president's policies on the Niger Delta 
peace process, tackle corruption, work on the often (rightly) 
criticized electoral process and fix the country's energy problem.

In summary, after two years of  service as Governor in Bayelsa 
State (2005-2007) and another two years as the Vice President of  
Nigeria (2007-2010) followed by the sad, untimely death of  the 
president, I was thrust into a political arena that I had no previous 
intention to participate in. 

As I said earlier, there is a key knowledge to acquire about Nigeria. 
This is the password into the deeper reality of  our country. No one 
without this key knowledge could decode the nation. It really does 
not matter how brilliant or intelligent you might be. If  you do not 
have it, you would not get it.

Northern Nigeria (predominantly Muslim) and Southern Nigeria 
(predominantly Christian) have had an aged and still ongoing 
struggle for the control of  power in the polity. It is a titanic 
struggle sewn into the foundations of  the curious state. I will 
explain briefly.

When I contested for my first term in 2011, Northern Muslims 
disagreed fiercely. They claimed that it was their turn to fill the 
vacancy in the presidency. They raised a veil of  a smoldering 
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argument over the Constitution. They needed one of  their own to 
complete the north's term. It was not about Nigeria any longer. 
The reason they gave was that a Southern Christian just left after 
eight years in office. Many people of  the northern stock 
(predominantly Muslims) voiced out their reservations about my 
further participation in the race. They wanted me to walk away 
from that Constitutional right.

It was a moment of  correct definition of  the country called 
Nigeria. It does not come frequently. This true definition usually 
sleeps beneath a lot of  pretence. Sadly, it is on the basis of  this 
mendacity that the world sees and assesses Nigeria, our trajectory 
and the conduct of  principal actors in this polity. You see, our 
constant discord and disquiet are always traceable to the 
foundation of  Nigeria. Even the name of  the country is not 
native. Of  course, the protagonists would ask, what's in a name? 
The chief  inheritors and beneficiaries of  the chaos are also the 
past masters of  the duplicity game. 

During the 2015 elections, the arguments became further 
inflamed and intense. Northern Muslims insisted power had been 
with Southern Christians for about sixteen years.

President Yar 'Adua did not complete the North's term because 
of  his untimely death, which caused very serious tension even 
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among members of  my party. Some even went to the ridiculous 
extent of  taking the case to court contesting my nomination on 
the grounds that I took the oath of  office as president in 2010 to 
complete the late president's tenure and in 2011. Therefore, they 
claimed I could not take another oath of  office as that would mean 
doing three terms. The ridicule in the proposition would appear 
lost because there had been an attempt at messing with the 
Constitution to achieve three terms. This was still in Nigerians' 
recent memory, but the system somehow saw the cheap chicanery.

As the storm gathered, intrigue was in abundance. The region and 
religion pushers in my party argued that I should not seek re-
election. Many were torn between supporting me and standing up 
for their region and religion, which meant a whole lot. When some 
individuals alight to preach one Nigeria, those who know them 
better simply chuckle. One Nigeria is what I believe is best for the 
people of  this country. That is my belief  and act. However, it 
assumes profound differences depending on who is sloganeering 
and who actually means it. For some people, one Nigeria is an 
organism with mutative powers. Nothing constant. It is a virtual 
reality device which they altered and upgraded, depending on the 
trend and their "enlightened" personal interest.

The intrigue and tension rose roof  high, such that those who 
feigned support for me in public glare dived the depths to work 
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against me ostensibly out of  sight. As I said before, very few 
political intrigues are hidden from the president. Those who 
appeared to be upstanding faced enormous pressure from their 
various constituencies. This was followed by major and minor 
betrayals and treachery. Many key party members fell under the 
compulsion to cross over to the opposition party. I would attend 
to this in Chapter Three in greater detail.

The pressure was sustained and even increased right into the 
campaign. By the time of  elections proper, it was practically 
impossible for my supporters in the north to come out and vote.
If  you knew a thing about Nigerian elections, you just knew that 
violence plays a massive role in determining who comes out 
victorious and who loses. It was a very sad commentary on the 
political setting which passed the baton to us. There were too 
many deaths. Too many profanities thrown into the political space 
by otherwise eminent personality. There were extremely reckless 
phrases like "do or die, garrison commander etc. They all 
militarized the political space to the extent that peace was in full 
flight. It took our tenure in the presidency to rid the polity and 
politicians of  that mindset.

 This fact easily bends the argument one way or the other over the 
deployment of  armed forces during elections. The more 
vociferous antagonists are usually the ones ready with local 
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muscles fully armed for the elections. They would not want 
soldiers to spoil the party. What the soldiers do was to give voters 
the courage to come out and vote. These are voters who would 
have stayed home as warned by their neighborhood thugs. All they 
needed to do was a slight display of  weapons and psychological 
intimidation. 

The North is a totally different ball game. There has always been 
an order of  violence which became useful at several moments of  
decision. This violence is usually wrapped in religion and ethnic 
robes. For a long time, it was dignified in a shield of  military 
camouflage.

One of  the most traumatizing moments of  my presidency was the 
cold blooded murders of  youth corpers in the north following our 
victory in 2011. I thought long and hard over the waste. It just did 
not make any sense. How does a parent lose everything like this? 
How does a nation kill its future in this manner? I still recall the 
spread of  their names in the papers. The promise of  a very close 
tomorrow. They were graduates already. Almost all of  them from 
the South, and one from North Central... Kogi.

That was a sure threat which told some voters to stay away from 
the polling booth. It was one potent threat everyone knew would 
be carried out if  it caught their fancy. The statement issued before 
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and after the elections on dog and baboon served two purposes. It 
raised tension before the elections and emboldened wanton 
destruction and waste of  lives afterwards. The corpers were the 
highlight, but many more people died than was reported. For 
lovers of  peace and country, we never could win. It was a catch 22 
situation.

If  this was explicable in some evil way, what about the statement 
issued by the ACF in the middle of  the 2015 campaigns? One 
Engineer Abubakar Umar warned Igbos, Yorubas and South-
southerners in the north to be careful of  their handling of  
northerners in the East. He warned that northerners should be 
treated like kings and queens, or else...

Now, this part of  his submission is not the tragic definition of  
Nigeria. It was not even the brazen seizure of  the law by the 
deputy scribe of  ACF. It was the recount of  an earlier carnage. 
Abubakar goes on to remind everyone of  the wanton waste of  the 
post-2011 election.

"...Yorubas suffered 480 billion Naira loss in investments 
destroyed. Igbo lost 410 billion and the South-south 970 
billion...we know these statistics. We have these statistics, so we 
expect the Igbos to treat our kinsmen as kings and queens".
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A president does not bare his mind on this in the saddle no matter 
how deep the pain runs. This is the kind of  threat we speak about. 
You do not hear these things and look forward to voting. Indeed, 
another threat was coming on the palace terrace of  the revered 
Kano stool. Some young boys were issuing marching orders to 
southerners with a proclaimed ultimatum.

There were the Jumat rages which happened like flash-floods. 
There were the moments of  amputation in Zamfara. There was 
the gory Akaluka stake. A lot strings all the way back to Maitatsine. 
Many of  these would appear far from elections, but they never 
strayed so far from power pursuits and supremacy struggles. As 
cattle herders spread all over the country with death and 
destruction over resource, so did some leadership in history align 
to this by acts. The Ogoni murders, Odi massacre, Zaki Biam, 
Bakolori, the Middle Belt current killings and others too 
numerous to mention. I mean, how many murders did the choking 
Delta waters witness with their oily shimmering eyes? How many 
of  the children these waters succored returned to their bosoms 
with their bloods drawing painful crimson maps on their oily 
surfaces. The fish could not witness. A forlorn, altered marine.

No one could possibly forget how the "doctrine of  necessity" 
came about, following the unnecessary stalemate manufactured 
by an anti-constitution, ethno-religious champions who 
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masqueraded as democrats and patriots. The tension I saw in the 
presidency was about religion and the North-South divide. 
Muslim youths were mobilized to frighten PDP members and the 
ones who stood firm were simply disenfranchised. These 
ceaseless conflicts at the time involving power sharing and power 
shifting accounted for the turbulence which would follow and 
remain sustained during my tenure.

My Transition Hours is a combination of  stories and facts 
accurately stated in my words. In this book, I shall focus in depth 
on the political platform in Nigeria and the 2015 elections, with a 
day by day account of  my decisions, personal feelings and 
international responses.

Our nation and citizens faced a cascade of  challenges over the past 
four years (2011-2015). The worst was the vastly increased 
menace of  Boko Haram with their mindless terror, insane mass 
killings, utter savagery, kidnappings of  innocent children and 
other despicable acts of  brutality. The Abduction of  Schoolgirls 
by Boko Haram Terrorists.

Monday, April 15, 2014
01:00 Hours - 

The notification came that heavily armed Boko Haram Islamists 
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had arrived in open trucks and quietly abducted about two 
hundred girls from a boarding school in Chibok, Borno State in 
North-Eastern Nigeria, which is about two hours drive from 
Nigeria's border with Cameroon.

On a Monday night, as students slept in their dormitories, gunmen 
stormed the Government Girls Secondary School in Chibok. The 
school had earlier closed because of  the danger posed by Boko 
Haram terrorists. However, some students were asked to stay 
behind because of  the ongoing Secondary School Certificate 
Examinations (SSCE). They were supposed to take their physics 
paper the following day. My wife and I were devastated on 
receiving the intelligence report. The country was numb with 
shock. Why did this happen? How did it happen? The girls were 
only a bunch of  innocent teenagers. A lame question laid heavy on 
my mind...wasn't a school supposed to be safe?

Before now, the terrorists had struck in schools in Borno and 
criminally murdered kids, but two hundred! It was devastating, to 
say the least. This North-East which was the headquarters of  the 
terrorists was where we also had military men on ground. This is 
why the revolting development was very disturbing.

I began to question why these girls were abducted in the night and 
taken away in open trucks. Why was it that none of  the girls ran 
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away? My curiosity was further roused by the information that the 
girls left in a very orderly fashion and there were no reports of  
gunshots. Was that possible?

My mind was ravaged by a torrent of  questions:

Why was there not a teacher or the principal around? The girls 
were left all on their own? Who leaves such young girls alone like 
that? Where is it done? Someone must have given the girls some 
assurance that they were going to a safe place?

What was the significance of  transporting the girls through the 
forest and not a tarred road?

Why did the girls not jump and run for it at the times that truck 
must have slowed down?

Most importantly, what prevented any shootings? 

It was a very complicated story. Reports indicated that there was a 
broil between the police and terrorists that night, some distance 
from the school. Was that a decoy?

Would that not have spooked the girls enough to make them run, 
since they all knew the drill in a seriously murderous environment 
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like theirs? In my secondary school days, everyone ran on catching 
wind of  any crisis.

Not one of  the security agencies sighted the truck in the dead of  
the night carrying two hundred little girls? Not the military, police 
or secret service? None?

As if  on cue, protests broke out broke out within hours. They were 
tightly choreographed and nicely distributed around the country. 
They were popping up like poxes on a body prime for it. It was too 
fast and too good to be true. Whoever knows the nature of  
protests would see through these. Yes, many joined of  their own 
freewill and many in the bliss of  ignorance, just doing good. The 
heart of  it bore the machination. We should not get this wrong. I 
am not saying anything yet. It could be that the swiftness of  the 
protests and its organization was just a matter of  politicians 
seizing a rare opportunity. Could it be just that?

Not many knew I had deployed an experimental group but had to 
leave the group in secrecy for security reasons. I summoned the 
State Commissioner for education, the school principal and State 
commissioner of  police. I desperately needed to find to find out 
what happened. It was important for the election, but more 
importantly for the girls, their families and the country. None of  
them could give me anything clarity could credit. The story 
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remained so unclear.

I set up a team headed by a retired Army General and several 
security officers and volunteers. I sent them to Borno state to 
investigate and brief  me. They could not deliver the goods either. 
They had no concise information. This is where the folly of  those 
who questioned our pace situates. Of  course, it was no folly. It was 
a gambit. A move to place the administration in the direct path of  
national and global odium. To an extent, it worked. Especially with 
those who would applaud anything.

While we travailed to find a path, any trail to rescue the girls, the 
opposition worked up groups and interests in a festival of  
protests. They maximized the mileage offered by the situation. 
#bringbackourgirls suddenly became a global brand. Everybody 
from page boy to mother of  the day, wanted in on the ride.

It was not long before it popped up on the White House lawn, 
with Mrs. Obama waving a version. Well, FBI sites put the number 
of  missing Americans, yearly in excess of  hundreds of  thousands. 
Missing Americans somehow was not worthy of  a White House 
protest. Several mint-fresh activists came into manufacture. They, 
currently appear to have lost steam, which is not bad after such 
rigor.
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There was a little point of  intrigue... the protests were entirely 
directed at Aso Rock. None, not a single protester thought about 
the kidnappers. The killers. Such is the awesome power of  
psychological programming.

The electorate was programmed to see my administration as the 
perpetrators. We were placed to block the clear view-path to Boko 
Haram. If  someone, somewhere, was conducting an experiment 
on his/her doctoral thesis, it worked. It was a roaring success. 
Only it did not work without a very expansive conspiracy network 
which is actually too expensive in costs of  life and limb. 

So, who or what is Boko Haram?
Boko Haram - Western Education is a sin.

Real Name: Jama'atu Ahlis Sunna Lidda awati wal Jihad
Meaning: Those who uphold the teachings of  the prophet and 
crusade.

It is by now very evident that Boko Haram is actually a group of  
terrorists who hide under the influence of  Islam to achieve their 
own personal and group goals which are apparently heinous and 
dastardly. They are apparently well funded, in view of  the 
sophistication and magnitude of  their operations. The funds 
largely come from bank raids, ransoms, extortion and other 
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criminal revenue generation means.

There is evidence that they also get funding from some wealthy 
children and men who fall into the fluid category bordered by the 
terrorized and the convert. They operate in a similar fashion to 
ISIS and Al Qaeda. Boko Haram even changed its name officially 
to ISIS West and Central Africa, quite recently. That in my view 
just opened extremely dangerous possibilities.

In the meantime, the disappearance of  these girls raises more 
questions as time went on and we had more thoughts:
Why would the governor of  the State (a member of  the 
opposition party) opt to stage a cross-continent roadshow in 
Europe and America, addressing foreign media when the issue 
was burning at home and the attention of  the world was locked on 
Nigeria? What was he doing overseas?

Why were all the leaders of  #bringbackourgirls movement only 
leaders of  the opposition, apart from habitual agitators and 
emergency activists, who had a view to a future reward?

The people of  Chibok were not even part of  the initial wave of  
protests. That was of  some import. The West led by the American 
State Department was pouring vitriol on our administration. We 
were presented as the problem of  Nigeria, far beyond the Chibok 
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situation. They made it a point that it was an in and out treatment. 
If  the Jonathan administration goes and the Buhari administration 
comes, Nigeria was healed. Of  course, it was a deliberate attempt 
to erase history and build faulty premises to worsen Nigeria's 
future.

The tactical attacks by the Americans were many. They reserved 
real military backing. They jested on our military. They raised the 
Leahy Act. They concluded on human rights abuses. Everything 
was thrown at us except the kitchen sink. They even came to sit 
betwixt an incumbent president and one of  the candidates among 
many others. I could have chosen not to honor the meeting but 
that was precisely me, sitting there and taking the diplomatic infra 
dig. I would gladly have taken more in the interest of  peace. You 
could prostrate to a dwarf  in greeting, but when you rose up, you 
would always be taller. There is a place in all our minds where 
reality truly lives. A place where short people are giants and tall 
men are really dwarfs.

The hash-taggers and crucify campaigners did not stop to ask the 
governor why he asked the girls to return to that dangerous zone.

They did not ask why he pointedly promised WAEC and the girls 
security, which he did not have to give. Was he so terribly 
interested in their SSCE exam and so disinterested in their staying 
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alive? Or was the governor part of  a bigger scheme?

There was a tie between him and WAEC, which he won. WAEC 
wanted the kids to sit in a more secure environment than Chibok, 
but the governor overruled them and insisted on Chibok. Why 
would a state governor be that interested in the SSCE exam of  a 
single school? Really, if  it were the Commissioner of  Police 
promising security, the story would probably have been different. 
The police commissioner had troops. The Nigerian governor is 
only a chief  security officer in name only. It is one of  the ironies of  
a country being worked to fail, as power gets more consideration 
than success. Military governors in their day had complete control 
over security. Civilian governors in a democracy must then be 
inferior to them and so could not manage their police.

No one was interested in knowing why the girls were left alone in 
Borno state of  that time. How does a Borno state governor of  a 
time like that miss that kind of  call?

Nobody ever really bothered to look at all these? The object was 
not the truth about what happened. The object was what 
happened as a tool in the hands of  the opposition and a lot of  
individuals and groups were playing various roles from different 
perspectives. Everything else but in the girls' interest. In fact, the 
opposition's mouthpiece was agitated at some point when it 
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seemed the girls had been found. At a point, the entire campaign 
of  the opposition was riding on the girls. I thought these people 
actually kneel to pray the girls stayed wherever they were until they 
were through with their scheme.

I found it interesting that some leaders of  the #bringbackourgirls 
movement were rewarded with promotions shortly after the 
inauguration. Among the promoted was the principal of  the 
Chibok school who became the State Commissioner for 
Education. For those who remember, this sits with the character-
in-context of  the State governor, who housed the girls said to have 
escaped from the terrorists in Government House. They were 
shielded from the local and international media in government 
house for weeks and sent home with bulging pockets. The media 
did not find this odd.

The criticism over slow response was one of  those funny 
injections into the discourse, but when it comes from eminent 
persons who were not supposed to be jesters, it looks less funny to 
observers. The response was in fact not slow, but a president, even 
an Ex-president must know how it works, but in a bitter political 
environment where things would degenerate to party ID card 
tearing media shows, everything should be expected and i did 
expect everything.
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How could response have been slow in a military occupied area? 
Before the presidency was alerted by intel, the military were 
already on the situation. It was their job and they were not slacking. 
As soon as I got the Intel, I called the Chief  of  Army Staff  for 
briefing. The Air force was already using surveillance aircraft to 
search the area. How could all this create the impression of  slow 
response? Yet, in my justified irritation, I still gave it to 
soldier/presidents in a way. Perhaps they would have done better 
in the jungle circumstance than a totally democratic-minded 
president. It has just been amazing that the girls had not been 
found the day after the inauguration and Boko Haram is still killing 
people in dozens. My sincere prayers though, that this menace 
would be erased from our land. It does not matter to me which 
administration pulls it. It should be the current president though, 
because he is in time for it.

When the Oke Afa deaths occurred in Lagos, in the wee hours of  
our return to democracy, 1999, the president said it was not his 
business to visit the site of  that tragedy. People were shocked and 
it got some media lashes. It was not dangerous to visit the place. I 
do not want to dwell on this because the president then 
apologized, and his apologies did not come easy. Apologies should 
end discords and make way for peace. I could not recall any other 
apology from the same quarters and I would not want to state 
where that lonely apology came from. The point is in the 
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accusation of  slow response on account of  our government. It 
was just a very empty accusation.

Again, we were accused of  not visiting the place immediately. A lot 
of  ignorant assumptions were issued. What was not 
countenanced was the fact that a president moved with security 
advice from experts because he was not in ownership of  himself  
the moment he wears the powers of  state. The other ignorance 
exhibited was the overrated capacity of  Boko Haram in the face 
of  an organized force like the Nigerian Army, even woken from 
bed.

They could not have been able to hit a Nigerian president meters 
from them, because their modus operandi was founded on 
surprise and not conventional combat. Not going there early was 
not out of  cowardice as was touted, but I went there at the best 
time as advised. Sometime, along the giddy moment, you got the 
impression that we were being goaded to appear there in the great 
expectation of  something untoward happening to us. As if  people 
wanted power by some very mean and foul default. No one could 
prove this but it hung out there.

We did everything to locate the children. I reached out to China 
and our neighboring countries for help. They supported the 
search in their different ways and capacities but it was as if  they 
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just vanished into thin air. They have not been found till now, 
2015. I must say that the mystery is confounding and I still have 
doubts about the veracity of  the whole story. I could be 
misconstrued as usual, but what I am saying is NOT that there was 
no story at all. What I am saying is that a part of  this great story is 
suspect.

We must not quit without adding that about 600 girls had been 
rescued from Boko Haram by our Air Force, before I handed over. 
Not one of  them was a Chibok school student. We should ask why 
they were singled out by Boko Haram for a different treatment. A 
different hiding. Not long ago, Chief  Olusegun Obasanjo said 
anyone who says he knew the whereabouts of  the Chibok 
schoolgirls was lying.  
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“The beauty of democracy is that its practice is 

never final and always has room for 

improvement no matter how old a democratic 

society may be. Where we falter,we must not 

fall. When we are weak, we must not 

surrender”

- Goodluck Jonathan



Today, the population of  Nigeria is projected to hit 182 million 

somewhere along 2016, and like most African countries, politics is 

tied irrevocably to religion and ethnicity. In most cases, the more 

populous ethnic groups dominate and control the entire political 

settings. It sparks and sustains tension between the majority groups 

who want to retain their dominance and the minorities who want to 

have their perceived fair share and resist domination. In many 

instances, they want outright freedom. Secession. That word.

Nigeria sits squarely within that scope and it does so even more 

dangerously by the average. This is because of  its unique plurality 

and relatively huge population, Its history, resource and placement in 

global consciousness and considerations. Everyone agrees that if  
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Nigeria fell into a total, all out fracas, it would mean an African 

apocalypse which would not just be difficult to contain, but would 

certainly spill over to other African countries with disastrous impact. 

This is why it must not happen.

There are three major tribes in Nigeria, with three distinct tongues, 

cultures and traditions. Historical reality could even safely assign 

them positions in order of  access to rulership, wealth and power. 

Hausa/Fulani, Yoruba, Igbo. Political correctness would probably 

assail such an assertion, but the truth is always difficult to ambush 

for long intervals.

Apart from these three dominant ethnic groups, there are at least 200 

more, with distinctly different languages and cultures too. If  there 

was ever a single recipe for discord, none could possibly rival the 

ingenuity of  Nigeria's chef. Yet, it has been managed since the 

country survived the civil war. Now, the issues are much wiser. The 

world had traveled much farther. We seem to realize the huge 

advantage of  the continued existence of  this union and the scary 

demerits of  going into any kind of  splinters. Nonetheless, there is 

the need for a fresh injection of  political fidelity into the union. A 

reworking of  the federation such that 'disadvantaged' groups would 

not feel imprisoned.

At this stage of  human advancement and the instruments of  
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international politics, Nigeria must not wait for nationalities with the 

intent of  quitting to reach out and use those available instruments 

before we assuage this precarious situation.

The power structure and political struggles of  Nigeria dates back all 

the way to 1914. Before that date, the Northern and Southern parts 

of  Nigeria were administered as two separate and independent 

protectorates under the British colonial rule.The protectorates were 

amalgamated in 1914 to form a modern Nigeria. Since then there 

had always been tensions between the North and the South over 

who controls political power. I want to give you an insight into a 

background that has been violently ingrained into the minds of  

Africans since time began.

Great Britain granted Nigeria her independence in 1960. Sir 

Abubakar Tafawa Balewa was a Nigerian politician and the only 

Prime Minister of  independent Nigeria. He played important roles 

in the country's formative indigenous rule and became a leader in the 

formation of  Organization of  African Unity (OAU), now defunct. 

In 1966, he was overthrown and killed in a military coup. The coup 

and his death threw the North into an outrage and turmoil. There 

were violent riots.

Nigeria then had a succession of  leadership which is as follows:
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Aguiyi Ironsi, a Nigerian of  the Igbo stock was also assassinated 

after about 177 days in office.

Yakubu Gowon, a Christian Northerner, who ruled for about nine 

years and presided over the civil war. He was overthrown.

Murtala Mohammed,a Northern muslim, was assassinated in a coup.

Olusegun Obasanjo, a Christian Southerner of  Yoruba stock 

restored civil rule in 1979 and handed over to civilians.

Shehu Shagari, a Northern muslim, became first civilian president. 

He was overthrown three months into his second term.

Muhammadu Buhari, a Northern muslim was overthrown barely 

months into his headship.

Ibrahim Babangida, a Northern muslim, was forced out after about 

eight years of  military dictatorship.

Sani Abacha, a Northern muslim died in office after about six years 

of  dictatorship.

Abdulsalami Abubakar, a Northern muslim handed over power to 

civilians in 1999, months after he succeeded Abacha.
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Olusegun Obasanjo returned as civilian president in 1999 and spent 

two terms of  eight years as civil head.

Umoru Musa Yar'Adua, a Northern muslim succeeded Obasanjo 

and died a little over two years as civil head.

Goodluck Ebele Jonathan, a Christian Southerner, succeeded Yar 

'Adua and was in office as president for about six years.

Muhammadu Buhari returns as civil head.

Let us now pick the list from Alhaji Shehu Shagari who became 

president after the restoration of  civil rule in 1979 and try to fill up 

some gaps with information which a simple list like the one above 

could not fill. After four years and three months, military actors 

overthrew Shehu Shagari, alleging corruption as the major reason.

General Muhammadu Buhari, who emerged as the chief  beneficiary 

of  the putsch immediately suspended the country's Constitution, 

trimmed the powers of  judiciary and raised the order of  decrees. 

This was not unusual in Nigeria's military rules. It was to make it 

abundantly clear that the military became reason itself  and all else 

became unreasonable by the sheer virtue of  being military. If  we 

moan over impunity today, this was its birth bed. The trend of  justice 

in that military administration is eminently documented.
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Ibrahim Babangida ousted Buhari in 1985, citing draconian 

tendencies, high-handedness and entered with the face of  a liberal 

military governance. Of  course, there was no such thing as a liberal 

military dictatorship. He dug into rulership, while promising a return 

to civil rule. His regime recorded many deaths and was also alleged to 

be a very corrupt government. He was forced out by civil society 

protests in 1993, after he annulled MKO Abiola's election which was 

adjudged free and fair.

He left Chief  Ernest Shonekan in office as head of  Interim National 

Government (ING). This was against the norm of  leaving office 

with the entire cabinet and military hierarchy. It was believed that he 

left Abacha and other very ambitious soldiers in office to take over 

from Shonekan who was weak and completely defenseless against 

the soldiers.

General Abacha died in 1998 after years of  holding the country 

down by force, imprisonment of  voices of  dissent, terror and a 

ceaseless spate of  killings.

General abdulsalami, who took over from Abacha somehow delayed 

in releasing Chief  MKO Abiola until he died in mysterious 

circumstances. Abdulsalami returned power to his former boss after 

the 1999 elections. The Fourth Republic was born. See my 

assumption above.
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This abridged history of  Nigeria and the North-South power play 

should accredit you for entry into the inner recesses of  Nigeria's 

political dynamics. It would also allow you to easily follow my 

narrative with a clearer understanding when i begin to talk elections, 

conflicts and how unending protests and demonstrations have 

become a way of  life in Nigeria.

My leadership was besieged and marred by these contending 

primordial forces, with the logos of  violence and intrigues. Lining 

the crevices of  these primordial forces are formidable modern 

players who are weakening the bases of  their stock's primordial 

position for extremely selfish gains. It is very suspect as a political 

strategy in the Nigerian melee, but it strangely, was being touted by 

the media as the new and best deal. Of  course, the media never asks 

where the humongous funds which erected that new deal came 

from. The media never asks where any money came from, unless, 

may be it was payed to ask. The new deal is currently looking like no 

deal. I have a feeling it fell through.

For clarity, i am saying these primordial blocs usually bargain better 

with united fronts at the Nigerian table until the new kids on the 

block forced a change in the rules of  engagement. It was called 

tribalism and painted in uninspiring colors, but it appeared the only 

time genuine growth registered in the Nigerian fledgling state, even 

if  by the regions. However, such cultural representatives like the 
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Afenifere and Ohanaeze Ndigbo were politically emasculated and 

eventually rendered mere shadows of  themselves. However, the 

Arewa Consultative Forum thrives because it did not suffer that fate. 

We will see how events unfold from here.

If  you begin to piece these items together as it plays out among the 

three major tribes, you  see how difficult it has been for them to get 

along despite their prominent seats at the table. Now begin to 

imagine an upstart from one of  the 'minor' tribes who they could 

hardly tolerate. Let me add here that i have never believed the Ijaw 

population qualifies to be called minor. Statistical data is not a given 

in Nigeria. Who conducts diligent census in creeks, canals and 

waterways anyway? Yet, those are the habitations of  Ijaws around 

southern Nigeria. All the way from Lagos, Ondo, Edo, Delta, Rivers, 

Cross River, Akwa Ibom and Bayelsa. I do not push population here, 

but very important decisions and calls which should have been made 

with at least, near accurate data are forever made on conjectures and 

assumptions. Sometimes on deliberately subjective basis.

Most of  the intractable problems which bedevil governance in 

Nigeria prove endemic and enduring, not simply because they could 

not be easily solved or that capacity is in that extreme a condition (it 

is bad enough) but because those problems are actually instituted 

and defended for primordial sentiments which address power points 

preferences.
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For instance, why does it turn out to be so herculean to introduce 

state police, since the current system has proved and is increasingly 

proving to be a monumental failure? Why is it hard to break down a 

big problem and solve it in bits? Simple. It is because it serves some 

interests to retain the failed system. Do not forget how people would 

need state security where they thought they were strong and would 

not need to help themselves and how they cry foul over the same 

state security where they thought they were weak and would need to 

pull some stunts. That sounds twisted? Yes, the equation could be 

turned around in a variety of  ways. It all depends on the use you want 

to put them to and where you were coming from.

It mattered crucially that i strayed into power from a non-royal 

ethnic group. A minority. It was worse in their consideration because 

i was also not individually blue-blooded. Perhaps it would have been 

less insulting to them if  i had come from a wealthy background. I 

doubt this very much, considering what the likes of  MKO Abiola 

went through despite his great wealth. Many of  his military enemies 

were actually doing more than feeding off  him. He made many of  

them rich. It was not enough.

Emeka Odimegwu Ojukwu was frustrated despite his "blue blood". 

His father was probably the richest Nigerian of  his time. It did not 

help. Those were old and new monies worsted in the power game. 

Both royal highnesses Dasuki and Maccido were rubbished in the 
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power games. They got shuffled like cards on a highly revered and 

important throne. You must also know that the gun was always a 

major reason until i assumed office. There is a place in the memories 

of  Nigerians which says only the military could run the country. 

That i found scary. It does not prove anything yet, but we are on our 

way with the second ex-military ruler as democratic president. They 

are from the first two major ethnic groups. Is it realistic? That the 

ping-pong would remain between them in perpetuity, even when the 

others had "dropped" money and were on the queue to play?

We could either improve on this structure now and set everyone at 

ease, return to the regions and our old winning ways or prepare 

ourselves for the inevitable. It is just that the hard way would be very 

unfortunate simply because it would not have been the only way. We 

must rebuild Nigeria, and it would take more than individual 

integrity. I know.
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“I have come to launch a campaign of ideas, not 

one of calumny. I have come to preach love not 

hate. i have come to break you away from 

divisive tendencies of the past which has 

slowed down our drive to nationhood". 

- Goodluck Jonathan



Thursday February 12, 2015

11:00 Hours...

Presidential Election Campaign

The purpose of  my campaign was to promote democracy and social 

equality which encompasses love, peace and togetherness. I did not 

preach hate. Other political parties had other ideas and it was pretty 

clear as soon as our campaign train entered the North. Young people 

were recruited to attack the presidential convoy of  Nigeria by 

stoning. That never happened in my part of  the country. It does not 

matter how you treated or twisted it, you came back to see the radical 

difference play out again and again. A side of  the divide is right and 

the other wrong, but not on account of  superiority, but perspectives 
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informed by education, respect for the dignity of  man and broader 

outlook to life. The freedom afforded by enlightenment. It is the 

difference between Boko Haram and those who fight against it, 

whether in the truth of  a man's spirit or in the falsehood of  it.

It was alarming that some older, highly placed people would put 

innocent children in such cannon fodder situation. Mere 

expendables. This is the value they place on the lives of  these 

children and it does not change, even in the face of  rapidly changing 

times and the strides of  civilization. They push these innocent 

children further and further into mental and material poverty just so 

they could be summoned as human explosives when the Northern 

elites need them. They deserve our sympathy, not hate.

On the day those kids were programmed to stone my convoy, the 

instigators were out for two things, the least of  which was to 

embarrass their president. It was considered a huge mileage for their 

campaign. Humiliating the president of  their country was fair game. 

At that point, they were not thinking Nigeria. The fury of  their 

power thirst did not allow them to think about the global village. 

They did not even think about the power they wanted and the 

consequences of  diminishing that baton before it gets to them. It 

was a single minded recklessness. We could not but stare that history 

in the face: the North had never relinquished power in history 

without being absolutely unable to hold it any further! 
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The other thing they were out for, and which they desperately hoped 

would happen, was for any of  the kids to be wounded or even killed. 

It was a very tense situation. The Boko Haram menace was at its 

ugliest. The presidential security could easily have fired at the source 

of  the missiles, thinking it was the insurgents. These things happen. 

But we reacted differently. I have always said it and meant it... nothing i 

wanted was worth the blood of  a human being, least of  all the people i had 

the direct charge to protect. The people i swore to serve.

I know of  leaders who would certainly have reacted differently. You 

could take a cue from the recent military/Shiites clash and that is not 

saying the Shiites were right.

Muhammadu Buhari was in my part of  the country and nothing of  

that sort happened. He was not the president and it would have been 

easy to return the compliments. There was no shortage of  

courageous young men to carry out such a mission. We could also 

have simply denied complicity as they did, but it was not my way. 

Besides not being so base by my nature, i would have reduced an 

office i held in trust to ridicule. I would have embarrassed my 

colleagues in my professional field. I would have seriously 

disappointed people in my part of  town who hold one to certain 

standards and values.

I encouraged my people not to dwell on the issue. We put it behind us 
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and forged ahead with a clean campaign. The opposition was 

steeped in negative rhetoric and slurs of  all manner. We were not 

swayed. We campaigned consistently on what we did, what we were 

doing and what we could still do. My concern was for new ideas and 

new positive ways of  doing things. It was important to delete that do 

or die theme from our minds. It would take some time but i knew i 

was making a headway in that direction. It showed by the huge drop 

in politically motivated assassinations. It simply vanished, because 

the leader was not interested in killing for winning.

They raised a chorus on Jonathan must go. They crafted a pseudo-

activist image. They loaded the campaign space with a lot of  

corruption allegations they had no proof  of. Everything which the 

mind could think, the mouth was spewing. The corruption exhibited 

by the opposition was infinitely worse than any one they could 

imagine and they imagined plenty. The point was to mislead the 

ordinary folks against the government. It was even taken to the 

ridiculous extent of  claiming that i was behind Boko Haram. They 

said i planned it in order to reduce the votes in the North. Of  course, 

it was laughable.

In fact, in one of  Chief  Olusegun Obasanjo's famous letters (some 

say infamous, but i hardly agree) he stated that i had trained a 

thousand snipers for assassination purposes. Well, everybody had a 

good laugh. Look at the number of  victims during Baba's tenure. 
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Look at the role of  Rogers and the people who needed him. I hardly 

fit into that crowd and they know it. Now, we would have to give old 

people their honor and refrain from accusing them of  lying. We are 

also almost old now. Yet, if  it becomes a full blown habit, what would 

it be called? Baba added a lot of  drama to the process, but  none cast 

in the mould of  heritage. Generations ahead deserve a little better. 

The assassination story was a hoax as all others.

As funny as that was, it was also quite instructive. It was a point the 

people should have realized they were being taken for a ride and I 

think some actually did. The problem is in the religious and ethnic 

dyes in our politics. The use of  violence was also a handicap. People 

who were not fooled by the trash would rather stay home.

We truly have to heave a sigh on this because it is ongoing even in an 

advanced democracy like the United States. The language of  this 

Republican campaign has been shockingly rude, crude and abusive. 

It has not shown anything close to values identified with the 

primaries run. It got hot in the past but not low. It is no excuse for 

Africans to misbehave, but at least it could be of  some consolation 

that we are not the only ones in that mire. I would not be caught in 

that situation though.

The elections were scheduled for February 14, 2015. All through the 

campaigns i was confident that we were going to win, based on 
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analysis and polls. We looked at everything and the areas of  strength 

were evident. In the areas we appeared weak, we intensified efforts 

to address issues and bring our numbers up. We were confident that 

victory was heading towards us as we were also moving in its 

direction. We were sure of  the states we would certainly have a clear 

lead. We knew the states we shared 50-50 and finally the states we 

would have the required 25% to satisfy the provisions of  the law.

The political power sharing i spoke of  earlier is extremely dangerous 

to Nigerian politics. The government must be linked to the area of  

origin, one's political ideology and policy program. When an election 

appears to be tanking, members of  political parties often changed 

sides to join the party perceived to be winning. It would serve the 

larger interest of  our constituents and deepen democratic practice to 

find suitable legislation against this embarrassing phenomenon. 

There is a slight justification for this no doubt, because a few 

politicians have been treated with so much injustice in the past to 

warrant their departure, but it is simply not enough. 

The people we strive to serve are receiving much more injustice 

everyday and would not opt out of  their citizenship and become 

Ghanaians. Think about that.

There is a tremendous measure of  religious pressure on members of  

the PDP from the North. This is not a fresh factor, but it is one 
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militating against entrenching the ethos of  democracy. For as long as 

people could be persuaded or harassed into falling in line by 

deploying religion as an instrument of  politics, our goals for electing 

democracy stand unattainable. I know that some would be eager to 

point out the American Evangelicals as a perfect example in an 

advanced democracy, but this would not validate our version of  this 

concept.

In the first instance, i do not believe that everything American is 

good to cite. Even at that, the American Evangelicals role in that 

democracy is different from our Islamic role. No one forces the 

Evangelicals. There is no intimidation or threats of  not making 

heaven if  you did not vote this way or that, or even making hell of  

earth for you if  you failed to flow with the mainstream. When 

elections are pre-determined by faith or religion, we no longer 

practice democracy. What we then have is some form of  adulterated 

theocracy. Those religious sentiments stand in the way of  

performance, simply because you knew it only took your adherence 

to be approved. You therefore worked towards your approval ratings 

in the mosque.

During the campaigns, some voters felt Buhari was their best option. 

His followership in the North was boosted by campaign promises i 

found quite interesting. He promised them jobs in a new 

government, without addressing capacity building. Millions of  
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youths believed Buhari in government meant automatic jobs which 

would enable them get married and live a better life. Those who 

could not get jobs would be paid 5000 Naira monthly. These youths 

turned out to be the most disruptive during elections because they 

saw any contrary position to the source of  those promises as one 

blocking their paradise on earth. How could they disbelieve a man of  

"proven integrity?"

But how could they know that those promises were too far from 

economic realities? They were in no position to know because they 

lacked the capacity to know. That absence of  capacity has been the 

problem of  the Northern youth for a long time. It has also been the 

reason for Nigeria's backwardness. If  we deliberately stunt the 

academic growth of  millions of  youth so we could have a ready army 

of  easily misdirected youth, we kill this country. When you add 

religion to illiteracy plus politics, you just created a worse weapon 

than hydrogen bomb at a much cheaper cost. We have to fight for the 

education of  the Northern youth. We tried in our time, but it must 

continue. The leadership of  the North must embrace attitudinal 

change. Not a rhetorical change. Well, as the man said, "dreams die 

first". How does an economy like this one share out 5000 Naira to 

millions of  people monthly? How do you identify those who should 

receive the money? We have borders that are more religious than 

national all over the North. How do you differentiate between 

Nigerians, Chadians, Nigeriens and Cameroonians in one nation of  
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Islam which is taken more seriously that the State we all claim? 

Where would the money come from? Would you borrow to share? 

But most importantly, how does anyone believe that kind of  talk? 

That kind of  campaign? You would either be lying to people you 

should be telling the whole truth or you lacked the capacity to figure 

out the status of  your country's economy ahead of  the possibility of  

your leadership.

I received information that some PDP leaders were alluding (at this 

critical) juncture, to a breach of  one spurious agreement to rotate 

power between the North and the South. I was supposed to have 

entered into the agreement before the 2011 elections. In Nigeria's 

political field, you could be in an agreement without knowing and  

there usually was no need for documents validating  such. When we 

received word relating to this, we had an interrogative session with 

some governors to find out the source of  that allegation. 

Afterwards, some governors opted out of  the PDP. That was the 

beginning of  the downward spiral.

The enduring negative controversy over North and South had taken 

on yet another life and significantly affected our poll numbers. We 

assessed the situation, re-strategized and adjusted our campaign. 

Within the PDP, some members from the North worked for the 

opposition not necessarily because of  convictions or principles.  

The dissension had the effect of  a rapid spread. They told voters to 
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vote on free will in all other elections, but to only vote Buhari for 

president. Inside the PDP! It should be tough to trust these brood of  

politicians going forward, but we must not allow such thoughts to 

rubbish highly stable and trustworthy Northerners. It is the political 

structure i believe must change in order to cure ourselves of  this 

distrust.

2015 Elections Postponed.

Saturday February 14, 2015

19:00 Hours

The elections across the country postponed 

i distinctly remember calls which i received suggesting a 

postponement of  the elections. Weeks before, an average of  35% to 

50% of  the voters had not received their permanent voters cards. 

There were several objections raised in the public space concerning 

attempts to influence the electoral process. While this went on, the 

National Security Adviser, stated that the military could not 

guarantee security in parts of  the North-East, especially in Borno, 

Yobe, Gombe and Adamawa.

The media was awash with governors leading protests in their states. 

Almost all the governors of  the Southern states were shouting 
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themselves hoarse, but we knew they were shouting because of  

other elections than the presidential. That is the paradox of  this 

politics. They were also among the frontliners in the protest against 

postponement. Not even assurances of  the sanctity of  May 29 could 

calm them down. They were sleeping with both eyes open. If  only 

we could keep such vigil in service of  democracy and our people. But 

we are only that agitated in pursuit of  power. 

A short while back, Boko Haram militants had taken hold of  a wide 

cache of  military grade weaponry, including Armored Personnel 

Carriers from retreating Nigerian troops.I requested an update from 

officials, who confirmed my fears. The group had almost five 

thousand fighters behind its growing effort to carve out and control 

territory in the North-East of  Nigeria, around Cameroon, Chad, 

Niger.

Tension was further inflamed. Many Nigerian opposition figures at 

home and some Nigerians in the diaspora pressed for the elections 

to go on as planned. They had a different but ineffectual reality. 

Theirs was about an exclusive focus on elections, but you had to have 

a country after elections, i think. It was my duty to present the 

country intact after my service and i was not going to let a tiny patch 

of  Nigeria go under my watch. It would be reckless and irresponsible 

to cede portions of  one's country through any form of  loss. 

It was worse for them because they saw shadows in every move our 
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government made. Indeed there was no cogent basis for the 

sightings of  these constant apparitions, because my government was 

one pointedly devoid of  trickery. However, i suppose the elections 

were more important than the lives we could have lost in the North-

East if  we had not taken charge and made the correct decision, 

which was why we were in office anyhow.

There was the ludicrous statement that the NSA should not have 

spoken about the postponement overseas. I still wonder what 

difference the announcement location would have made in a global 

village, but such were the spirit of  those times. They even alleged 

that i was about a tenure elongation ploy. It was really very silly. 

Nothing in my whole profile accused me of  any tendency for 

tenacity of  office. My party lost quite a number of  important 

elections and my posture did not switch from one of  adherence to 

democracy. In any case, tenure elongation was meaningless since i 

still had a term left under the Constitution.

Truly, it happens around Africa and there was an attempt here which 

held the country down until it was defeated inside the Senate, but 

that was being done by people used to forceful and manipulative 

modes of  doing the business of  governance. It was not a direction 

which i was ever attracted to. I think the opposition was reacting to 

its own imagination without necessarily thinking those imaginations 

through. There were very concrete reasons to postpone the 
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elections, even for a longer period, but it was not good for our 

democracy. It could have had a terrible effect and conclusion which 

could have shocked us all. But we tailored the time we needed and 

did not postpone for a second longer.

The decision and announcement to postpone the elections was 

eventually made by the only body which could do so under the 

Constitution. I should talk briefly about the INEC here, because of  

the insinuations that government muscled INEC to make the 

pronouncement. Of  course, nothing could be farther from the truth 

as people came to realize. Yes, the posture of  INEC could appear 

edgy, but it knew it was not ready and that the election was too 

important to mess up and then throw a few lame apologies in the 

media, with the usual promise to do better later.

The PVC shortage was everywhere. The lopsided allocations grew 

into a national din. The housing of  PVCs in emirs' palaces was a 

topic. The card readers were not even in view. All of  these happening 

despite years of  preparation and huge votes made available! It was all 

building up to a perfect storm, but those were INEC's problems 

which we were willing to help solve, but the security of  the country 

was our job and the military advised as they deemed fit.

Before the election was eventually rescheduled by INEC, i 

summoned all the service chiefs to get further information. Then i 
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called a Council of  State meeting and requested the heads of  security 

services and INEC chairman to attend. These were not apolitical, 

but at least they could rise up above the political din and represent 

the entire country. They did. At the end of  deliberations, it was 

agreed that the elections be postponed for six weeks in order to 

create a safer environment for voters and officials on election day.

The INEC was then directed to hold a meeting with political parties, 

while the NSA was to also brief  them on the security angle to the 

postponement. At the end of  the session, participants voted for or 

against postponement. The votes in favor of  postponement was 

overwhelming. INEC, thereafter announced the postponement and 

rescheduling to the nation.

FOREIGN INTERESTS

The other front in the heat of  Nigeria's election moment in 2015 was 

the foreign interest. They mounted serious pressure on us in their 

apparent disbelief  the postponement was without ulterior motive. 

They maintained the curious posture of  one who had been deceived 

severally before and therefore, had every reason to cede no credence 

to our position. But there was no such instance.

The United States and United Kingdom were especially agitated. 

David Cameron called to express his concern about the 
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postponement. John Kerry came from the United States to express 

further worry. It was at once comic and sobering. In fact, John Kerry 

showed great reluctance in accepting our explanation giving reasons 

for the postponement. It was funny, because, right inside our eyes, 

we knew why the agitation was so much, but beyond the dialogue of  

eyes, the game of  care took the throne.

In attendance where the decision to postpone the election was taken 

were almost all the living former Heads of  State of  this country. 

How else does a foreigner become convinced that he was hearing the 

truth? How does a foreigner love one's country more than the 

indigene? I have stated earlier how the Kerry visit was designed to 

humiliate a sitting Nigerian president and clearly take sides in that 

election. We watch today how the Republicans and Democrats are 

building up to the next tenant in the White House. Do you see 

anyone going from Nigeria to sit between Obama and Romney four 

years ago? It would be considered creative, even in Hollywood.

This is one reason extremist projections go in the direction of  

Americans. There must be a point to bridle the subjective thoughts 

of  the global orderly. It is in the interest of  Americans to restrain its 

self-constructed superiority complex, because no one thinks by 

bombs and frigates in the final analysis. Right and wrong must not be 

subjects of  nuclear power, otherwise, Pakistan and Kim jung un 

must be given pride of  place. The leadership of  the free world must 
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not be by royal or colonial tendencies. It must, by a long shot depend 

on persuasion. Which African country stands out because it is 

America's friend? Which? A friend who would rather hold on to his 

Leahy Act, when my nation loses thousands of  lives must be a great 

friend. No?

Anyhow, the six weeks served us well. Our forces brilliantly dealt a 

weakening blow to the terrorists. In case they did not notice, Boko 

Haram has not been able to do much since, except throw IEDs here 

and there. If  government concentrates on consolidating and pay less 

attention on pulling Jonathan administration down as a duty, Boko 

Haram would vanish. The same soldiers who did it for us are still 

there to do it for the new administration. Sometimes, i think people 

forget that Heads of  State, ex-soldiers or civilians do not go 

shooting, all by themselves. We all rely on our courageous soldiers.

A few weeks after launching the operations in the North, people 

realized that our military was successful. Nations who tied their 

weapons to ransom also realized the futility of  that position. 

America and UK have been "friends" for a long time, but it is not all 

the time it truly looked like friendship. We conducted the elections 

peacefully, even if  the fairness part was not high on priority. At least 

everyone was happy and they said that much in a swarm of  

congratulatory calls. Everyone was happy. All appreciated the 

wisdom, just a short moment after the fact.
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“In 1967, Nigeria fought a very bitter civil war 

for thirty months. Thousands of lives were lost. 

That civil war was fought on perceived 

injustice over the leadership of the country. 

Could i partake in the reincarnation of that war 

which sent hundreds of thousands to early 

graves? The war which razed down my own 

village?”



Presidential Election Day

Saturday March 28, 2015

19:00 Hours

It had been one of  the longest six weeks in my memory and it came 

finally that cool morning of  the 28th March. While skeptics and 

mischief  champions pined over tenure elongation, interim 

government and all that bore, I was already pacing towards the 

election. I was pacing forward for a "contrary" reason to the normal. 

I wanted the election to be over and done with, and i had a couple of  

good reasons for that. Twenty four hours before D-Day, it was 

already clear to me that winning was not in the cards for Peoples 

Democratic Party. My I called for the latest intelligence reports. I ran 
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through the reports. The facts were very grave. What was unfolding 

became crystal clear to me. I was pretty certain in that instance that i 

could not contest the results and risk the occurrence of  a stalemate. 

No. It was not even a risk. It was a certainty that a stalemate would 

happen.

Too many people were ready for mindless slaughter. The multiple 

massacres in memory came alive. I read in my hand once again the 

gory promise. Was this what the American intelligence community 

predicted? The disintegration of  Nigeria? On my watch. In my 

hands. The souls of  thousands of  Christians in the North to be 

snuffed out, if  i took the wrong decision. The certain reprisals! The 

eventual pulling out. Who would stop  that? Who could? Too many 

things were bound to go wrong! I had every reason to contest the 

results. These were the facts in my hands, but there was also the 

question of  worth. Was it worth it? I reflected on some details. My 

country was under colonial rule and our fathers mounted a struggle 

for freedom from the white man. Without shedding blood, we 

gained that freedom. Independence.

How could I now be a part to the rivers of  blood which would flow across the land?

I thought deeply about the hand it has pleased God to use 

providence to play in my life. My rise to the pinnacle of  power in a 

country of  170 million people, most of  who would give anything to 
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be where i had been. What i had been and they never would be that 

fortunate. I could not have made it if  i was rich, and i was not. I have 

had those things money could not buy! I thought about the economy 

which we dedicated long hours and hard labor to. Just to make 

focused companies invest in Nigeria. All those huge investments 

simply rolling in miles of  ruins. Could i sincerely let all those 

investments go to waste? Where would i be when all this happens? 

We toiled to make the Nigerian economy the largest in Africa. Could 

i then watch the destruction of  that same economy?

In my capacity as Nigeria's president, i worked with other presidents 

to resolve the political crisis in some West African countries. In Cote 

d'ivoire alone, thousands of  human beings were slaughtered in post 

election violence.

How would i discuss Nigeria's stability with my colleagues from 

ECOWAS? What do i tell them?

In 1967, Nigeria fought a very bitter civil war for thirty months. 

Thousands of  lives were lost. That civil war was fought on perceived 

injustice over the leadership of  the country. Could i partake in the 

reincarnation of  that war which sent hundreds of  thousands to early 

graves? The war which razed down my own village?

From the interim report before me, youths had been armed and 

mobilized to unleash mayhem. Provisions of  guns, petrol bombs, 
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knives and other incendiary substances had been made in full 

readiness for maelstrom on a massive scale. As i said earlier, recalling 

2011 was too easy, when i won the election but lost so much in lives 

and limbs. Riots was raging like wild fire despite the fact that there 

was no genuine dispute about my victory. That victory still ended up 

tasting like ash in the mouth. The murders were as many as they were 

so foul. Properties of  Southerners were torched. They were worth 

trillions of  Naira.

Ten National Youth Service Corp Members were brutally murdered. 

Their sin was serving their fatherland as INEC ad hoc staff  on 

election duty. It had stuck to my memory since.

Hundreds of  thoughts flashed through my mind in each round of  

reflection. Could we ever play politics without bitterness in this 

country? The phrase raised the image of  one of  our great leaders in 

my mind. Waziri Ibrahim. His advocacy was "politics without 

bitterness".

Waziri, the leader of  the defunct Great Nigeria Peoples Party 

(GNPP). He was shown why bitterness must be a permanent 

component of  Nigeria's politics. When he looked at the results of  

the 1979 elections, he described it as "super rigging". Indeed, he had 

not even seen super rigging before he coined the phrase. The "moon 

slide and landslide" victories of  the NPN in 1983 qualified more for 
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super rigging. Waziri was unhappy but never bitter. A TENSE 

NATION WAS AN UNDERSTATEMENT

Nigeria was at the sharp tip of  a huge explosion. Many who could 

afford transportation tickets already sent their families abroad. 

Those who could not afford it were sending their loved ones to 

neighboring countries. The flight from this unseen but impending 

catastrophe was happening more in cities like Lagos. 

I felt so sad for the youth prepped to kill and destroy...

I was sorry for properties worth trillions going up in flames...

I regret greatly that my country could no longer be one...

It was at this point that the breakthrough came to me in a "word", a 

single phrase.

"my ambition is not worth the blood of  any Nigerian!" 

 This was my mantra when i ran for Bayelsa Governor's office in 

2006 and it gained a prominent echo during my presidential 

campaign.

I knew instantly that if  i held on to power and moved to right the 

wrongs and expose the fraud hailed as election, Nigeria as known 

might be no more. The division along regions, religion and ethnicity 
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was sharp. The positions were firm and decided. It was a very 

dangerous moment which could now be taken for granted. Why? 

Because it never happened. I did not allow it to happen. The 

prediction of  the U.S. intelligence community about the 

disintegration of  Nigeria was an additional scare. Those chaps are 

not to be ignored. Not that all their predictions come to pass, but 

indicators pointed to a great chance that this one was a correct call.

The spillover scenario of  Nigeria's population into the West Coast 

was always the nightmare of  everybody involved in the vigil for 

peace in the region and far beyond. If  our citizens had cause to make 

a dash for life, we would overrun our neighbors in a desperate 

refugee crisis and the aftermath of  such an unholy exodus would be 

tragic indeed. I refused to bear that burden. It may come one day, 

because the stability of  this country is extremely fragile, but it would 

not be under my watch.

SATURDAY MARCH 28, 2015

2015 Presidential Election Results

09:00 HOURS

I knew what was coming the day before i made that call. I had the 

reports on the polls around the country. It was clear the results were 

not going to favor me. Apparently, there were many instances of  
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irregularities. There was the series of  problems with card readers, 

especially with its lopsided distribution. The social media was filled 

with all manner of  stories and pictures. I was settled in my mind that i 

was not going to be the sitting president pointing out these 

fluctuations and accusing the opposition. The world saw my ordeal 

at the polling unit in Bayelsa where the reader refused the card and 

we tried and tried again. It was a moment i could have used to fight. 

The open failure of  INEC. However, i was heading towards peace.

I had to do something. I could no longer wait for the final results. 

The pressure on the country was palpable. In Lagos, people were 

ready to burst loose on the streets and in the North, there was a 

steady view to a kill. One of  my representatives in Lagos was locked 

in an argument at a collation point. It was a heated contest which 

lasted over one hour. Everyone was expecting the bang any moment. 

I knew it was time to prick the burble.

As i said earlier, i was fully informed about the manipulations, 

intrigues, intimidations and betrayals. All these were effected to win 

victory off  my party. The consequences of  not conceding were only 

better imagined. After my victory in 2011, 500 people were 

slaughtered in the North and the loss was not limited to that figure.

My natural ties with peace now reigned. I was going to make a 

decision which reflected my commitment to that ideal. A foundation 
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upon which my whole being was built. In my periodic projections 

into the future, i did not see how i could be presiding over such 

chaos. I was going to serve the peace and unity of  Nigeria. This is a 

huge sacrifice in everyday terms, but i hope you believe me when i tell 

you it turned out to be one of  the easiest decisions i ever took in 

power. My mind made up, it was time to inject peace into this vile 

pregnancy and it had to be now. Especially before INEC completed 

the tally.

I was in my living room with some of  my ministers and advisors. 

They were recommending sundry alternatives, but i was quiet in the 

midst of  their discussion. I hugged my thoughts, figuring out how to 

do that which was best for the country. My personal interest receding 

rapidly and the interest of  Nigeria looming large. I excused myself  

and left the conference. I walked into my study. Even here, my 

mantra was a strong circle around me. Supporting and comforting 

me.

Let the country survive, let democracy survive, my political ambition is not 

worth...

It was late Tuesday afternoon. The final results had not been called. I 

was in my study ruminating over Nigeria's moments, now and in the 

past. The giddiness at the points of  power. Lives as a means of  

exchange at such points. Wrong turns taken by elites in rabid hunger 
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and roaring rage for power and the enigma of  the poor folks who kill 

poor folks for them. Most of  the time, not to anybody's benefit 

beyond themselves and their tightest circle.  Now, what does the 

poor gain after the orgy?

More reports flowed in and i could not wait anymore. The 

announcement of  the final result could take issues out of  all our 

hands. I had to inject peace. I was the only one ordained by God 

almighty at that point to hold the serum.

I reached for the telephone and placed a call. A peace i had not seen 

or felt since my political sojourn started, now descended upon me. It 

told me where i had been in the past six years and where i was then. I 

had been in a large golden cage. It was large, yes. It was golden, yes. 

But it was a cage all the same. A glorified prison of  power. I thought 

the process could be made to make inmates feel better doing their 

time. I smiled at the thought.

I waited calmly for the person at the end of  my call to pick.

“Hello...General Buhari here"

"I'm calling to congratulate you"

The line was seized by silence for several seconds. Then we had a 

brief  discussion. i could feel his concern too, which traveled on the 

line to me with some tenseness in his voice. He knew what could 
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have been. Here is a man who had contested three times and lost. 

Always at the other end of  victory. My gesture, may be, humbled 

him, against his expectations. He thanked me and we talked about 

the 2011 elections when people were killed.

He expressed gratitude that i was not going to contest the result. We 

agreed that we would both be blamed if  such a wanton destruction 

were allowed to reoccur.

Everywhere all over Africa, Asia and other parts of  the world, 

numberless deaths have been recorded on the scores of  elections 

and power disputes. We mentioned Cote d'Ivoire earlier, where 

people died in thousands in post-election violence. African 

countries are more prone to post-election violence than not, on the 

scale of  8 in 10. Very few African countries have not tasted post-

election violence on a very grand scale or some bitter power tussle 

coming from tribal or ethnic thoughts. Tenacity of  office is another 

evil which causes these killings on the scary scale we have seen them 

in Africa.

I hung up the phone, confident that my decision was right for 

Nigeria and would have a great impact (probably) on Africa. Could 

this be the beginning of  a fresh perspective on power? One which 

places personal preference at the base of  the basket and raises up the 

wellbeing of  women and children in their millions, who were always 

the ones who suffer most, when we make the wrong call.
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IT COULD NEVER BE ABOUT WINNING!

After my chat with General Buhari, which lifted my spirit greatly, i 

was feeling light and healthy; it was time to break the news to my 

ministers and aides. I wandered back into the living room. These 

were people i have come to know over a period. I knew what the 

response would be. In my newfound calm i stood before them and 

told them what i just did behind their backs! The elections were over. 

I had called and congratulated General Buhari on his victory. It was 

time for all of  us to move on. Stunned silence.

After that episode, it was time to address the nation.

Speech By President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan After The 

Announcement Of  The Results Of  Presidential Election 2015
st April 1 2015

Fellow Nigerians,

I thank you all for turning out en-masse for the March 28 General 

Elections. I promised the country free and fair elections. I have kept 

my word. I have also expanded the space for Nigerians to participate 

in the democratic process. That is one legacy I will like to see endure. 

Although some people have expressed mixed feelings about the 

results announced by the Independent National Electoral 

Commission (INEC), I urge those who may feel aggrieved to follow 
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due process based on our constitution and our electoral laws, in 

seeking redress. As I have always affirmed, nobody's ambition is 

worth the blood of  any Nigerian. The unity, stability and progress of  

our dear country are more important than anything else.

I congratulate all Nigerians for successfully going through the 

process of  the March 28th General Elections with the 

commendable enthusiasm and commitment that was demonstrated 

nationwide. I also commend the Security Services for their role in 

ensuring that the elections were mostly peaceful and violence-free.

To my colleagues in the PDP, I thank you for your support. Today, 

the PDP should be celebrating rather than mourning. We have 

established a legacy of  democratic freedom, transparency, eco For 

the past sixteen years, we have steered the country away from ethnic 

and regional politics. We created a Pan-Nigerian political party and 

brought home to our people the realities of  economic development 

and social transformation. Through patriotism and diligence, we 

have built the biggest and most patriotic party in Nigerian history. 

We must stand together as a party and look to the future with 

renewed optimism. I thank all Nigerians once again for the great 

opportunity I was given to lead this country and assure you that I will 

continue to do my best at the helm of  national affairs until the end of  

my tenure.

I have conveyed my personal best wishes to General Muhammadu 
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Buhari. May God Almighty continue to bless the Federal Republic 

of  Nigeria.

I thank you all.

As a believer in God I know He was fully involved in all my actions. 

This I confirmed when one of  the true servants of  God in our land 

visited me outside the country months after the elections and told 

me all the revelations from God to a his colleague in America. The 

Nigerian-born Pastor was hearing directly from God that I would 

not return as President and that He would minister to me in my 

closet. God told him He was doing it to preserve my life and save the 

land from destruction.

The scripture says let every truth be confirmed in the mouths of  two 

witnesses let every truth be confirmed. This excerpt from the 

interview of  Primate Ayodele with Vanguard Newspaper of  14th 

February,2016 said as much 

People who look out for your warnings, what message do you 

have for them this year?

Generally, we need prayers for President Muhammadu Buhari 

because he has genuine mission. Jonathan also had genuine mission 

but he didn't prepare for presidency.  But he had done what no 

Nigerian leader had ever done before.
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What was that?

For an incumbent President to leave power just like that? It has not 

happened before in Nigeria.

Even when he knew that he was defeated by popular votes?

Yeah.  But he could have turned things around.  He had the pencil 

and the eraser.  Nobody could question him.

Do you agree that God used Jonathan to save Nigeria?

Yes.  Nigeria was at the verge of  disintegration and you know all the 

things that had been said about Nigeria breaking.  It was not saved by 

soothsayers or anybody.  No.  It is God that used him to save Nigeria 

and so, we should be grateful to Jonathan for being able to avert 

crisis that could put Nigeria asunder.  It is difficult to see somebody 

like that, a Nigerian who would vacate the seat peacefully the way he 

did.

 “We must develop a democratic culture in which the will of  the people 

will be treated as sacred and be immune to subversion by anti-

democratic elements.”

~ Goodluck Jonathan
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“In the weeks which followed my decision to 

c o n c e d e ,  t h e r e  w a s  a  g u s h  o f  

acknowledgements from all over the world. It 

was commended as a giant step in avoiding 

violence, mass killings and untold hardship in 

the land. I was pleasantly surprised that 

Nigerians and foreigners saw our decision as 

historic and heart-lifting. The calls were 

streaming in and so were the letters.”



In the weeks which followed my decision to concede, there was a 

gush of  acknowledgements from all over the world. It was 

commended as a giant step in avoiding violence, mass killings and 

untold hardship in the land. I was pleasantly surprised that Nigerians 

and foreigners saw our decision as historic and heart-lifting. The 

calls were streaming in and so were the letters.

One in particular came from the authority of  Heads of  States and 

governments for the Economic Community of  West African States 

(ECOWAS).

They knew i had always been in the frontline of  peace negotiations 

in the ECOWAS sub-region. They knew if  i had decided to play the 
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power game instead of  the concession, the 

been submerged under a drove of  refugees. They, along with the 

African Union thanked us and were relieved after our decision to 

preserve not only the unity of  Nigeria but also the stability of  the 

region in particular and the continent in general.

At the  47th  ordinary session of  the Authority in Accra on May 

19,2015 President of  Ghana and ECOWAS chairman, John 

Mahama during his opening address led other leaders to praise me. 

He noted that the success of  the Nigerian election as well as that of  

Togo had sent a strong message to the world that the ECOWAS 

protocol on democracy and good governance was working. " Let me 

on your behalf  take this opportunity to highly commend our 

brother, President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan for his personal show 

of  mature statesmanship in the event that followed the presidential 

election held in Nigeria.  I believe his name will be recorded in a 

special place when the history of  Nigeria's democracy comes to be 

written.”

In his message to the session the Secretary General of  the United 

Nations, Ban Ki Moon, praised me for my contributions to regional 

peace and security. Mr Moon who was represented by his Special 

Representative, Muhammed Ibn Chambas said “as this marks the 

final summit of  President Goodluck Jonathan, I wish to send our 

sincere appreciation for his valuable contributions to regional 

entire region would have 
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integration, maintenance of  peace and security in West Africa, most 

notably in Côte d'Ivoire, Guinea and Mali,” he said.

In his address, the President of  the ECOWAS Commission, Kadre 

Desire Ouedraogo, noted the credibility Nigeria has brought to 

ECOWAS  with the 2015 elections" He said the Commission would 

never forget  my  contributions to the management and resolution 

of  crises in West Africa. He said: “In that respect, I think firstly of  

the increased credibility that ECOWAS has received due to the 

conduct of  the presidential election in Nigeria and the manner in 

which it was concluded.

 “We owe this to the choices made by two main players, President 

Goodkuck Ebele Jonathan and General Muhammadu Buhari to 

place the general interest of  the country above theirs.”

" In speaking particularly to President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan, I 

wish to assure him that the commission will never forget his crucial 

contribution in the management and resolution of  crises in Guinea 

Bissau, Mali, and Burkina Faso as well as in the fight against the 

Ebola virus disease among other challenging matters. I am confident 

that nothing will come to make us forget the great pride Nigeria has 

brought us only a few weeks ago” he said. Earlier on 14th May,2015,I 

received AU chairman and President of  Benin Republic, Bori Yayi. 

His visit and all that transpired was well captured by Nigerian 
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Tribune of  the following day:

President Goodluck Jonathan (left) and his Benin Republic 

counterpart, President Boni Yayi, during his visit to the State House, 

Abuja, on Thursday.

"ECONOMIC Community of  West African States (ECOWAS) and 

the African Union (AU) will miss the exemplary leadership of  

President Goodluck Jonathan”.

President of  Benin Republic, Boni Yayi, disclosed this, after meeting 

with President Jonathan at the Presidential Villa, Abuja, on 

Thursday. Addressing State House correspondents after a closed-

door meeting with Jonathan, the Beninoise president said Jonathan's 

presidency had been of  immense benefit to the sub-region and the 

continental body. He recalled that Jonathan had helped to resolve 

contentious issues in many countries in Africa, leading to restoration 

of  peace and security in such countries.  "Nigeria's decision did help 

all of  us, all the countries of  ECOWAS. It played key leadership role 

to resolve the problem in Mali, Guinea Bissau; everywhere. "To us, 

we cannot forget our brother, President Jonathan," he stated. 

Praising Jonathan for his exemplary leadership style in African 

region, he congratulated him for presiding over a hitch-free and 

successful election and for congratulating his challenger, General 

Muhammadu Buhari, even before the result was announced. He said 
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the action was rare in Africa, while describing Jonathan as a "very 

great statesman" whose example, he said, was worthy of  emulation. 

Yayi said he would have been in Nigeria earlier to congratulate 

Jonathan, but for the legislative election conducted in his country 

recently. "I came to congratulate my brother, President Jonathan. He 

is a very great statesman; he organised the election peacefully in the 

largest country in sub-Saharan Africa. "To us, the election was very 

transparent and peaceful and coming back, he took a wonderful 

decision by a great statesman, by calling his challenger to 

congratulate him, even before the final result was released. "Usually, 

in Africa, it is rare. He gave us very good example of  democracy, not 

only in our sub-region, not only in Africa, but also in the whole 

world. "My brother, we like to congratulate you on behalf  of  the 

college of  the sub-region. He is really a great statesman. He 

successfully managed and led Nigeria to fight Boko Haram. It was 

not easy. "Nigeria is a strong country, being able to set the pace in 

West Africa. 

Nigeria is great country and the president is a great president. 

Nigeria has been the first economic power in Africa. It is not easy," 

he said.

Yayi remarked that his country had benefited immensely from 

Nigeria under Jonathan and prayed that God would continue to be 

with President Jonathan and his family in his future endeavours. He 

further said he had always regarded Benin Republic as the 37th state 
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of  Nigeria, adding that he was confident that the sub-region would 

continue to revert to Jonathan whenever the need arose.”

These regional and global leaders understand best, what was averted. 

They are very familiar with these tragedies. Simply consider the 

trajectory of  post-election violence and power tussle killings on the 

continent...The harsh reality is that there is only a handful of  

countries in Africa outside the vicious cycle of  election related 

violence. Even at that, the few are always in the throes of  power 

tussle or are susceptible to one. This is why (I suppose) our decision 

caught so much attention and received that much applause.

Even here at home, the contrary probabilities are not hidden from 

the opposition, who were not only shocked to find themselves in the 

throne room, but were also relieved that we would not fight that 

which they themselves would have fought to the death. Their relief  

would be coming from the kind of  difficulty and expenditure of  

forcing an incumbent off  the seat of  power.

After huge emotional and financial investments, it was doubtful if  

they could enter another phase of  the election process without 

recourse to an extra-judicial solution. Supposing, they lost the case in 

court? It would not be a good proposition for them. Nigerian 

presidents do not have a history of  losing election litigations, 

although i quite agree there were so many variations to the equation. 
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But it would have led to untold bloodshed any way we look at it 

except one, which was the one we took. For the relative peace of  this 

day, the unity of  our country and the pride of  our generations.

Frankly speaking, you felt and saw more as a president than almost 

anyone else, save those who actually collate those intel for you. The 

memory of  military rule has been in constant retreat for about 

sixteen years. This makes some people dwell in the comfort zone and 

that is a very reckless position. They now thought they could do 

those things the military capitalized on in the past and get away with 

it. We should be very careful. Not everyone would play it the 

Goodluck way. Really, no one had ever played it the Goodluck way 

before now. The way of  peace, of  life.

I recall:

In March 2012, when the military struck in Mali,a high-level 

delegation of  the Economic Community of  West African States 

(ECO-WAS) led by its Chairman of  the Authority of  Heads of  State 

and Government, President Alassane Ouattara of  Cote d'Ivoire  

was.in troubled member state,.

The delegation   evolved measures to secure the speedy restoration 

of  constitutional order in the country following the unpopular coup 

of  March 22, 2012 which ousted President Ahmani Toumani Toure.
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The delegation which included  the Chairman of  the African Union 

(AU), President Boni Yayi of  Benin Republic, myself  as president of  

Nigeria  and the Presidents of  Burkina Faso, Liberia, and Niger, 

were chosen at the extraordinary summit of  the regional leaders in 

Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire.

Our visit was preceded by another meeting of  the chiefs of  defence 

staff  of  Benin, Burkina Faso, Cote d'Ivoire, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal 

and Togo  which was also be in the country with a five-pronged 

mandate.

Led by the President of  the ECOWAS Commission, Amba-ssador 

Kadre Desire Ouedraogo, the chief  of  defense delegation sensitized 

the junta on the need for rapid return to constitutional order as well 

as inform them of    measures envisaged by ECOWAS to assist the 

country preserve its territorial integrity and democracy.

To the glory of  God our delegation succeeded in restoring stability 

to Mali.

In  April 2012,there was an attempted military takeover . I swung 

into action and declared that the Federal Government of  Nigeria 

totally condemns and rejects the  attempt by a segment of  the 

military in Guinea- Bissau to subvert the country's constitutional 

order and truncate the democratic process which has already been 
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initiated for the election of  a legal successor to late President Bacai 

Sanha.

I urged the Military High Command of  Guinea-Bissau to refrain 

from any further action that threatens the lives of  the elected 

leaders of  the Republic of  Guinea-Bissau and the established 

democratic order. I also demanded the immediate release of  all 

those being detained and the restoration of  civil democratic rule 

and constitutional order the Military's declaration that it is not 

interested in political power, and urged them to take urgent action in 

confirmation of  that declaration.

“Nigeria is ready and prepared to act in concert with other members 

of  the Economic Community of  West African States (ECOWAS) 

to ensure that the collective effort being made by the people of  

Guinea-Bissau and friends of  the country to entrench democracy, 

good governance and political stability in the country is not 

thwarted by an unwelcome military intervention in whatever guise,” 

We succeeded in restoring normalcy to the country.

The stalemate in Niger where I led ECOWAS to bring about peace is 

of  so much reckoning for me. This was not lost on the president of  

Niger Republic when he visited me on May 21 as exemplified in this 

report by Channels TV:
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"The President of  Niger Republic, Alhaji Muhammadou Isoufou, 

on Thursay said ECOWAS leaders will forever remember President 

Goodluck Jonathan for the humble way he conducted himself  in the 

affairs of  the country and the West African sub region.

The Nigerien President who was in the Presidential Villa on a 

courtesy visit said the outgoing Nigerian President has shown great 

maturity and statesmanship by conceding to defeat and calling his 

challenger in the last presidential elections to congratulate him 

describing the act as a great lesson to all African leaders.

Alhaji Issoufou arrived the Presidential Villa at about 12 noon and 

went into a meeting with President Jonathan for about 40 minutes 

before speaking to State House correspondents through an 

interpreter on the purpose of  his visit.

He said that Doctor Jonathan has always conducted himself  in a very 

humble manner and that the ECOWAS leaders will forever 

remember him for that.

According to him Nigeria and Niger have worked together in the last 

four years in all spheres, economically, politically and on security 

matters especially in the fight against Boko Haram and thanked the 

President for the cooperation." 
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In November 2014, I led a 3-man delegation to Burkina Fasso when 

a political crisis developed there. The country experienced serious  

unrest when protesters succeeded in preventing the parliament from 

voting on a bill that would allow ousted President Blaise Compaore 

seek another five-year term despite spending 27 years.

Alongside  my Ghanian and Senegalese counterparts, we went to 

engage the stakeholders in the West African nation in discussions 

targeted at restoring normalcy to the country. Though protests were 

gradually reducing when Compaore stepped down, they regained 

momentum when the Burkinabe military seized power. Honore 

Traore, the country's army chief  and Isaac Zida both separately 

announced taking over power, the latter receiving the backing of  the 

army.

By God's grace we succeeded in normalizing the situation and 

restoring stability.

I took part, if  i did not lead the peace negotiating teams which 

brokered peace in all these  countries. Sadly not before lives had been 

wasted and properties destroyed. The reader could ponder over 

these examples as i did before taking my decision. It would have been 

anti-climax if  the regional bodies had to set up missions to resolve a 

conflict involving me .

It must be worth quite a bit that a president who "lost" an election 
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could receive so many congratulatory messages from everywhere at 

home, on the continent and overseas. It somehow feels that all was 

not lost. Just as all was not won. I feel very grateful (i am) to ordinary 

folks, religious and cultural leaders, political leaders worldwide. 

Chairperson and members of  the African Union, the Secretary 

General of  the United Nations and the Prime Minister of  United 

Kingdom. The presidents of  France and USA also sent 

congratulatory messages, which included their gratitude, which i also 

return expressly. I ended up with a hill of  applause in "loss" higher 

than the one built for me in triumph in 2011.

Something stands before me still, long after the whole drama. 

Another word; 

"The Lord hath done this, and it is marvelous in our eyes" 

Ps 118:23

The full text of  my last speech as Nigeria's leader to the ECOWAS 

summit, on Tuesday, May 19, 2015

Mr. Chairman,

I must start this brief  remark by expressing my profound 

appreciation to you, the Government and People of  Ghana for the 

warm reception accorded me and my delegation since our arrival 
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here in Accra.  The traditionally warm hospitality that has been 

extended, inspires admiration of  the brotherly people of  Ghana.  It 

also certainly underscores the committed, forthright and exemplary 

leadership that you have personally offered our sub-region since 

assuming the Chairmanship of  the ECOWAS Authority of  Heads 

of  State and Government.

Similarly, may I also thank the President of  the ECOWAS 

Commission for the earnest efforts that went into the convening of  

this 47th Ordinary Summit of  ECOWAS.  It is no wonder that our 

Organisation continues to move from strength to strength in the 

face of  both the strong leadership provided by our Chairman and 

the tireless work of  the Commission under its President and staff.

As we are all aware, this Summit coincides with the 40th Anniversary 

of  the establishment of  our Organisation.  I believe that this 

milestone calls for acknowledgement of  the exceptional vision of  

the founding fathers which has inspired a united approach to 

addressing our common challenges. Unity of  purpose and action has 

enabled us to build our strength as we move forward to enhanced 

sub-regional cooperation and integration.  The significant progress 

we have made so far, can only be sustained and built upon through 

even closer consultations, collaboration and cohesion amongst us.

With regard to our integration agenda, it must be said that we have 
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achieved considerable progress.  We have gone beyond our Protocol 

on Free Movement of  Persons and Goods, to the harmonisation of  

trade and our customs codes.  The achievement of  the ECOWAS 

Common External Tariff  and Trade Liberalisation Scheme, are vital 

sign posts in the Convergence Criteria required for our Common 

Currency regime. 

In our resolve to further enhance trade and facilitate transportation, 

work is in progress on the construction of  the Lagos-Abidjan 

Highway which will be complemented by the implementation of  the 

Joint Border Posts Reconstruction Projects across our borders.  In 

the last few months,for instance, President Boni Yayi and I were able 

to lay the foundation stone of  the Joint Border Post between our two 

countries at Seme border.

My country, Nigeria, remains fully committed to the goal of  an 

integrated and single West African community of  nations and 

people.  We have, therefore, spared no efforts in ensuring the early 

detection of  conflict and in taking necessary measures for its 

elimination in our sub-region.  We do so on the strong conviction 

that without peace, there will be no development; and that our 

peoples cannot be weaned out of  poverty and deprivation without 

development.

I have profound satisfaction and pride, especially when I see the 

remarkable progress that we have achieved together for our sub-
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region.  Our exertions in the quest for solutions to the political and 

security challenges that occasionally threaten the peace and stability 

of  our nations is the hallmark of  our common resolve to achieve our 

integration agenda.   Indeed, our outstanding record on this score 

remains a model for all of  Africa's other sub-regional Organisations.

I recall that as Acting President, I became the Chairman of  

ECOWAS in 2010.  This was a unique honour from my colleagues 

for which I remain grateful.  The first challenge that we confronted 

was the situation in Niger.  Happily, through dogged efforts on our 

part, we were able to resolve it and the country returned to 

democratic rule.  General Salou Djibo who oversaw the return to 

constitutional rule in Niger is today a student at Ahmadu Bello 

University in Zaria, Nigeria.

In Cote D'Ivore, ECOWAS followed through in its commitment to 

enduring democracy by standing firm behind the winner of  the 

Presidential elections in 2010.  We are pleased that our brother, 

President Alassane Ouattara took his rightful place and went on not 

only to provide leadership to his country, but also as Chairman of  

ECOWAS. Similarly, in both Guinea and Guinea Bissau, we 

remained focused on the goal of  ensuring that viable political 

solutions were found for the political and security challenges that 

they were experiencing.  That peace and stability and democratic 

governance have returned to these brotherly countries underscore 
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our commitment to finding viable solutions to the problems of  our 

Sub-region.

As Co-mediator, I visited Mali and met with all the stakeholders in 

early and difficult time of  the crisis in the effort towards return to 

democratic rule, maintenance of  peace and articulation of  a viable 

political process.  Nigeria participated in all the negotiations and 

meetings coordinated by ECOWAS at various venues that eventually 

produced a political timetable for the holding of  democratic 

elections in Mali.

 Therefore, let me take this opportunity to felicitate with our brother, 

President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita, the Government and people of  

Mali for the historic Peace and Reconciliation Agreement signed in 

Bamako on 15th May, 2015, by all parties. It is our hope that this 

Accord will signal the end of  the Malian crisis.

With respect to the situation in Burkina Faso, fully aware of  the 

serious consequence for stability in the region, our Chairman, 

President Mahama, President Sall and myself  paid a consultative 

visit to Burkina Faso to engage on a plan of  action to return the 

country to constitutionality.  This initial engagement was 

subsequently followed-up by necessary ECOWAS mechanisms 

which assisted in calming the then tense political situation.  I, 

therefore, urge that the stakeholders stay firm on the political 
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roadmap that has been agreed by all parties.

Your Excellencies, the consolidation of  democracy, the elevation of  

the rule of  law and the deepening culture of  good governance across 

our sub-region today, is the product of  our solidarity and the 

growing effectiveness and integrity of  the institutions and 

mechanisms that we have put in place. The elections in Ghana and 

Senegal were largely peaceful on their own without controversy and 

indicate a maturation of  democracy in our sub-region.  Equally, in 

Benin, Sierra Leone and now in Togo, we have made tremendous 

progress in consolidating democracy in our sub-region.

Permit me therefore to congratulate my brother, His Excellency, 

Faure Essozimna Gnassingbe, on his recent re-election as President 

of  the Republic of  Togo.  The successful conduct of  that election 

devoid of  violence and held in a free, fair and credible manner 

further confirms that democracy has indeed come to stay in our sub-

region.  We look forward to the same happy and tranquil outcome in 

all the member states where elections will also take place later in the 

year and subsequently.

Your Excellencies, while we are making real progress in many core 

areas, there are issues that require our attention.  In the past few 

years, we have witnessed a growing wave of  young men and women 

from our sub-region undertaking very perilous journeys across the 
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Sahara desert and the Mediterranean Sea to Europe.  The 

phenomenon, given its hazardous nature, has claimed many lives 

and assumed humanitarian crisis.  ECOWAS in the first instance, 

should earnestly address this problem.  I also urge that this matter be 

tabled at the forthcoming 24thSummit of  the African Union in June 

in South Africa.  At the level of  member states, we should take 

necessary action to address the root causes of  the crisis.

Occasionally, our decision-making mechanisms which should, 

naturally, inform our consensual positions on matters that touch on 

our collective and sub-regional interests is not always upheld.  

Occasionally, our solidarity seems to face severe tests in the face of  

individual discretions on critical issues.  I recall here our disparate 

positions and actions at crucial moments on the crisis in Cote 

d'Ivoire in 2011, and also, the choice of  a candidate for the post of  

President of  the African Union in 2012. 

Again, at our last Session in Abuja, it was resolved, after due 

deliberations, that ECOWAS should adopt a single candidate for the 

post of  President of  the African Development Bank (AfDB). Today, 

we have no less than four candidates from our sub-region alone 

vying for the post as against four candidates representing the other 

four regions of  the continent.  Our experience with the Economic 

Partnership Agreement (EPA), with the European Union (EU) is yet 

another example. This recurring disposition elicits negative signals 
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from our partners and other regions of  the continent.  It goes 

against the grain of  the solidarity we all too often, display in dealing 

with other challenges. We must rise above it in the larger interest of  

our sub-region.

Your Excellencies, as you are no doubt aware, this is the last Summit 

that I will be attending as the President of  the Federal Republic of  

Nigeria.  In 10 days time, precisely on the 29th of  this month, my 

successor, President-elect, Gen Muhammadu Buhari, 

will assume the mantle of  leadership of  my country. I feel deeply 

satisfied that the tree of  democracy planted in my country and in our 

sub-region, has taken roots and is blossoming. I have, no doubt 

whatsoever, that under the watchful guidance and nurturing of  Your 

Excellencies, that tree will continue to bear abundant fruits. Let me, 

therefore, seize the opportunity to express my profound 

appreciation for the understanding and cooperation that you 

accorded me all these years, especially during my tenure as the 

Chairman of  our Organisation between 2010-2012.

The personal rapport and chemistry that I have enjoyed with each 

one of  you, my brother and sister Presidents greatly facilitated the 

decisions that we were able to take and the concrete measures we 

took on behalf  of  our sub-region.  As the new Administration takes 

over, I am confident that the bonds of  friendship between Nigeria 
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and each member state of  our cherished Organisation and Nigeria's 

role within ECOWAS, will grow even stronger. I urge you all to 

extend the same friendship and fraternal cooperation that I have 

received from you to my successor.

Once again, Your Excellencies, I thank you for your friendship and 

the unalloyed support.  I wish you well as you steer the affairs of  our 

sub-region. The future of  our Organisation and West Africa is in 

good, safe and capable hands. I shall, even out of  office, continue to 

give my modest support to our noble cause of  unity, peace, stability 

and development of  our sub-region.

I thank you.
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“...while, in office, you  would never be able to 

know your true friend as you are like a honey 

pot. It is after leaving office, especially when 

you are under persecution that those who were 

friends of the office  and not your person just 

melt away like a piece of butter placed on a hot 

plate”.



Less than three weeks before leaving office, I was invited to a Sunday 

Thanksgiving service organized in my honour at the headquarters of  

the Anglican Church, Life Camp Cathedral, in Abuja. I was asked to 

speak, and in doing so, I found myself  reflecting upon what the 

future might hold for those who had served with me. Addressing the 

congregation, I found myself  speaking sentimentally about my 

departure and the people I would be leaving behind. Suddenly, the 

impact of  what may take place tugged at my consciousness. I 

mentioned to my audience that I was more than likely expecting 

serious persecution from the incoming government. Jokingly, I gave 

an example of   when F. W. De Klerk took the  bold decision to 

abolish minority rule in South Africa . . . ”Yes, his wife divorced him! I 
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know that was the height of  it but I  am sure that my wife will not divorce me.The 

good thing however is that the decision stabilized South Africa and solidified the 

country's position as a global player recognized today. Let's not forget that if  we 

still had a minority rule there, nobody would be talking about South Africa  in 

the manner we do today.

When a  government is  bent  on persecuting an individual, it takes 

very courageous people to stay with you, and most of  your associates 

may abandon you. While, in office, you  would never be able to know 

your true friend as you are like a honey pot. It is after leaving office, 

especially when you are under persecution that those who were 

friends of  the office  and not your person just melt away like a piece 

of  butter placed on a hot plate.

Knowing I had lost some allies as a result of  the March presidential 

election, I realized that certain decisions I took, even though right 

for the polity  also affected others adversely. So for my ministers and 

aides, who served selflessly with me, I felt empathy and pray that 

God will give them the strength to bear the persecution. And when 

all said and done, I wish my ministers and aides exactly what I wish 

for myself, and that is, “You will have hard times, we will all have hard times, 

and our ways will be rough but the rougher the road the greater servants we become 

to the people for peace , stability and democracy” What consistently reflects 

in my memory is that no matter the victimization we go through, we 

have collectively saved Nigeria from disintegration.
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As I write My Transition Hours, I know the hard decisions as a leader 

most probably cost me the re-election. Therefore, I owe it to the 

people to accurately express my thoughts and feelings for the first 

time in this book. I ran the government to stabilize certain issues, like 

the electoral process  which allowed opposition parties to win 

elections with me congratulating them. A former President called 

my passion for a deep democratic culture "anti-party" activities .But 

for me a democratic culture is superior to partisan consideration as 

"do-or -die" is not my philosophy of  life. 

I supported Nigerian women to find their voices elevating them to 

heights that were hitherto restricted .I ensured proper education for 

our children including the "Almajaris" as I believed in equal 

opportunities for all citizens. I did all I could  to bring stability into 

the country. They were tough decisions that I had to remain 

accountable for yet we managed to succeed. I came across a quote 

that expresses my sentiments, and I would like to share it with the 

reader, and then pen some of  my reflections:

“A battle lost or won is easily described, understood, and appreciated, 

but the moral growth of  a nation requires reflection, as well as 

observation, to appreciate it.”

~ Frederick Douglas 
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REFLECTING BACK ON MY DAYS

th As Nigeria's 5 President of  the Forth Republic here are some 

of  my feelings  while in office that I want to share with you the 

reader:

''My ambition past and future (was) and is to see what contribution I 

can make to the ordinary people . . . their lives are unique to me.

''Yes, there was a combination of  bad and good in my 

administration, just like in any other administration, but what was 

uppermost in my mind as a leader was always to make sure that the 

wrong did not outweigh the right. As I go forward I will continue to 

ensure the peace and unity of  this country.

“I still maintain that to the ordinary Nigerian, what's important is the 

style of  governance, not who is the President. When the country is 

peaceful, and economic activities are running smoothly—like 

people having jobs, our children going to school, hospitals operating 

efficiently, and people eating what they want to eat (when they want 

to eat) then, of  course, people will be happy. Hunger has no religion 

and poverty has no tribe.

“I will continue to work for what is important to us as 

Nigerians—and what the government can bring about to the 
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country! Future politicians must learn to put the people first. If  our 

aspirations were really in the interest of  the people . . . Then who 

would want to hurt these people?

“The Boko Haram Insurgency remains a horrendous force. I only 

pray that we are learning valuable lessons, they are with us for 

reasons unknown, one day looking back we shall learn, maybe not in 

my time, but all that bloodshed has to be for something. I believe that 

we will conquer and achieve respect, for in my belief  system, one 

either believes the Christian story of  God's creation, or the scientific 

theory of  evolution, or even the Big Bang Theory. There will always 

be positive and negative forces, and in circumstances through time 

the positive forces have always won.

“Our contemporary negative, Boko Haram, who kill innocent 

people. Their belief  is to destroy man when beliefs differ. They want 

to cause terror, fill people with fear. Their negative, evil forces still 

prevail, but nowhere in the world has history shown that evil 

overwhelms good. Evil can tarry for sometime, it could be 

years—ten, twenty and even last for a generation, but over such 

periods, the positive forces will overpower the negative ones. I have 

never seen in human history where evil forces can persist forever. 

When it comes to Nigeria as a nation, the development of  the 

country supersedes everything . . . It is not about Jonathan, or 

Buhari, or any other; it is for the collective good of  the people.
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“Lastly, as I reflect back over my tenure, the unity and peace of  the 

country are essential, irrespective of  our religious beliefs or what 

part of  the country you live. Without a peaceful country you cannot 

do well in whatever you set your sights on. The key thing is the nation 

first! You must have a nation before you can have any ambition, so 

whatever we do, anything that threatens the survival of  our nation 

should be jettisoned, because when we dismember the country, one 

can never be the president of  Nigeria, and at best you will be 

president of  one tiny part.”

“Economic diplomacy does not need to be a zero-sum game where the 

gain of  a partner automatically translates to the loss of  another.” ~ 

Goodluck Jonathan 
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“...Despite the blackmail I remain committed to 

combating corruption in a more systematic 

way knowing it was endemic and systemic. We 

vigorously devised and implemented a 

thorough and strategic plan to fight 

corruption, albeit within the context of the rule 

of law and due process”.



“Our enemies are the political profiteers, the swindlers, the men in 

high and low places that seek bribes and demand 10 per cent; those 

that seek to keep the country divided permanently so that they can 

remain in office as ministers or VIPs at least, the tribalists, the 

nepotists, those that make the country look big for nothing before 

international circles, those that have corrupted our society and put 

the Nigerian political calendar back by their words and deeds."-

Major Kaduna Nzoogwu, January 15,1966.

Corruption is as old as Nigeria itself. If  not so, the excerpts from the 

first coup speech in Nigeria excerpted above would not have come. 

Every successive administration in the country has fought 

corruption one way or the other but the scourge remains. There was  
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a military administration that jailed people for hundreds of  

corruption and even used retroactive laws to kill people over certain 

offenses but they were not enough to serve as deterrence. Even 

members of  the same administration also have their own share of  

allegations of  corruption. 

Throughout my presidency, I had to undergo repeated accusations 

of  my government being corrupt. Despite the blackmail I remain 

committed to combating corruption in a more systematic way 

knowing it was endemic and systemic. We vigorously devised and 

implemented a thorough and strategic plan to fight corruption, 

albeit within the context of  the rule of  law and due process.

No administration can be either entirely bad or completely perfect, 

good governance is a process; so rather than doing media hype or 

arresting  and parading suspected offenders on television, my 

strategy was to strengthen our public institutions, and law 

enforcement, to prevent people from even touching the money. We 

worked to define the difference between stealing and corruption and 

passed legislation to support this. By doing so, we were responsible 

for arresting more people and giving the most convictions to people 

found guilty of  stealing, or mismanaging public resources, than any 

other administration in Nigerian history.

Let me explain how we went about doing this: My serving as deputy 

years for 
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governor, and governor of  Bayelsa State, as well as vice president, 

and president of  the Federal Republic had exposed me to the 

challenges, and manipulation of  revenues that existed in the 

fertilizer industry. We did extensive research and finally were able to 

prove how the State and Federal Governments were spending 

billions of  Naira, and only 10% or less of  the fertilizer revenue went 

directly to the farmer. It became more than apparent that the 

remaining 90% was either being stolen or sent out of  the country. It 

wasn't easy, but we came in, took action and cleaned up!

So, how did we do it? We developed what we call the *The Electronic 

Wallet through which farmers got their fertilizer revenue directly 

deposited into their accounts and  people could no longer cheat the 

government.

The December 2014 delay in federal civil servants salaries was the 

result of  my administration's fight against corrupt officials. I 

apologized to those families who suffered, but we believed that to 

fight corruption we had to take the necessary measures to establish 

and strengthen our institutions. This was a scientific way of  

combating corruption.

Our efforts to combat corruption with the executive branch of  

government alone could not effectively succeed. So, I summoned 

key stakeholders from all three branches of  government to a 
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meeting during which I personally  appealed to them and argued that 

only an inclusive approach could bring about success. The judiciary, 

the legislative and the executive branches needed to join forces if  

they were to end the theft of  public resources and stop corruption. I 

went on to methodically present my case succinctly :

1. I proposed that we work together to curb the corruption— 

executives alone could not do it .

2. When matters get  presented to the Judiciary there would not 

be much results if  they do not look at them painstakingly .

3. The parliament needed to play a fundamental role in passing 

strong and effective laws. When they are weak, the judiciary 

would not be able to do much.

The Chief  Justice of  the Federation made his comments thereafter 

acknowledging that he felt the same way. He added that he had to 

take all the files before the Supreme Court that had to do with 

corruption charges. After reading through these cases, he discovered 

that more than 80% of  them were not corruption per se. They were, 

in fact, crimes of  stealing. which carry more opprobrium than 

corruption. The individuals involved are however not charged in 

court for stealing, but rather in preparing the case files they used the 

word “corruption”!  It was his submission that I expanded to say 

that we should stop calling a spade an agricultural implement as 

corruption does not fully capture the act of  stealing. A person can 
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indeed be corrupt without stealing a dime. But those who are 

incapable of  comprehending this elevated thought or the 

mischievous crowd go about mouthing till date that I said "stealing is 

not corruption."They never bothered to even check the context in 

which I spoke. If  you ask many of  those mouthing such idiocy all 

over the place to quote where I said it, they will tell you "they said".

It is important also to note how we supported the institutional 

development of  secure systems and mechanisms, to curb corruption 

in public service and plug revenue leakages. These included the 

development of  the Government Integrated Financial Management 

Platform, The Single Treasury Account (TSA), and the Integrated 

Personnel and Payroll Management Systems and the Bank 

Verification Number (BVN).IPPIS), in addition to the biometric 

registration of  civil servants and pensioners, which saved the 

country over N-100 billion previously paid to ghost workers and 

ghost pensioners.

 Nigerian's support President Buhari's concentrated effort on the 

anti- corruption fight, but they are disillusioned when his 

administration takes pleasure in regularly reporting to the media that 

Nigeria and Nigerians harbor the least desirable corrupt men and 

corruption cases ever known to the global community. 

The job of  the leader of  a country is to market his country abroad 
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while dealing with challenges at home. President Buhari's advertising 

brings up good talking points, but unfortunately the media reports 

result only in sound bites and fury. The now eight-month 

administration has yet to record any convictions despite all the 

allegations of  corruption being tried and celebrated daily in the 

media. These allegations have involved my ministers and 

administration. My character and good work are constantly being 

assaulted and the allegations continue. The blame game persists.

I will refrain from saying certain things because of  the responsibility 

of  the office of  the president that I once held and also because there 

are many cases in court that I will not want to prejudice. But with my 

vantage position I know a lot about many people that are mouthing 

"anti-corruption" slogan all over the place today. I had security 

reports on governors across political parties and what some leading 

politicians did to raise money for elections in the two cycles i 

presided over against the law and even the interest of  the country.

Suffice to say at this point that we can not in any honesty fight 

corruption holistically for as long as we are trapped in the current 

political system that makes it very difficult to use honest funds to 

capture political power. We would continue this vicious cycle over 

and over again. This was why I mooted the idea of  a single tenure 

after I saw the bleeding of  the system in 2100 but I was 

misunderstood. We went through the same cycle in 2015 and in the 
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fullness of  time it would come to light that the party currently in 

power spent more than us to prosecute the election and I am not 

aware of  any of  their members with inheritance that could have 

footed such huge expenditure.

The options before us as a nation are two. We can continue to 

strengthen our institutions and plug the holes like we did with our 

institutional reforms I had enumerated or we keep parading a few 

individuals in handcuffs to feed the perplexity of  those who have 

expectations and we are not making delivery to while leaving intact 

the architecture of  corruption.
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“...A great mother and a good wife are rare 

combinations. These two women occupy a 

pride of place in my life. My mother nurtured 

me and instilled great values in me. She is a 

deep woman of prayers.I believe that here 

prayers are partly responsible for the miracle 

of my wife and I going into the villa and coming 

out of it in peace. By some sheer misery the seat 

of power in Nigeria has not seen couples 

coming out the way we did for some time”.



I thank God for giving me both. A great mother and a good wife are 

rare combinations. These two women occupy a pride of  place in my 

life. My mother nurtured me and instilled great values in me. She is a 

deep woman of  prayers.I believe that here prayers are partly 

responsible for the miracle of  my wife and I going into the villa and 

coming out of  it in peace. By some sheer misery the seat of  power in 

Nigeria has not seen couples coming out the way we did for some 

time.

General Sani Abacha was taken out in bodybag leaving only the wife 

to do the packing of  their belongings .General Olusegun Obasanjo 

was left alone to move out having lost his wife. My boss, President 

Umaru Yar'Adua left that task for Hajia Turai. While I pray for the 

THE WOMEN BEHIND THE MAN

“No man succeeds without a good woman behind him. Wife or 

mother, if it is both, he is twice blessed indeed.”

~ Godfrey Winn (Popular British Journalist)
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repose of  the souls of  these great citizens, I should 

mercies for granted. My wife on the other hand has been a pillar of  

support and my confidant in thick and thin. I doubt if  I could have 

achieved most of  the things I did without the kind of  wife God has 

blessed me with.

“Whatever God wants to do with my son, let it be. It is my 

prayer that the President continues to bring peace to 

Nigeria and the rest of  the world. The president knew that 

the elections were fraudulent, and people advised him to 

go to court, but he said no!” ~ Mama President

Isn't that exactly what a loving mother would say? I suspect with all 

political and royal families around the world, the public wants to 

know personal information about family members, especially the 

women behind the man. In this personal journey that I am taking you 

on, how could I not share two great women in my life who have 

loved and supported me unconditionally  throughout time. They are 

extraordinary women, and it is my hope that the Nigerian woman 

will continue to rise to the opportunities that we are committed to 

place before them.

Let me give you a little background of  the Nigerian culture, which 

may be difficult for the Western world to conceive or even 

understand. In many parts of  Africa, the culture of  early marriage 

not take God's 
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inhibits women from rising to the same level as men. Some traditions 

believe that women should stay at home, wait patiently for the man 

who works and provides for them. Some Africans think that women 

should stay confined to the kitchen, and are there to make food for 

their 

But the good news is that women in Africa are starting to come into 

their own, and steps are being taken to overcome this deep tradition. 

I appointed many women in my cabinet, and some also held very 

sensitive positions in the government. I can truthfully say that they 

did wonderfully well.

My mother's generation knew no other way, but today's women of  
st the 21 century are speaking out for change. My wife will talk about 

what is happening in Nigeria as she continues to support all woman 

of  Africa, but first I want you to hear from my mother.

Mama President  Speaks

“My son always had a disposition for peace and always remained 

calm. No other parent ever came up to me to say that my child got 

involved in anything bad. Even though we were poor, he never 

complained. In his political biographies, a big deal was always made 

to him having to attend school without shoes because we were so 

poor, to set the record straight, the reason was that none of  his mates 
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went to school with shoes on, so why would he? He was a good boy, 

and to my knowledge he never stole anything, he always humbly 

accepted the little things we had to offer him. He always remained 

focused on school and learning. When he was in boarding school, 

seniors made him do all the housework, they took advantage of  him, 

and I felt his peers were bullying him. I remember what he told me 

when I asked if  he wanted to leave.

“No, I don't want to leave my school, it's proper training, and the 

kids who think they're using me, they are teaching me.”

“Hearing that, I was so proud of  him and got emotional. Even today 

to believe that my little boy grew up to become President of  the 

Federal Republic of  Nigeria gets me emotional. I did not teach my 

son peace, but his father was a man of  peace also. But everything he 

did in life was smooth and seemed rather effortless. He was never a 

person to go out to a nightclub because he knew that mama was 

poor, and we had no money to live that kind of  life. My son and I had 

a great bond when he was growing up, but he's not the type of  

person to complain about anything. Nobody could have predicted 

that my son would one day be President of  Nigeria. 

“I was aware of  the problems the President faced because I lived 

with him in Abuja. I saw and felt his daily stress, and the challenges 

having to face the Boko Haram insurgency. When I learned that my 
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son had lost the election and conceded defeat, I was happy and felt 

relieved, because now he could leave this stressful life and come 

home alive. Once again he demonstrated his commitment to peace, 

and if  there was one person who could do this, it was my son . . . I 

believe my boy is predestined to fight for peace, all the way from 

conception!”

The First Lady speaks

“The President started a discussion with the women of  

Bayelsa State, he awarded them positions of  work and 

gave me the platform and privilege to promote women. 

He came out and said that he was the lover of  women and 

wanted women to get more involved.”

~ Mama Peace

My wife over the years has earned the title of  Mama Peace for her 

tireless and selfless support of  women. The women of  Nigeria gave 

her this nickname, and it has stuck! You will read in my Coming 

Home Chapter all about the exciting, colorful, enthusiastic reception 

that we were given by so many people .Women lined the streets; they 

waited for hours, and now reading about her efforts and 

commitment you will understand why the First Lady earned this title! 

Here are her words: “I think today, Nigerian women are beginning to 

feel more and believe differently, they want to do the same thing men 
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can do, but our traditions have held them back. When I first entered 

into politics with my husband, I saw our women maltreated, and I 

worried about them and wanted to be of  assistance. Due to our 

strong tradition, I went to the men and begged, yes begged, them to 

allow women to do outside work. 

“ When Jonathan became governor, I felt it was the right time for me 

to plead, yes plead, with my husband to help the woman find their 

voices. But at the same time I had to make sure that the women 

remained obedient to their husbands, no matter their position, and 

no matter how tired they may be, their job was always to prepare and 

cook dinner for their men.

“I worked with the women of  Nigeria to empower them on this 

journey. I encouraged them to approach their husbands in a soft, 

respectful manner to succeed. We started with the beautification of  

Bayelsa, and more than 5000 women came out to plant trees 

throughout the state. They also began to sweep the streets, and my 

husband encouraged them to seek the employment we offered. I 

used my foundation to raise funds, and many people donated a lot of  

money to help our projects. In Nigeria, it is very common for women 

always to work on farms, so we helped them increase their 

production by purchasing farming implements, anything from 

tractors to seeds, motorized boats and even fishing nets—for those 

who wanted to be fisherwomen.
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As we grew, we knew women required education for change, so I 

started a free education program for girls; my husband was in full 

support of  this. My office was soon set up as a counseling center for 

girls, and the women who had been working with me encouraged 

young girls to attend school. When Jonathan became Vice-

President, we moved to the center in Abuja, and with the help of  my 

foundation, we started the Sweet Kitchen Program to provide food 

for the needy.

Then when he became President, the men were convinced seeing 

what was happening and knew Mama Peace was real. They jumped 

on board and gradually started supporting our work. After 

witnessing how I helped my husband, they encouraged their wives to 

see me as a role model. So I decided to form a new foundation called, 

“Women for Change” I went to the men in high places and spoke 

about handing over a percentage of  their power to women. With my 

platform as First Lady, I often went to the traditional rulers and 

encouraged them to set an example by allowing their daughters to 

enter jobs where they had to compete with men for political 

Positions The President is a peaceful man, a gentle man. 

Nobody can be around him and have any issues, but because of  his 

kindness, many took advantage of  him. I agreed when he conceded, 

and I felt a sense of  relief. It was the best thing that could have 

happened to Nigeria, and you all know by now had he not conceded 
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defeat, more than 80% of  Christians in the northern part of  the 

country would have died. God did it for us. We had been in 

government for sixteen years, and now we are glad to be home in 

peace, and our children will have the chance to live a peace-filled life 

in this united country, thanks to the actions of  their father. We will 

continue our mission as peacemakers, and through the President's 

foundation, we look to the future for all of  Africa in the crucial years 

ahead.”

 I will continue to cherish these women for the rest of  my life.
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“The best thing that I could do was to preserve 

Nigeria's unity and ensure a brighter future for 

my children, and all children of  Nigeria. That 

remains my driving force”.



Even though we were from different political parties, the major 

undertaking for me after the election was to demonstrate that our 

country was far more important than partisan considerations. My 

top priority was for a peaceful Nigeria. So, therefore, my relationship 

with General Buhari was more important than a political party. We 

needed to relate to the interest of  the country to have a handover 

that was unique for 2015.

The former head of  state, General Abdulsalami Abubakar, was most 

supportive; he encouraged us both to meet on different occasions 

with the sole intention of  putting Nigeria first. By having these 

meetings we created a platform before the formal handover. The 

handover was just a ceremony; our meetings were important with 

THE CHANGE GAME BEGINS
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the emphasis on pushing the country forward. We managed to have 

some friendly, productive talks. As part of  the change over program, 

the incoming and outgoing governments set up a transition team 

designed to work together. Initially, there was a big 

misunderstanding; the incoming team wanted to bring in 

consultants to work with them. I declined the request, assuring them 

that when the take-over took place, the government's permanent 

secretaries, and directors would stay behind to brief   the staff  of  the 

incoming President on all the details. I passionately opposed the idea 

knowing that it would send the wrong message and appear like they 

were investigating my government while I was still the President! 

Coincidentally, I

found out days later  that the request didn't come from Buhari but 

rather from his overzealous party members. Consequently, both 

teams worked together effectively, except for the challenging way of  

retrieving detailed information needed to write the handover notes. 

It took weeks to gather all the data and statistics from the numerous 

agencies and departments of  government.

You may be wondering if  the transition was difficult for me having 

the the presidency? Honestly speaking, it was a mixture of  feelings. 

On my part, as president, I had no ill feelings because I meant well 

and wanted to do the best for my country .  Yes, there were some 

human errors along the way, as is the case with all leaders. The best 

thing that I could do was to preserve Nigeria's unity and ensure a 
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brighter future for my children, and all children of   Nigeria. That 

remains my driving force.  My party ruled the country for sixteen 

years, definitely, we had economic challenges, but, unfortunately, 

people didn't understand clearly that our country has serious 

foundational and structural problems. They blame their frustrations 

mostly on political actors.

 I had no problem with the handover. My biggest concern was 

whether the incoming government would go on a persecution spree 

of  those who supported me. The tremendous burden I carried was 

how political  development would affect all the people who 

supported me. My fear was not necessarily from the incoming 

president, but having been a Governor and a President, I was very 

aware that  many  measures come from many different sources on 

our continent. Sometimes the intentions of  people around you are 

unclear, and they take advantage of  certain situations. I tried  to have  

several discussions on this very subject with General Buhari in our 

various meetings.

MAY 25, 2015

Two days before handing over the mantle of  leadership, I was invited 

to an elaborate send-forth event that attracted top Nigerians from all 

walks of  life and held in Kpaduma Hills, Asokoro, located near 

Abuja. The invitation took me by surprise. I thought that people 
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were supposed to be running away from someone who had just lost 

an election and here I was being honored and celebrated by Daar 

Communications .Surprisingly, I had accepted in good faith losing 

the elections, but some argued that I was disappointed in those 

people I had entrusted with my campaign. That was certainly not the 

case. I had no regrets about losing. In any political process, you will 

always hear various stories and conspiracies. I remember feeling 

most relaxed on the drive out to Kpaduma Hills, knowing that this 

event was good for me. I would have a chance to speak directly.

For me, my ambition has always been to see what contribution I can 

make for the ordinary people, and that is why their lives are unique to 

me and wouldn't do anything that would create a crisis to kill 

innocent people. The decision I made was for Nigeria—I could 

never be party to diminishing my country. Daar Communications 

appreciated my being there. They lined up speakers who made my 

evening among whom were their Emeritus Chairman, Chief  

Raymond Dokpesi, Prof  Jerry Gana,Y inka Odumakin who wished 

that my late aide Oronto Douglas were part of  this closure, 

Mainassara Illo and Senator Ben Obi. There were also good 

renditions from musicians especially Eedres Abdul Kareem. 

Daar Communications gave me more than they will ever know, for it 

helped weave the fabric so necessary for the Transition Hours ahead 

of  me, and future life as a private citizen.
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MAY 27, 2015

The historic day was quickly arriving. An inspection of  the facilities 

at the Presidential Villa was scheduled. My Vice President, 

President-elect, his Vice President, and myself  attended later that 

day a small ceremony that took place in the Council Chamber, where 

I handed over the briefs collected by my Ministers, Department 

Heads, and Agencies of  government for the incoming 

administration.

President-elect, Muhammadu Buhari, was first to acknowledge me, 

and I was extremely grateful."Since that telephone call you made,” 

he began, “you have changed the course of  Nigeria's political 

history. For that, you have owned yourself  a place in our history, for 

stabilizing the multiparty democratic system. You have earned the 

respect of  not only Nigerians but also world leaders..You could have 

made things difficult if  you wanted to"

The handover of  notes  presented consisted of  our governance 

philosophy, strategies, policies, programs and activities of  my 

administration for the period 2011-2015. In these notes were also 

the objectives, targets, tactics, achievements, and challenges of  our 

key policies and initiatives, as well as the status of  commitments and 

liabilities of  the various MDAs.  I spoke with conviction about our 

many achievements. I mentioned a few major successes like the 
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improved revenue mobilization, electoral reform, revamping of  the 

railroad system, remodeling of  airports, privatization of  the power 

sector and so on.

I handed over the mission statement and commitment of  my 

government for the past five years. I wanted it to serve as directions 

to help navigate where the country seemed headed.

 One other document that I gave to the President-elect was of  most 

importance to me—and, even more, important than the other hand 

over notes. It was a document compiled by an array of  distinguished 

Nigerians, and it contained the  report of  the 2014 National 

Conference I was clear in asking that this must not be allowed  to end 

in the dustbin, as it was very close to my heart and represented what I 

stand for as I go forward. Let me quickly recap the significance of  

the document.

On March 17, 2014, approximately five hundred Nigerians gathered 

in Abuja from all walks of  life to attend a conference that 

government had no influence on in any way. After a very dynamic 

look, most of  the recommendations and suggestions were based on 

the need to give our country a working architecture of  governance. 

The findings resulted in ways that our politics could run more 

smoothly. Unfortunately, we were unable to implement the  report, 

because of  the shortness of  time, as we already entered the election 

season at the submission of  the report .
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I did emphasize the importance of  the conference the day I 

inaugurated it when I said:"The conference is being convened to 

engage in intense introspection about the political and socio-

economic challenges confronting our nation and to chart the best 

and most acceptable way for the resolution of  such challenges in the 

collective interest of  all the constituent parts of  our fatherland.    

This coming together under one roof  to confer and

build a fresh national consensus for the amicable resolution of  issues 

that still cause friction amongst our people must be seen as an 

essential part of  the process of  building a more united, stronger and 

progressive nation.    We cannot continue to fold our arms and 

assume that things will straighten themselves out in due course, 

instead of  taking practical steps to overcome impediments on our 

path to true nationhood, rapid development and national 

prosperity.”

And when I accepted the report on August 21, 2014, I made the 

following remarks among others:

"I I am very satisfied that the Delegates navigated these obstacles in a 

very mature manner. There were those who set out to input ulterior 

motives to our modest efforts at reshaping and strengthening the 

foundations of  our nationhood to deliver better political cohesion 

and greater development agenda. The naysayers raised false alarms 

over some phantom hidden agenda and called to question our 
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sincerity and did everything possible to derail this noble project.”

"The success of  this conference has proved the cynics wrong in 

many respects. Those who dismissed the entire conference ab initio 

as a “diversion” have been proved wrong as what you achieved has 

contrary to their forecast diverted our country only from the wrong 

road to the right direction.”

"They said the conference would end in a deadlock as Nigeria had 

reached a point where the constituent parts could no longer agree on 

any issue. We exploded that myth by suggesting that you should 

arrive at your decisions by consensus or 75% majority threshold.”

"That was the first challenge you had at this conference when it 

appeared you were going to break up. There were suggestions that 

we should intervene as government to “save” the conference at that 

dicey moment but I insisted that beyond the inauguration we were 

not going to intrude into the conference in any manner. We kept our 

promise.”

"One of  the many reasons for our non-interference is this: we have 

at the conference, 492 delegates and six conference officials who all 

in their individual rights are qualified to lead our great country and if  

they were unable to agree on how to take decisions, we would be in 

real trouble! Acknowledging the quality and patriotic content of  the 
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delegates, I was confident, the right thing will be done.”

The chairman of  the conference Justice Legbo Kutigi in speech 

emphasized clearly that this was a  free discussion by Nigerians 

about the future of  Nigeria when he said: "Let me state here 

categorically and with the fear of  Almighty Allah in my heart, that 

not once did you interfere or dictate to us in the course of  this 

Conference. The only time we tried to consult the President during 

the conflict over voting percentages at the very beginning of  the 

Conference we were told that the issue was for us to resolve. At no 

time after that did you meet with us or speak to us."

The President-elect took the material graciously from me, and I felt 

confident of  its success for a better Nigeria if  implemented. I 

ensured also that the report was laid before the National Assembly 

as I firmly believe that in those 600 recommendations lie a good 

future for our country. 

“The best advertisement for good governance is its 

positive expressions of  happiness in the lives of  the 

governed.” 

~ Goodluck Jonathan
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“I had arrived at Eagle Square as the President 

and Commander and Chief of the Armed Forces 

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria with an 

entire convoy. Now, after the ceremony, I 

ceased to be President of Nigeria, and find 

myself an ordinary citizen of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria, boarding my personal 

vehicle to be driven to the Abuja International 

Airport for the final part of the farewell 

ceremony to honour an outgoing President”. 



The official countdown had begun. It was just hours ahead of  the 

swearing-in ceremony that would take place in Abuja on the 

morning of  Friday 29th,May,2015 The arrival of  distinguished 

guests had started, and dinner celebrations were about to take place. 

The sound of  African music filled the air as each introduction was 

announced auspiciously. There were past presidents and Heads of  

state, ministers, leaders of  political parties and sitting Presidents of  

African countries.

The banquet hall at the State House was filled with a feeling of  

exhilaration, This was a time for happiness—people, color, music, all 

depicted the grandeur that integrated to the soft hum of  

conversation, laughter and celebration anticipating this historic 

PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURATION 
DINNER AND HANDOVER

(STATE HOUSE CONFERENCE CENTRE, PRESIDENTIAL VILLA, ABUJA)
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event. The room, gracefully decorated, contained large round 

covered with crisp, white cloths that would seat 10-12 guests. The 

tables elegantly positioned held tall fresh flowered centerpieces. 

Everyone sat anxiously awaiting the commencement of  the event. 

Men were dressed in the traditional assorted formal tunics, in all 

colors and women on the in company of  their husbands, were 

dressed in colorful, exquisite kaftans, and beautiful flowing silk 

dresses. Their elaborate headdress galvanized opulence and fashion 

while the men in traditional Nigerian dress held a dignified, if  charm.

I was announced with the First Lady along with President-elect 

Buhari, and we took our places. Right on cue, the military band stuck 

up, and the National Anthem filled the room. Silence quickly fell as 

the all too familiar words rang out. Everyone stood quietly in respect 

of  the Anthem. Then within seconds after it had finished, the song 

of  Nigeria jubilantly enveloped the room to the words of  We Are 

One echoing the sentiments of  everyone present.

Excitement prevailed—the night had begun!

During my farewell address, after giving my respect and appropriate 

acknowledgments, I was very brief. I had already spoken earlier that 

day at length about my government's proposals and strategies, but at 

the dinner we were celebrating, on the eve of  my departure I was 

tables 
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happy to thank everyone and bid them goodnight. After saying 

goodbye, next on the agenda was a meeting with my ministers in the 

Council Chambers tearoom. With everyone around me, it was 

bittersweet, as the people whom I had come to regard as family and 

friends over the last five years bid me farewell. One unique individual 

who had become my friend and confidant over the years spoke for a 

few minutes. He eloquently praised my efforts and warmly 

acknowledged my persona, which I humbly accepted. He then 

proposed a toast in my honour, at just a few minutes before 

midnight. We raised our glasses and within seconds my cabinet 

dissolved. 

Friday May 29 – 2015

9.00 Hours Eagles Square Abuja

Handing Over ceremony

The next morning dawned very early. The day's event, expected to be 

witnessed by no less than twenty world leaders, was being held at the 

Eagle Square, Abuja—commonly known as the nation's hilly capital 

city.

The day was certainly going to be interesting, and I felt ready for 

whatever emotion came my way. It dawned on me I would 

experience the sadness of  an ending, the loss and friendship of  my 
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ministers, and the Party. It would be difficult to say goodbye, but 

today after the handing over—I would finally be going home. The 

First Lady did not accompany me. This was a trip that I would do 

alone. Dressed in a full black traditional tunic with my favorite 

Pandora hat, I walked out into the beautiful sunshine and got into my 

official car. The motorcade proceeded to take the 10-minute drive to 

Eagle Square. During the trip, I recalled some special memories of  

the last five years. But surprisingly, I found myself  reflecting on what 

was next for me going into the future. As we neared the square, I saw 

crowds lining the streets. My attention reverted to the official 

swearing in ceremony that I would be participating in very shortly. 

The motorcade came to a stop in Eagle Square, and I exited the car. I 

went to greet a few people but was immediately ushered up the red 

stairs to the platform where I was to receive the national salute.

I met with a grand, magnificent setting. The dignitaries and other 

guests were all present dressed in traditional clothing. I went right 

over and stood to overlook the parade ground, perpendicular to the 

Commandeer of  the Military dressed in full military green uniform 

(with red stripes), and in his right hand was a brass sword held to 

attention. He was seated on an equally magnificent white horse with 

matching colors. It was an impressive sight. The Commander was 

about to officiate the National Salute, the salute was formal and 

dignified and lasted for some breathless minutes as everyone 

participated in honour of  our nation. The emotions I felt were 
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sincere and not to be forgotten. I carefully folded that moment away 

for a later date.

Next on the program, the Commander sought my permission for 

the parade to start. After giving permission, I went to take my place 

next to Buhari and his lovely wife, invited heads of  State, and other 

dignitaries. We all watched the impressive synchronized Military 

Parade. After the parade was over, I waited for the swearing in 

ceremony by the Chief  Justice—witnessing the official handing over 

of  power to President Muhammadu Buhari, the flag ceremony, and 

finally the pomp of  the 21-gun salute.

After Buhari had taken his oath of  office, under my watch, it was 

time for me to leave and to walk away; I waved to the public at Eagle 

Square. To my surprise I noticed some of  the attendees had misty 

eyes, this struck me because I believe that some were members of  

the opposition party sparing a thought. I had arrived at Eagle Square 

as the President and Commander and Chief  of  the Armed Forces  

of  the Federal Republic of  Nigeria with an entire convoy. Now, after 

the ceremony, I ceased to be President of  Nigeria, and find myself  

an ordinary citizen of  the Federal Republic of  Nigeria, boarding my 

personal vehicle to be driven to the Abuja International Airport for 

the final part of  the farewell ceremony to honour an outgoing 

President. 
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Port Harcourt Airport -Yenagoa - Otuoke 

(GOING HOME)

Pulling into the Abuja International Airport, I was happy to see the 

First Lady waiting for me. With her was a huge crowd of  supporters, 

aides, ministers, and party members. She didn't have to as for she 

knew what I had just been through, she touched my hand gently and 

together we boarded the flight that would take us to Port Hartcourt 

International Airport. As part of  the inauguration ritual, we would 

fly the flagship of  the official fleet codename, “Nigerian Air Force 

001” or “Eagle ONE”. This was significant, as it would be my last 

official flight. The trip was an emotional one for me because I had 

worked with the pilots and crew for the last five years, we were like a 

family, and they were flying me in an official capacity for the last time. 

Everyone was full of  emotion.

That is all I want to say about that very special flight. It will remain 

one of  my treasured  memories of  my transition into private life. So 

much was happening, and now I'm happy to share with the reader all 

the experiences of  my homecoming. An enormous crowd of  friends 

and supporters from all over the country met our arrival at Port 

Harcourt, and many were from my South South geo-political zone. 

They had come to welcome me warmly as I finished serving my 

nation as President. The First Lady and I came down from the 

aircraft with cheers, greetings, and pleasantries. I remember shaking 
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hands with some of  the senior dignitaries. The response we received 

in Port Harcourt lifted my spirits and I couldn't believe that this was 

happening to an outgoing president.

The First Lady and I made our way to the waiting helicopter that 

would take us to my home state of  Bayelsa. There we would 

commence a well-planned homeward journey, traveling in a special 

convoy, stopping at two different planned events, with celebrations 

along the way. 

The final destination and celebration would take place in my 

hometown Otuoke. At this juncture I was most curious and not sure 

what to expect, however in retrospect, I can happily describe the 

experience as EUPHORIC!

In no time, we were nearing our destination. The First Lady sounded 

her excitement looking out the window of  the helicopter. We could 

barely make out the crowd gathering to greet us, but as we got closer 

my wife pointed to the splash of  colours worn by hundreds of  

women all anticipating our arrival. Some were in green and yellow, 

many in orange and white and others in blue and white. They wore 

matching clothing that signified their individual villages. As we got 

closer, the women were all excitedly dancing to the music and waving 

white handkerchiefs ready to welcome us.
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Our Arrival At Yenagoa Airport

The Bayelsa State Governor, Hon. Seriake Dickson had organized a 

civic reception in our honour. Seeing my people celebrating and 

welcoming me home gave me a sense of  relief. They were not 

devastated over my conceding defeat. Instead, they were pouring out 

their love to me. I felt some mixed feelings while happy on one side; I 

was also thinking about the course  of  future development. I was 

going to miss so many individuals who had supported and worked 

with me over the years.

We proceeded to touch down, and I must admit excitement was my 

emotion—I was receiving such a welcome. The helicopter finally 

came to a stop, and we exited onto a red carpet spread out for our 

arrival. I looked and saw the line of  ministers and government 

officials waiting, standing in traditional dress, each wore a colourful 

welcome home sash, embroidered with the state insignia around 

their necks. Once the sound of  the helicopter ceased, African music 

was ringing out loudly coming from the local band of  musicians. The 

ladies danced and waved to Mama Peace, it was a wonderful welcome 

for us and once again I was truly overwhelmed.

The Helicopter Arriving

I had been worried about what kind of  reception I would receive in 
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my home state of  Bayelsa but witnessing the outpouring of  love and 

acceptance of  the people, my fears quickly vanished.

The local radio flashed a report as we arrived:The hero of  

Otuoke, former President Goodluck Jonathan has touched down in 

Bayelsa State amidst fanfare and jubilation as a crowd of  locals 

thronged to welcome their beloved son. For the next few minutes 

the first Lady and I walked the red carpet that was spread in our 

honour. I shook the hand of  many friends, ministers and 

government officials, traditional rulers and elders. They were all 

welcoming me. The welcome we received on the streets was so 

compelling for the First Lady and me – we were astonished. As we 

drove to the reception venue, people marched and danced along the 

major road leading to the Gabriel Okara Cultural Centre where once 

again the reception planned was more than ordinary.. We walked into 

this huge room that had been specially set up for a concert, and my 

eyes quickly reverted to the sign hanging from the middle of  the 

stage. In huge letters alongside a picture of  me were the following 

words:  

THE GOVERNMENT OF BAYELSA STATE HEARTILY 

WELCOMES OUR GREAT LEADER PRESIDENT 

GOODLUCK EBELE JONATHAN BACK HOME TO THE 

GLORY OF ALL LANDS. Civic Reception in Yenagoa.

I couldn't believe the reception so carefully planned by the State 
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Governor and people of  Bayelsa.

Questioning thoughts plagued my mind.

Was this happening? Had I not just lost the elections? How could 

these people welcome me in this manner? After enjoying the 

wonderfully planned entertainment, it soon came time for me to 

address the people. I walked up to the podium fully aware of  my 

feelings and what was in my heart, this was a time that I had been 

dreading, but suddenly I truly felt at home and loved by my people.

 My Speech To The People

“I thank all of  you here, and my brothers and sisters outside who cannot come in 

because of  the size of  the hall . . . Firstly, let me say that sometimes when exposed 

to high office and  you finish serving . . . No, I will say it, I was afraid to come 

back home . . . Because in one way or another, I knew my people expected more of  

me politically. Yes, in a different world, I could have done more for my state . . . 

Always we can do more if  responsibilities permit . . . I began to fear whether you 

would receive me or simply curse me . . . Or, would you hoot at me. Do you know 

that because of  my doubts I had wanted to come back quietly. But the state 

governor insisted that it must be a celebration. I don't know what to say, the only 

thing I can do is to thank all Bayelsans, Ijaw people, people from the South-

South, and indeed all Nigerians for giving me this privilege. “Often, during my 

term, when I would doubt what I was doing there. I used to think that probably if  
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I had stayed in Bayelsa, I'd have been more useful to my people. But vacating the 

seat here gave others an added opportunity, and by all accounts, they have done 

wonderfully well. I want you all to know that it is my belief  this new 

administration will work with Nigerians to make better the lives of  the people. 

I'm indeed happy that one of  the statements President Buhari made was that he 

doesn't belong to any clique, but rather he belongs to Nigerian's! I congratulate 

him for that bold statement.

Applause filled the room. I walked off  the stage knowing that my 

people understood. I slowly sat down by the First Lady, and she 

turned and smiled. We held that smile for a long moment.

The show of  affection for us continued with performance by first 

class, exceptional and talented array of  professional musicians, 

singers, dancers, actors, and actresses. The African dancing was 

spectacular. The crowd was taken by surprise when the beat of  the 

reverberating drums rang out,  Suddenly  an athletic, muscular and 

well-built African man with unusually flexible joints, appeared on 

stage. He danced to the loud beat of  the music wearing only long, 

silk, yellow sweat pants and the crowd went wild as he made unusual 

moves with his flexibility. They were held captive as he danced, 

shook his body at an exceptional speed, and gyrated back and forth. 

He brought the house down as he did the ever famous, Michael 

Jackson moonwalk to African traditional music up and down the 

stage.
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I want to mention one reenactment that sent a great message. 

Apparently, it had been well thought out for my benefit, creatively 

exhibited through the talented drama of  a fish. This enormous 

costume masquerade of  a giant fish, carried high by two performers, 

uniquely appeared on the stage running and turning all around like a 

crazy person, taunting the audience to the beat of  African music. 

The fish played to the crowd but, more importantly, it wanted them 

to read the inscription displayed on both sides: DO OR DIE 

POLITICS! What  message, was this? The crowd  began 

questioning what was going on. It became a little disturbing as their 

boos rang out. What did this mean? The music mimicked the drama. 

Then within seconds another performer came  onto the stage, he 

appeared holding a huge net, he confronted the fish for a few 

seconds, the music keeping pace, then with a mighty force he flung 

the net, throwing it over the fish and capturing it. The fish struggled 

and struggled to get free, but couldn't. The music struck up as the 

drama continued. Finally, the fish lay motionless, imitating the death 

of  the fish. It was an end to Do or Die Politics! The crowd cheered 

and applauded enthusiastically as many of  the women dancers 

dragged the fish off  stage.

 What an incredible after-party it was, and I must add once again, all 

the celebrations held for me in Bayesian State, were a credit to the 

executive talent of  our Governor, Hon. Seriake Dickson. My thanks 

to you and your wife!
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18:00 Hours Home To Otuoke

“To many, he has become an icon of  peace and a beacon of  hope for a 

better future, not only for Nigeria but indeed Africa as a whole.” 

~ Anonymous

Next, we were on to what would be the last reception of  this special 

day. Let me quote excerpts from newspaper reports that came out 

the next day regarding my homecoming, it may best describe what 

was happening to the First Lady and me while driving to our village:

News Report:" Activities to welcome Mr. Jonathan to Otuoke hit a 

feverish pitch on Friday morning as various community groups 

hoisted their banners around the community as they rolled out their 

drums. Police patrol vans stationed at the two roads leading into 

Otuoke while security was beefed up at Mr. Jonathan's villa. From 

Government House in Yenagoa, he proceeded to his country home 

in Otuoke where the mother of  all receptions awaited him partying 

well into the night." Interestingly, as we approached the crowd at the 

village for the reception, I noticed a lot of  young people who were 

not from Bayelsa state. I met one young man from Katsina state, 

which was the home state of  President Buhari. The young man had 

trekked from Katsina to my village. I was astounded to see him there, 

rather than being at Eagle Square, in Abuja, to celebrate his state's 

man.
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We walked into the reception ground, Dame Patiance Jonathan 

Square, to another scene that I will always remember. Taking our 

seats we listened to various speeches and finally I was called upon to 

speak. I left the First Lady and was immediately ushered out to the 

excitement of  the people. I felt a little tense, but hearing the cheers 

and well wishes relaxed me, I walked up to the podium about to 

address my people. I was feeling overwhelmed by the level of  

reception.

The cheering from the crowd uplifted my spirit, feeling emotional I 

began: I was born in this small village, many years back . . . The village has 

grown a little, but of  course, it's still a small village by today's standard. I left the 

village after secondary school, and when I started my political career, I was living 

in Port Harcourt. With all politicians, we must have our base, our unit, where 

our umbilical cord gets cut . . . for that is where you belong . . . And this is my place 

of  birth! I paused looking out over the sea of  faces then continued. 

Over the years, during all my elections, I came back here to vote, my wife and 

myself. Today is significant for me in as much as ever since I left this village, I've 

never actually spent a reasonable amount of  time here. I would come maybe one or 

two nights and go back. But today . . . All I want to say about that is— I have 

come home!

The crowd responded enthusiastically, much to my surprise, so I 

decided to add something tangible happening in Bayelsa state. I want 

to apologize to my guests for the difficulties you encountered in accessing my 
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community. I know it's not easy to get here. However, the governor is building an 

airport in Yenagoa, and when finished you will no longer have to pass through 

Port Harcourt Airport while traveling to Bayelsa state. For sixteen years we have 

made great strides in contributing to the societal development, starting from the 

state and ending up in Abuja. For my wife, and myself  we say thank you. We 

belong to this place; we are one of  you . . . We are back!

The crowd received my comments without any hesitation, and I was 

very happy.Walking back to where my wife was sitting the music 

struck up, the entertainers came on stage, and the singers began to 

sing. We sat there for the next two hours being entertained by some 

very talented people we have in my country. I felt proud of  my 

administration's support for the entertainment industry.

“The time for lamentation is over. We are approaching the era of  

transformation. Now is the time for action.” 

~ Goodluck Jonathan
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“If there is anyone to trek for, it should be 

Jonathan who did not allow his ambition to 

plunge Nigerian's into any political crisis!” 



This Chapter will begin with a touching story . During the welcome 

reception at Otuoke It was announced that young people had 

trekked across the country in support of  Jonathan's decision to 

maintain peace in Nigeria. One individual (spoken of  earlier) had 

trekked from Lagos to Abuja in support of  Buhari winning the 

election 2015. The next day I was fortunate to talk with these three 

extraordinary young people, one man and two women, who had 

ended their trekking odyssey in my village of  Otuoke. We sat down 

together, and they shared with me their journey. Each of  their 

experience is worthy of  mention, because if  they are the example of  

how deeply young Nigerians think today, then I want the world to 

know about the determination, struggle, and commitment that is 
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growing in our young people.

The first young man to start this journey told me how the positive 

influence of  his wife had made him think. She had been listening to 

the news of  the young man trekking for Mr. Buhari. He quoted his 

young stay-at-home wife as saying: “If  there is anyone to trek for, it 

should be Jonathan who did not allow his ambition to plunge 

Nigerian's into any political crisis!” She encouraged him to make the 

journey, and at first, he had thought she was crazy, but then she said 

something that resonated with him, which ultimately made up his 

mind. “The peace that you and I enjoy today emerged from 

Jonathan's acceptance of  defeat, and by that action he proved 

doomsayers, and the predicted negativity, to be wrong!” She told him 

adamantly. The young man agreed, his memory had been jolted, 

coming to mind was a commitment made by the President four years 

ago in 2011. He told his wife, “I remember that after taking office, 

the President declared that he would see to it that the country would 

have free and fair elections and whatever the result he would abide by 

it . Now four years later he is doing exactly that!” 

The young man was convinced, not only to make the journey but 

also to declare his commitment. Before starting the trek, he decided 

to open a Twitter account and began to inform social media of  his 
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intent. The result had all kind of  reactions; some people supported, 
thand others discouraged him. On May 4 , 2015 the young man 

enthusiastically started his trekked from the Federal Housing 
rdJunction, in Lube, Abuja. It ended in Otuoke on May 23 , 2015, 

nineteen days later.

The social media buzz had launched, and it took no time for this 

information to go viral. The mainstream media quickly got on the 

bandwagon, and word quickly spread across the entire country. The 

two young ladies joined him, the first was on the second day, she had 

driven to where he was (easy to find with social media) and after 

speaking with him her mind was made up. She was excited and 

shared her interest to family and friends, but they laughed and told 

her that she was crazy, and she could even die on the road—it wasn't 

worth the risk. They tried to talk her out of  going, but she ignored 

them. Checking with her Twitter account, she bid the naysayers 

goodbye and organized a ride to where she joined the young man. 

She began trekking with him on the third day. Through social and 

mainstream media they were receiving increased support along the 

way with food and shelter. News soon reached the second young 

lady, already convinced, she ended up joining them at Agbor, in 

Delta State, on day eleven. generation of  leaders who instinctively 

support peace in our continent.

I was amazed by their story. I asked the girls what had motivated 
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them to do such an extraordinary thing? They expressed how much 

they were encouraged by the young man's commitment that had 

stemmed from what I had committed to back in 2011. They wanted 

to trek across the country, but couldn't do it on their own, because 

they were women. Teaming up was the next best thing. Sitting 

listening to this new generation communicating their plight, 

consisting of  such sacrifices like incredible endurance, positive 

attitude, and remarkable determination was enervating. Not to 

mention the health challenges they endured, like sunburn, sore feet, 

body pain, fighting the urge to quit (under the scorching hot sun 

during their sometimes twelve to fourteen hour -days, I began to 

think of  the challenges my continent still faced. I thanked them, and 

they left, but not before assuring me that when they returned home 

after the spotlight had faded, they would pursue ideas and plans to 

continue their contribution to peace and unity.

I was so impressed with these young people and very encouraged 

that they are a part of  the youth bulge spreading across Africa. They 

make up ongoing necessity of  job creation for the nearly 65% of  

people in Africa, under the age of  thirty-five. African youth all over 

the Continent (not just Nigeria) want jobs and  opportunities to 

work, or to be entrepreneurial. We need contributors, business 

owners, and executives to support the training and development of  

this. African youth, with almost 200 million people aged between 15 

and 24, accounts for the youngest population in the world, and it 
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keeps growing rapidly, expected to double by 2050. It is a challenge, 

but also represents an enormous potential for economic and social 

growth when we create opportunities for them! I cannot emphasize 

enough the fact that job creation is a national security and emergency 

issue. The world will be a better place if  our youth feels a sense of  

ownership to our economies. Giving them employment will give 

them dignity. The Youth Enterprise with Innovation in Nigeria (You 

Win) program has alone directly created 5,400 young entrepreneurs 

since its commencement. Many philanthropists in Africa are 

supporting young entrepreneurs. To build an inclusive global 

economy, we need to learn from our global partners, learn the 

lessons of  our history and take action to establish a better future. I 

look forward to global participation and will do my utmost to 

promote partnering by visiting various countries to learn, 

experience, and witness the steps taken to produce self-sufficient 

economies.

SOCIAL MEDIA BUZZ

Man treks from Abuja to Otuoke to honour Jonathan as 'Hero of  

...http://www.vanguardngr.com/2015/05/man-treks-from-abuja-

to-otuoke-to-honour-jonathan-as-hero- of-democracy/May 4, 

2015 ... Facebook Twitter Google+ LinkedIn Reddit Print ... 

Muhammadu Buhari deserve more than a walk or trek for ensuring 

that “no blood of  any ... I want to say sincerely that President 
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Goodluck EbeleJonathan deserve more ... I request you monitor me 

as I begin this walk

from Monday 4th May, 2015 with the ...

  A'isha Buhari (@FirstLadyNG) | Twitter

https://twitter.com/firstladyngThe latest Tweets from A'isha 

Buhari (@FirstLadyNG). ... 2015 Twitter; About · Help ·Terms · 

Privacy · Cookies · Ads info .... HausaPics® @HausaPictures May 

28

... trekking from Abuja to Otuoke in honour of  PresidentGoodluck 

Jonathan, ...

Nigeria's new trekking trend: Taking political protest to capital on 

foothttp://observers.france24.com/en/20150504-nigeria-

trekking-trekker-buhari-abuja- suleimanNigeria 05/04/2015 ... 

(Photo: Twitter) ... The first trekker hoping to reach Goodluck 

Jonathan is walking to bring him a homemade "peace prize" for 

having ...

GEJ's Trekker Blasts Omotola For Critic Tweet - Naij.com 

https://www.naij.com/439621-gejs-trekker-blasts-omotola-critic-

tweet.htmlOladele John Nihi has responded to Omotola Jolade's 

tweet to trekkers. ... The young man who is embarking on a trek from 

Abuja to Otueke, Bayelsa State, the hometown of  President 

Goodluck Jonathan, Oladele John Nihi, has responded to Omotola 
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Jolade's tweet to ... Oladele John Nihi (@OladeleNihi) May 15, 2015. 

3.

Presidential Election: Nigeria Chooses Leader (Day 2) –

 Naij.com https://www.naij.com/411751-presidential-election-

nigeria-chooses-leader-day-2.htmlAs it was expected, the 

competition is observed between Goodluck Jonathan, the Peoples ... 

May God bless Nigeria.” ... Twitter user reports that police were 

shooting into the air, and Wike was ... Buhari Volunteers 

(@GMBVolunteers) March 29, 2015 .... @Boasbabs: “many people 

are trekking, some in the traffic for an hour, ...

President Jonathan Trekker Gets Financial Support From The UK 

...http://www.nairaland.com/2299756/president-jonathan-

trekker-gets-financialDate: Friday, 13 November 2015 at 03:18 PM 

... Oladele John Nihi, the Kogi State born supporter of  

PresidentGoodluck Jonathan who embarked on a trek from ... As 

part of  his daily update on his Twitter account, #TrekForGEJ, Nihi 

... he was trekking, and she agreed... who knows, GEJ may be the 

chairman ...
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I believe once Africans realize the ephemeral 

nature of power and that it not worth all the 

bitter conflicts, wars and genocide that we 

have witnessed over power tussle, we would 

start to have an enabling environment to 

address our developmental challenges. That 

was uppermost in conceding defeat...I 

sacrificed my position to bring peace not just to 

Nigeria, but also to West Africa, which makes 

up the ECOWAS region which I did a lot to 

stabilize while I was President.



I believe once Africans realize the ephemeral nature of  power and 

that it not worth all the bitter conflicts, wars and genocide that we 

have witnessed over power tussle,we would start to have an enabling 

environment to address our developmental challenges. That was 

uppermost in conceding defeat.. I knew from history of  the 

internecine struggle for power in Nigeria that that we would surely 

have a crisis if  I had I acted otherwise with all the available and 

glaring lapses. I sacrificed my position to bring peace not just to 

Nigeria, but also to West Africa, which makes up the ECOWAS 

region which I did a lot to stabilize while I was President. If  I had 

taken a "do-or-die" approach to the whole issue, I would not be more 

than President which I had been for six years. Yet, I I would have 
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seen bloodbath all over. 

The time has come for African countries to begin to work towards 

having independent electoral commissions committed to following 

policies rules of  engagement and delivering clean elections to 

increase the confidence of  the people on the integrity of  the ballot 

box.

Though  Nigeria has a long way to go, we have to continue to build 

on what we have and ensure that we correct observed lapses in our 

system. For instance the  implementation of  card readers must be 

properly re-examined to ensure that they are used in all places to 

obtain a level playing ground for all contestants. The kind of  

confusion created in 2015 should not be repeated in 2019. It is my 

sincere hope that the trees that we planted will be watered to bear the 

fruits of  electoral freedom for our people.

As I reflect back to my homecoming celebrations, I am happy that  a 

large number of  people  appreciated the depth of   my action. The 

people on their own declared me the  Hero of  Democracy or the Face of  

Democracy. The words hero or face are of  little importance to me, but 

when thinking more deeply I know that the  message of  democracy 

and orderly transfer of  power is resonating with our people.

A NEW NIGERIA

I want to  contribute my quota to securing a stable government for 
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the people by encouraging a healthy polity. What promotes a healthy 

economy is a more stable, political system! The challenge facing both 

growing and established democracies is to ensure that elections be 

expressed in a democratic spirit, and backed up by strong institutions 

that can develop and sustain electoral integrity. I am fully persuaded 

that we need free and fair elections. So what can we do to guarantee 

that we achieve this? We must continue to nurture the democratic 

spirit and as I travel round the continent I will continue advocating 

each state to look at their action plans by identifying and eliminating 

challenges that face them like:

Ÿ Seeking out opportunities

Ÿ Analyze the  principles at work

Ÿ Plan  growth strategies to those principles

Ÿ Individual States learning to manage emerging  conflicts

Ÿ Discuss ways to strengthen democratic principles

We have two problems in Africa that prevent stability. Firstly, how 

long  should leaders hang on to power. An African president was 

asked by a BBC journalist when he would relinquish power and he in 

turn asked the journalist if  he has posed such question to the Queen! 

Allied to that  is orderly transfer of  power from one leader to the 

next. These two issues have created a lot of  conflict over the years. 

Political leaders have preferred to stay in power longer than their 

term because they fear what may happen to them in private life. This 
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fear is very real, tempting individuals to tamper with the constitution 

and gain the power to stay longer While no election can ever be 

perfect, not even in the most developed and stable democracies, 

people want their elections to be free, fair, and credible. My 

conviction and belief  to reshape the electoral process is critical, and 

for that reason I urge all African nations to work with loyalty to the 

greater good of  the African continent.

Having been President, I know the damage the cost of  

electioneering is doing to our system, I recommend having only one 

tenure of  six years. This in my view would make leaders to work and 

do the right thing since the fears of  not wanting to rock the boat or 

take certain decisions that would help the polity but would not 

promote re-election would not  be there.

My feeling for Africa is that our leaders must embrace the concept of  

democracy. Being the president of  your country is not the primary 

job that will bring you eternal happiness. Now that I am out of  

office, I often joke that my  drivers  were happier than me!

General Muhammadu Buhari and I took the necessary steps towards 

changing the electoral process. We agreed to a peaceful presidential 

election by signing an inter-party agreement. The commitment of  

both parties to take active measures prevented electoral violence 

before, during, and after the elections. We also agreed to respect the 
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outcome of  the ballot; an important message was extended to 

reassure that good things can come out of  our Jerusalem. 

Democracy is not just about fulfilling all righteousness by treating 

the people like the ballot box that you bring out only at elections 

cycle, it boils down to legitimacy and ensuring that the people have 

the necessary dividends. Elections must offer valid choices. For 

politics to be stable in Nigeria, the Supreme Court must continue 

provide a clear interpretation of   the law.

Hopefully in the nearest future our country would  have grown 

democratically to the point where elections  would be  based on the 

programs of   parties and character of  the candidates. Not based on 

ethnic or religious preferences! Over the months, with the help of  

The Goodluck Jonathan Foundation, I will speak to thousands and  

millions  of  my fellow Africans to share my story, my heart, and my 

recommendations  on having free, fair, and honest elections. I crave 

the support to take my work forward as I have made a covenant to 

dedicate the rest of  my life to the cause of  peace, democracy and  

stability. God helping me.

Letter dated November 20, 2015

Former President Alhaji Shehu Shagari

The caption: You are a rare breed!

Your birthday deserves to be celebrated both at home and abroad given your 
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selfless services to our beloved fatherland. Your spectacular commitment in the 

development of  our cherished values of  democracy in Nigeria and Africa is 

legendary. On the African political landscape, you are, indeed, a rare breed. Your 

name shall always be written in gold whenever the history of  Nigeria is 

dispassionately studied or analysed. I watched with keen interest when a few days 

ago, my friend, the former US President, Mr. Jimmy Carter, showered praises on 

Your Excellency. Your incredible achievements have done pride to both Nigeria 

and Africa. Mr. Jimmy Carter's abiding love and faith in our country Nigeria, 

Africa, and humanity, in general, is not in doubt. He was the first US President 

to visit our beloved nation. I had the privilege of  visiting him in the White House 

when I was President of  our country.

This equally credible testimony from such a global political figure has done lasting 

honour of  you, our nation and Africa. It has endeared you to all and has also 

assured your deserved place in the annals of  nations. Your name shall always be 

written in gold whenever the history of  Nigeria is being dispassionately studied or 

analysed. Please accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of  my highest brotherly 

considerations, my prayers, and my very best wishes at all times.   Alhaji Shehu 

Shagari. 

“You will forever remain my friend”  Col. Abubakar Dangiwa 

Umar  (Former military Governor of  Kaduna State) 

April 13, 2015.

The full statement reads: “A famous political scientist once warned 
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that “the career of  a politician is too uncertain to make any firm 

commitment to him”. Although, I find this warning immoral and 

distasteful, it truly represents the attitude and behavioural pattern of  

most of  the so called friends and loyalists of  men in power. Most are 

mere fair weather friends. “Come 29th May 2015 President Jonathan 

will hand over power to the winner of  the 28th March 2015 

Presidential election Gen Muhammadu Buhari.

With this seeming loss of  political power, he will also lose a large 

retinue of  friends and loyalists; people who would swear by his name 

a couple of  weeks ago. The President like most of  his predecessors 

will suffer the pain of  betrayal. “I however assure him that there are 

still genuine friends who will be by him through life's challenges out 

of  power. Mr. President should count on me Col Abubakar Dangiwa 

Umar as a steadfast friend. I will continue to maintain an abiding and 

an unalloyed loyalty as a friend and brother. I also wish to advise him 

to ignore the treacherous actions of  those opportunists who are 

decamping from his party, the PDP to APC at this late hour.

“These are people who will not hesitate to renounce God in their 

pursuit of  ephemeral worldly power. They are worthless and a great 

embarrassment to decent people and bad role models to future 

generations. “Let me use this opportunity to dispel the wicked 

rumour that my closeness with President Jonathan has always been 

on account of  some material favours he extended to me. “Nothing 
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can be further from the truth. I swear and affirm that I have never, 

directly or indirectly, been awarded an oil or non – oil contract by 

President Jonathan or his Government, as evidence will prove later. 

“What I received and cherish above all is tremendous respect from 

the President. I intend to expatiate on this in due course.

“Let me also express my respect and admiration for President 

Jonathan's nationalistic and altruistic decision to concede and 

congratulate the winner even before the final results were officially 

announced. “Mr. President behaved like the statesman I have always 

known him to be, thereby saving the country assured implosion had 

he behaved otherwise. “Mr. President has really made us proud. May 

the good Lord continue to protect, bless and guide him and his 

family”.
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2016 AFRICA RENAISSANCE

“We need to educate our people adequately, as it is through education 

that we can unlock the potential of  our youth to enable Africa to 

compete globally and create jobs in the new knowledge economy.”

~ Goodluck Ebele Jonathan

During my tenure, I felt secure about encouraging our youth, and I 

included that commitment in my handover notes to President 

Buhari. Over the years job creation hadn't kept pace with economic 

growth .Job losses and widespread unemployment, especially 

amongst our youth, had reached alarming dimensions. So to address 

this, my administration made job creation a key consideration for all 

programs in the transformation agenda. Emphasis shifted towards 
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empowering youth to become entrepreneurs rather than job seekers, 

through such initiatives as - Youth Enterprise With Innovation in 

Nigeria(YOU-WIN). We implemented internship schemes for 

young graduates, technical and vocational education and training 

programs, and even encouraged youth to embrace commercial 

agriculture through our Nagropreneur program.

YOU-WIN is an innovative business plan competition aimed at job 

creation by encouraging and supporting aspiring entrepreneurial 

youth in Nigeria to develop and execute business ideas. On April 12, 

2012, at the Presidential Villa, we celebrated the first edition 

accomplishments of  twelve hundred awardees of  YOU-WIN! The 

second edition, solely for women, was designed for female 

entrepreneurs aged fourty- five years or less. The third edition 

supported both male and female entrepreneurs in Nigeria with 

fifteen hundred awardees.

In March 2014, the YouWiN fourth edition was open to both male 

and female entrepreneurs between the ages of  18 - 45 years. The 

fourth edition fulfilled my promise to support financially over 3,600 

Nigerian youth to develop their entrepreneurial ideas and plans 

through this powerful program. Such momentum was a welcome 

bed elopement and necessary boost to a region as Africa to expand 

capacity utilization. The continued channeling of  revenues from 

natural resource extraction towards human capital development is 
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essential, particularly in the areas of  education and health. We must 

support this transformation  which our youthful population offers 

the prospect for. 
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“Africa must turn its begging bowl to a basket of  opportunities.” ~ 

Goodluck Jonathan

We must not forget that in Africa, we have many natural resources, 

while some nations all over the world don't have what we have, but 

are still prosperous. Switzerland is a good example, they have little or 

no natural resources, but they have one of  the strongest and most 

stable economies in the world, and that is thanks to the human 

capital. In Africa, we have gotten into the habit of  asking for help, 

relief, charity, financial assistance, donations, contributions, and 

subsidies. I look on this as a form of  begging—for we not only 

expect, but we rely on aid from multinational organizations from so 

many countries like the UK, USA, and Europe, to name a few . 
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Through the Goodluck Jonathan 

to stop this aid-seeking mentality and become self-reliant.  We are 

endowed with human and material resources which we must tap to 

the fullest to change our story.

What makes our continent great is not just trade investment 

opportunities or natural resources, but the resilience of  the people.  

Nigeria alone has over 170 million, people. The ECOWAS region is 

close to 300 million and the entire continent close to a billion people. 

I believe that our youth has set the ball rolling, as a new generation 

emerges in Africa. Young people, in their late twenties and early 

thirties want to contribute to their economic future, family and 

homes Opportunity is what they seek and we must give it to them. 

We have a new breed in our young people, and I feel we must 

continue to open windows of  opportunity for them which they will 

turn to doors. If  they are willing to trek for nineteen days, in respect 

of  another's commitment, then they are certainly great candidates 

for tomorrow's entrepreneurs!

The Economist projects that African population could reach 2.7 

billion by 2050. Between 2000 and 2008, Africa's working age 

population (15-64 years) grew from 443 to 550 million—a 25 

percent increase with an average of  13 million annually. Predictions 

state that if  this kind of  growth continues, the Africa labor force 

could be one billion strong by 2040, making it the largest in the 

Foundation, we will encourage people 
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world, when compared to China and India. How do we make this a 

consumer market that businesses could service? We must live in that 

question.
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“As African leaders, we must begin to imbibe the culture of  

democracy.” ~ Goodluck Jonathan

I maintain that any Renaissance  for Africa involves political issues. 

The feeling that one can still be relevant outside of  office remains 

high on my list. There is no better way than for me to demonstrate 

that no president should  hang on to power beyond  necessary. No 

one person, no individual alone can solve all the problems of  a 

country; it has to be the work of  the collective .There is nobody who 

is indispensable and no matter how wise or intelligent  a person is, he 

cannot be the repository of  all wisdom. My leadership will continue 

with the Jonathan Goodluck Foundation  to give back to the society up that has 

given me so much. Months after leaving office  I have learned to place a 
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deaf  

faith while developing the capacity to reflect on genuine criticism.

I have spent considerable time on the social media where I read  so 

many things about the feelings of  our people . In November 2015 

NAIJ.com ran the report below: "An open letter of  apology to the 

immediate past president, Goodluck Jonathan"authored by a Nigerian, Michael 

Joel which went viral on social media!

Open Letter Urges Goodluck Jonathan To Return To Power

Our Dear Goodluck Jonathan,

I write on behalf  of  all Nigerians to tender an unreserved apology to you for 

unknowingly voting you out of  office as the president of  “once upon a time” giant 

of  Africa, Nigeria. I know many will shy away from accepting this fact, especially 

those from the Aggrieved People Caucus (APC) commonly known for boasting 

of  what they cannot or will never do. Before your unfortunate exit, we Nigerians 

used to buy fuel at N87.00 per litre. Who knows, maybe by now you would have 

brought it down to N22.00 per litre had you not been voted out? Your 

Excellency, believe me, we have all learned the lesson, and we promise never to 

repeat such a blunder. It may interest you to know that we have finally come to 

terms that President Muhammadu Buhari's primary ambition was to be a 

petroleum minister, but the known scammers, to divert from his purpose to the 

presidency for reasons not yet made public, tricked him.

ear to the lies of  assassins  and not to respond  to that are in bad 
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Given this discovery, we are currently on a round-table negotiation with PMB to 

accept your unconditional return to the presidency, and for him to rather 

concentrate on the Ministry of  Petroleum till further notice.

Accept the assurance of  the fact that once the “old soldier” signs the 

memorandum of  understanding, we will communicate the same to you. While re-

emphasising our regret as regards your exit from power, we are hopeful that you 

are currently on the drawing board to re-strategise and do what you know how to 

do best ahead. Please accept our sincere apology.

Yours truly. 

Michael Joel
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“Private sector reform will bring economic growth to all parts of  the 

country.” ~ Goodluck Jonathan

African countries need to create 122 million jobs by 2020 but are 

only expected to generate 54 million. We have a shortage of  close to 

68 million of  unemployed persons. To me, this is a state of  

emergency! Governments alone cannot fill those jobs. The private 

sector must continue with the promotion of  private sector led 

growth in more African economies. We must advance independent 

and competitive participation in the global economy. More 

comprehensive and deepened work is needed to address our African 

economies. The African private sector is growing stronger and 

stronger and is ready to engage long-term partnership and growth 
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with foreign investors. We will encourage new policies to establish, 

create and enable environments to expand small and medium 

business growth. These two questions continually motivate me:

1. Imagine if  our economy provided the average Nigerian 

to gain from profits?

2. How can The Goodluck Jonathan Foundation be forever 

committed to private sector change?

I want our people to be part of  the economy that is not state 

controlled, but rather run by individuals and companies for profit. I 

am remarkably challenged by this goal and will devote my life to 

private sector empowerment where all for- profit businesses are not 

owned or operated by the government. Nigerian's are intelligent and 

very talented, but often these qualities go unnoticed by the very 

people who possess remarkable ability.

Let me speak from experience . . . During my presidency, I 

introduced the “Local Content Law Act” which helped encourage 

both entrepreneurs and investors. The Act provided a host of  

requirements designed to ensure workforce development and 

technology transfer to Nigerians. It required, whenever possible, for 

operators to hire Nigerians. When this wasn't possible, the Act made 

it mandatory to put into place training programs and procedures for 

Nigerian workers. Periodic progress reports were required and 

executed by the Board.
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This Act mandated that operators provide a succession plan for all 

positions filled by expatriates, except for five percent of  

management positions, which could be permanently held by 

foreigners, but only with a plan for Nigerians to take over after a 

maximum of  four years of  apprenticeship under incumbent 

expatriates. These steps allowed skill-based companies to reassure 

and show investors a business environment designed where 

products and services thrived. This is the difference between 

Change and Reform. As I said earlier in a Chapter Three “my 

concern was for new ideas” that is what I call REFORM “but the 

opposition ran their campaign with negative rhetoric, insisting that 

my government must go,” the people wanted CHANGE. Reform 

seeks to improve the system, as it stands, not to overthrow it 

wholesale. Radicals on the other hand, seek to improve the system, 

but try to overthrow whether it be the government or a group of  

people them selves.

Now, in my post-presidential life, my foundation is dedicated to 

taking the steps and measures for Nigerians to patronize locally 

made goods for economic growth throughout the country again that 

is called REFORM. My primary focus belongs to the private sector 

partnering in our efforts for peace and prosperity for long-term 

reality. We cannot talk about inclusive growth without placing a 

particular focus on women, youth, and the Diaspora. They play a 

crucial role in sustaining our development. African women 
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represent an important part of  our social fabric, playing an active 

role in our agricultural sector, from farming, processing, and 

marketing of  our agricultural products. They count for 70 percent 

of  the workforce and 90 percent of  food producers. At the 2016 

Nigeria Summit it was noted that now Nigeria is regarded as Africa's 

leading economy and an investment hotspot for some of  the world's 

largest brands. I am excited with life after office and through my 

Foundation I can still be relevant.
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BBC reporter:

"Mr. Mugabe; you have been president for 32years. When are you 

going to say goodbye to the people of  Zimbabwe? "

Mr. Mugabe:

"Bye to the people of  Zimbabwe?! Where are they going?

A prophet is without honour in his homestead. So it was that the 

Bishop of  Sokoto Diocese,Dr Matthew Hassan Kukah came under 

scurrilous attacks for asking our successors to spare a thought for my 

graciousness in conceding defeat without taking the country 

through bloodshed as we have witnessed in many African countries 

where the type of  mindset captured between a BBC reporter and an 

African leader above prevails.It is in such cases about whether the 

people should go and get soaked inblood or perish but never about 
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the leader going in peace. After a meeting of  the peace committee 

with President Buhari,Father Kiukah had said the following :

 “There is no such thing as probe in a democratic setting like ours. 

What obtains is investigation, and once people lead and things are 

not right, investigation becomes necessary. “However, in doing that, 

we must never be distracted from the spectacular actions undertaken 

by former President Jonathan. He is an individual. I think this whole 

thing about probe can be ascer-tained once investigations are 

concluded. But we are saying that a lot of  talks and speculation about 

this probe are the distractions nobody needs.

“So, the most important thing is that we need a stable country first, 

before we can talk about these things. And they will have happened 

down the line”, 

The sentiments Bishop Kukah came under attacks for were the same 

reason United States Vice-President Joe Biden praised me for when 

he called me on April 21,2015.

A statement by the U.S Embassy  in Abuja after our  hearty  

conversation  reads:

“Vice President Joe Biden spoke today with Nigerian President 

Goodluck Jonathan to commend him for his leadership in  ensuring 

Nigeria's recent elections were peaceful and orderly.
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“The Vice President noted that President Jonathan's actions to 

accept the results and congratulate President-elect Buhari, as well as 

his steps to date to ensure a successful transition, have strengthened 

Nigeria's democracy and set a strong example for Africa and the 

world.

“The Vice President encouraged President Jonathan to remain 

engaged and play a leadership role in global issues after his 

presidency ends.”

In far away Tanzania,it was an ecstatic moment when the  

Commonwealth chose me to lead its observer team to the country"s 

election. I walked into the warm embrace of  many Tanzanians who 

were upbeat and confident that my  presence would bring credibility 

to the polls which analysts considered the toughest and closest 

elections in the country's history.

As Tanzanians prepare to vote they were happy that high profile 

observers including Myself  who they consider as 'a hero of  free and 

fair election in Africa', would be on ground to monitor the elections. 

They are hoped that our  presence would ensure a transparent and 

peaceful election process. Paying tribute to me in an editorial, The 

Daily News of  Tanzania commended  me for taking my defeat in the  

March 2015 presidential election “in all magnanimity,” adding that 

“Jonathan may very well have averted bloodshed that is 
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characteristic of  incumbent leaders who cling in power tooth and 

nail, fang and claw! What lesson is there in this for us in Tanzania, 

pray?”

In the editorial entitled: 'Salutary lessons for Tanzania from Nigeria's 

latest elections; the paper said further: “It is generally admitted that 

the election in Nigeria was unprecedentedly free, fair and 

transparent, whereby the opposition candidate, Muhammadu 

Buhari, won the Presidency. What is more remarkable is that the 

incumbent president who sought re-election, Goodluck Jonathan, 

… most graciously accepted the results promptly!

“Oh, I don't know beyond the fact that Tanzania could tragically do 

worse if  it fails to dedicatedly take a leaf  out of  Nigeria's newest 

book on elections!” Similarly, the Guardian of  Tanzania also poured 

encomiums on me, describing me as a democrat who has pointed the 

way forward for the rest of  Africa. In its own editorial comment 

entitled 'High profile figures among observers will add credibility to 

poll process, results', The Guardian stated: “Jonathan's voluntary 

handover of  power to the opposition wrote a new chapter for 

Nigeria's democracy, given the fact that it is rare for sitting presidents 

in Africa to hand over powers to winning opposition parties.”

By the grace of  the Almighty our presence brought stability to the 

electoral system in Tanzania. Below is excerpts from my media 

encounter after the elections:
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How do you feel as chairman of  the Commonwealth Observer 

Group being your first international assignment after handing over 

back in Nigeria?

I am honored to have chaired the Commonwealth observer mission 

during such significant elections for the people of  the United 

Republic of  Tanzania. Our presence here reaffirms the 

Commonwealth's support to the country and its democratic process. 

The Commonwealth observer group commends the people of  

Tanzania for the peaceful and orderly manner in which they 

exercised their rights to vote on October 25th, 2015.

On 23 October, our teams were deployed throughout Tanzania to 

observe the election environment and preparations. The 

Commonwealth teams also observed the final campaign events 

around the country. Our final report, which we will complete before 

our departure, would be issued at a later date.

What has this group observed that entails multi-party democracy on 

the mainland Tanzania and the island nation of  Zanzibar?

The emergence of  UKAWA alliance of  opposition parties, 

following the constitutional reform process which has now been 

shelved, heightened the competitive nature of  these elections. We 

were therefore pleased to note, from our briefings with the police 

and other stakeholders, that the campaigns which attracted large 
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crowds, were generally peaceful, although reports of  some incidents 

were recorded. In Zanzibar where tensions between the two main 

parties were high, we heard similar reports about the campaigns. Our 

observers in Pemba (Island) and Unguja reported that those 

campaigns which they observed were peaceful. We note, however, 

that the campaigns in Zanzibar were concluded on the 23rd 

October, a day earlier than scheduled, in order to cool down the 

polity.

On January 14,2016, I  was given  in the United States  for my 

leadership  of  Africa's most populous nation, Nigeria   In “human 

rights, social justice and universal fight for freedom”, becoming the 

first African leader to be so honoured. The presidential award was 

presented by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, 

founded by the late American human rights activist, Martin Luther 

King Jr, best known for his human rights struggles and the I-have-a-

dream speech.

I  expressed my  pleasure in being so honoured and also meeting the 

sister of  the famous human rights activist. “I thank Dr. Charles 

Steele Jr, President of  the Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference in Atlanta, Georgia, and the executive of  the SCLC for 

honoring me today,”  adding  that “It was also a pleasure to meet 

Naomi King, the sister of  the late American Civil Rights leader and 

founder of  the SCLC, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr, who was kind 
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enough to attend the event and identify with the goals and 

aspirations of  the Goodluck Jonathan Foundation. By this award, I 

am further inspired to continue to work for the advancement of  

democracy, peace and progress in Nigeria and Africa.” 

It was thrilling for me  to be in the US for the 2016 Hope Global 

Forums conference, where I Succeed  the 42nd president of  the US, 

Bill Clinton as keynote speaker. In the letter sent to Me in December 

2015,  I was invited to join the biggest 500 companies in the world in 

their promotion of  King's human right ideals. “We invite you to join 

Fortune 500 CEO's, private investors, financial leaders and 

government officials to connect and collaborate on this vision,” the 

letter had read. “With the theme 'Reimagining the Global Economy: 

Inclusive Economics', the annual meeting is set against the backdrop 

of  the Martin Luther King Holiday weekend and gathers leaders 

from government, community and the private sector to outline a 

vision for the modern global economy.” 

On 27,January 2016,it was the turn of  Geneva  to receive me at a 

world press conference .The press conference, was part of  activities 

lined up by the Circle of  Diplomats (Circle Diplomatique), Geneva 

in  my honour  was concluded with a dinner same day. According to 

a statement by Guy Mettan, Executive Director, the Geneva Press 

Club before the event,I was to address two most crucial topics in 

Nigeria and West Africa at the press briefing. Mettan said  I would 
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talk about security and civil peace in Nigeria and West Africa, on one 

hand, as well as improvement of  health and education of  children, 

on the other. The event lived to the billing and I presented the 

following address before a packed audience:

"Protocols

Ladies and Gentlemen of  the press, I thank you for coming to hear 

me speak on the twin issues of  education and security. Though this 

event is billed as a press conference on a Better Security and 

Education for West Africa, for the sake of  time, I will focus on my 

experience in government which gave me a practical demonstration 

of  how education impacts on security. I will thereafter touch on my 

post presidential focus which is on advancing democracy and good 

governance in Africa and increasing access to opportunity for wealth 

generation in Africa.

If  you peruse the official UNESCO literacy rates by country, what 

you will find is that all of  the top ten most literate nations in the 

world are at peace, while almost all of  the top 10 least literate nations 

in the world are in a state of  either outright war or general insecurity.

Lower education levels are linked to poverty and poverty is one of  

the chief  causative factors of  crime whether it is terrorism or 

militancy or felonies. With this at the back of  my mind, I began the 

practice of  giving education the highest sectoral allocation 
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beginning with my very first budget as President in 2011. My policy 

was to fight insecurity in the immediate term using counter 

insurgency strategies and the military and for the long term I fought 

it using education as a tool.  As I have always believed, if  we do not 

spend billions educating our youths today, we will spend it fighting 

insecurity tomorrow. And you do not have to spend on education 

just because of  insecurity. It is also the prudent thing to do.

Nigeria, or any African nation for that matter, can never become 

wealthy by selling more minerals or raw materials such as oil. Our 

wealth as a nation is between the ears of  our people.

It is no coincidence that the Northeast epicenter of  terrorism in 

Nigeria is also the region with the highest rate of  illiteracy and the 

least developed part of  Nigeria. In Nigeria, the Federal Government 

actually does not have a responsibility for primary and secondary 

education, but I could not in good conscience stomach a situation 

where 52.4% of  males in the Northeastern region of  Nigeria have 

no formal Western education. The figure is even worse when you 

take into account the states most affected by the insurgency.

83.3% of  male population in Yobe state have no formal Western 

education. In Borno state it is 63.6%. Bearing this in mind is it a 

coincidence that the Boko Haram insurgency is strongest in these 

two states? So even though we did not have a responsibility for 
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primary and secondary education going by the way the Nigerian 

federation works, I felt that where I had ability, I also had 

responsibility even if  the constitution said it was not my 

responsibility. Knowing that terrorism thrives under such conditions 

my immediate goal was to increase the penetration of  Western 

education in the region while at the same time making sure that the 

people of  the region did not see it as a threat to their age old practices 

of  itinerant Islamic education known as Almajiri.

For the first time in Nigeria's history, the Federal Government which 

I led, set out to build 400 Almajiri schools with specialized curricula 

that combined Western and Islamic education. 160 of  them had 

been completed before I left office. I am also glad to state that when I 

emerged as President of  Nigeria on May 6th 2010, there were nine 

states in the Northern part of  the country that did not have 

universities. By the time I left office on the 29th of  May 2015, there 

was no Nigerian state without at least one Federal  University. Now 

the dearth of  access to formal education over years created the ideal 

breeding ground for terror to thrive in parts of  Nigeria but there are 

obviously other dimensions to the issue of  insecurity in Nigeria and 

particularly terrorism.

You may recall that the fall of  the Gaddafi regime in August 2011 led 

to a situation where sophisticated weapons fell into the hands of  a 

number of  non state actors with attendant increase in terrorism and 
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instability in North and West Africa. The administration I headed 

initiated partnership across West Africa to contain such instability in 

nations such as Mali, which I personally visited in furtherance of  

peace. And with those countries contiguous to Nigeria, especially 

nations around the Lake Chad Basin, we formed a coalition for the 

purpose of  having a common front against terrorists through the 

revived Multinational Joint Task Force (MNJTF). Those efforts 

continue till today and have in large part helped decimate the 

capacity of  Boko Haram.

Another aspect of  the anti terror war we waged in Nigeria that has 

not received enough attention is our effort to improve on our 

intelligence gathering capacity. Prior to my administration, Nigeria's 

intelligence architecture was designed largely around regime 

protection, but through much sustained effort we were able to build 

capacity such that our intelligence agencies were able to trace and 

apprehend the masterminds behind such notorious terror 

incidences as the Christmas Day bombing of  the St. Theresa 

Catholic Church in Madalla, Niger State. Other suspects were also 

traced and arrested including those behind the Nyanya and Kuje 

bombings.

Not only did we apprehend suspects, but we tried and convicted 

some of  them including the ring leader of  the Madalla bombing cell, 

Kabir Sokoto, who is right now serving a prison sentence. But 
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leadership is about the future. I am sure you have not come here to 

hear me talk about the way backward. You, like everyone else, want 

to hear about the way forward.

I am no longer in office, and I no longer have executive powers on a 

national level. However, I am more convinced now than ever about 

the nexus between education and security. My foundation, The 

Goodluck Jonathan Foundation, was formed to further democracy, 

good governance and wealth generation in Africa. Of  course, 

Charity begins at home and for the future, what Nigeria needs is to 

focus on making education a priority.

Thankfully, the administration that succeeded mine in its first 

budget, appears to have seen wisdom in continuing the practice of  

giving education the highest sectoral allocation. This is 

commendable.

I feel that what people in my position, statesmen and former leaders, 

ought to be doing is to help build consensus all over Africa, to ensure 

that certain issues should not be politicized.

Education is one of  those issues. If  former African leaders can form 

themselves into an advisory group to gently impress on incumbent 

leaders the necessity of  meeting the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) recommended 
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allocation of  26% of  a nations annual budget on education, I am 

certain that Africa will make geometric progress in meeting her 

Millennium Development Goals and improving on every index of  

the Human Development Index. Data has shown that as spending 

on education increases, health and well being increases and 

incidences of  maternal and infant mortality reduce.

In Nigeria for instance, Average Life Expectancy had plateaued in 

the mid 40s for decades, but after 2011, when we began giving 

education the highest sectoral allocation, according to the United 

Nations, Nigeria enjoyed her highest increase in Average Life 

Expectancy since records were kept. We moved from an Average 

Life Expectancy of  47 years before 2011 to 54 years by 2015. I had 

earlier told you about the connection between education and 

insecurity. I believe that it is the job of  former leaders and elder 

statesmen to convince Executive and Legislative branches across 

Africa to work together to achieve the UNESCO recommended 

percentage as a barest minimum. I intend to offer my services, 

through The Goodluck Jonathan Foundation, for this purpose and I 

invite interested organizations to help us make this happen.

Ladies and gentlemen of  the press, this, in a nutshell are some of  my 

thoughts for a Better Security and Education for Africa and I will 

now entertain your questions.”
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The evening dinner afforded me the opportunity to speak of  the 

tensed moments i faced on March 28, 2015 ahead of  my decision to 

concede victory to President Muhammadu Buhari after the 

presidential election. “I was actually in that valley on March 28, 

2015”, I told my audience as I narrated  why i relinquished power to 

Buhari, saying  I did not want Nigeria to slide into a theatre of  war, 

with my fellow county men and woman dying, and many more 

pouring into other nations in Africa and beyond, as refugees. “I 

never knew that the human brain had the capacity for such enhanced 

rapid thinking. One hundred and one things were going through my 

mind every second. My  country was at the verge of  collapse. The 

tension in the land was abysmally high and palpable, in the months 

leading to the election. The country became more polarised more 

than ever before, such that the gap between the North and the South 

and between Christians and Muslims became quite pronounced”, I 

said “In fact, it became so disturbing that some interest  groups in 

the United States began to predict indeed, many Nigerians did buy 

into this doomsday prophesy as they began to brace themselves for 

the worst. As the President, I reminded myself  that the Government 

I led had invested so much effort into building our country. I worked 

hard with my top officials to encourage Nigerians and non-

Nigerians to invest in our country to be able to provide jobs and 

improve the lives of  our people. We worked hard to grow our 

economy and to improve and bring Nigeria up as the biggest 

economy in Africa, with a GDP of  about half  a trillion dollars, I 
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spoke off  cuff  during the dinner “ As you can see, I have not come 

here with a prepared speech, since what I consider appropriate for 

this occasion is to just thank you all, members and everyone else in 

attendance, in a few words, for the dinner and the award, in order not 

to make the evening look boring. But having said that, I am still 

tempted to note that if  I were to present a written speech, the title, 

would probably have been “Power Tussle in Africa: A Stumbling 

Block to Economic Growth. When Mr. Robert Blum, your 

President, made his very interesting opening remarks, he introduced 

me as the former President of  Nigeria. He was absolutely correct."

I went on to speak on wide ranging issues.

 My foray into politics 

“However, I believe that not many of  you here know that the story 

of  my foray into politics has a peculiar ring to it. I entered politics in 

1998 and, barely one year after, I got elected as the Deputy Governor 

of  Bayelsa, my state. I later became Governor, Vice President and 

eventually got elected as the President of  my country. I remain the 

only leader in my country to have travelled that route. “As the 

President, I served out my first term but, as Mr. Blum had pointed 

out earlier, I lost the bid to be re-elected. I am encouraged by the fact 

that many of  you here appreciated my decision not to reject or 

contest my loss at the polls, not even in the courts as many people 

had expected. 
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The allure of  power

 “Again, I have to agree with Blum that it was not an easy decision to 

take. This is because the allure of  power and the worries about what 

would become of  you after leaving office constitute an irresistible 

force. It has an attraction so controlling and powerful that it takes a 

man who has the fear of  God and who loves his people and nation to 

relinquish power so easily in Africa. 

Alone in the valley

 “I was actually in that valley on March 29 2015. I never knew that the 

human brain had the capacity for such enhanced rapid thinking. One 

hundred and one things were coursing through my mind every 

second. My country was at the verge of  collapse. The tension in the 

land was abysmally high and palpable, in the months and days 

leading to the election. The country became more polarized more 

than ever before, such that the gap between the North and the South 

and between Christians and Muslims became quite pronounced. “In 

fact, it became so disturbing that some interest groups in the United 

States began to predict that Nigeria would disintegrate in 2015. And, 

indeed, many Nigerians did buy into this doomsday prophesy as they 

began to brace themselves for the worst. As the President, I 

reminded myself  that the Government I led had invested so much 

effort into building our country. I worked hard with my top officials 
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to encourage Nigerians and non-Nigerians to invest in our country 

to be able to provide jobs and improve the lives of  our people. We 

worked hard to grow our economy and to improve and bring Nigeria 

up as the biggest economy in Africa, with a GDP of  about half  a 

trillion dollars.

 Posers I had to contend with 

“Should I then, for the love of  power, watch Nigeria slide into a 

theatre of  war, with my fellow country men and women dying, and 

many more pouring into other nations in Africa and beyond, as 

refugees? Should I hang on to power and tussle with my challengers, 

while the investments of  hard working citizens of  the world go 

down the drain? I then said to myself, NO! 

Resisting the lure of  power

 “I promised my God that I will not let that fate befall Nigeria under 

my watch, hence the historic telephone call I put through to 

congratulate my challenger even when the results were still being 

tallied. I believe that for a country to be great, both the leaders and 

the led must be prepared to make sacrifices. This is why, everywhere 

I go, I always advise that the new generation of  African leaders must 

think differently. We can no longer afford to wilfully sacrifice the 

blood of  our citizens on the altar of  dangerous partisan politics. It is 
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not worth it. This reminds me of  one of  my campaign statements to 

the effect that my ambition was not worth the shedding of  the blood 

of  any Nigerian. Some people took it then as mere political slogan 

but I knew that I meant it when I said it. “We must all fight for the 

enthronement of  political stability in Africa, for in it lies the panacea 

for sustainable growth and development. For Africa to record the 

kind of  advancement that will be competitive and beneficial to our 

citizens, we must have stable states supported by strong institutions. 

That appears to be the irreducible minimum that is common to all 

developed societies. Africa's political odyssey can distinctly be 

categorised into three eras, and probably another that would later 

signpost its classification as a developed continent”.

Challenges

 “Some may doubt this, but it is no fluke that Africa is growing and 

rising. However I will admit before you here that we still have 

challenges. That is why people like us did all we could to ensure that 

Nigeria, the biggest black nation on earth, would not drift into 

anarchy because such a situation would have spelt doom for the rest 

of  the continent. It would have affected not just Nigeria alone, but 

the GDP and economy of  the entire West Africa. And if  the 

economy of  West Africa crashes, it would definitely affect the 

performance of  the economy of  the whole of  Africa. “As you know, 

the GDP of  Africa is less than three trillion dollars, with only six 
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African countries able to boast of  nominal GDP above $100 billion. 

Even for those in this 'elite' category, you can't really say that they are 

rich countries. Apart from maybe South Africa that has an 

industrially competitive economy, the rest are still mainly 

commodity exporting countries. Even the case of  that of  South 

Africa is not very encouraging, because we have a situation which we 

could refer to as a first world economic performance, yet the 

ordinary people live the life of  the people in the so called third world. 

“In the case of  Nigeria which is even the biggest economy on the 

continent, the reality is that we have an unenviable per capita GDP 

of  $3,203, which is the World Bank average for a period covering 

2011-2015. 

Africa's future is bright

“Even then, I still believe that Africa has a bright future; a promising 

prognosis that is supported by the fact that the continent remains a 

very fertile and attractive territory that yields irresistible returns on 

investments. I believe that in the next few years many more big 

investors will be jostling to come to Africa, if  only we will do the 

right thing. The process of  getting it right has already started with a 

democratic and increasingly democratising Africa. But we have to 

deepen and strengthen our democratic credentials through regular, 

free and fair elections. This will in turn bring about the stability 

necessary to improve the infrastructure that promotes rapid 
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economic growth. These are the guarantees that would lead us into 

the next period which I would like to call the era of  a developed 

Africa. I have no doubt in my mind that we will get there some day. 

My future plans

 “I will be applying myself  diligently to two key areas. First, is to work 

for good governance by promoting credible and transparent 

elections. This will bring about the strengthening of  our institutions 

and the enthronement of  stability. I also believe that there is the 

urgent need to create jobs for our teeming young population. This is 

another area that will be receiving my attention. I recall that the Vice 

President of  your association made reference in his speech to my 

achievements in that regard through what we called Youth 

Enterprises with Innovation (YouWin) and the Nagropreneur 

programme which encouraged young people to go into agriculture. I 

believe more programmes like that should be established to promote 

youth entrepreneurship. That way, we reduce their reliance on paid 

employment. “We will not only teach them to become 

entrepreneurs, they will also acquire the capacity to employ other 

people. We will be paying special attention to this segment of  our 

society, especially young people and women. We will develop 

programmes that will inculcate in them business skills to be able to 

set up micro, small and medium enterprises. We shall assist them to 

access take-off  grants when they acquire the relevant skills and 
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capacities. There are many areas that they can go into; food 

processing, light manufacturing and the services sector are just some 

of  them. I can tell you from experience that this works. “As we speak, 

Our Nagropreneur programme, to promote youth involvement in 

agriculture value chain, is being scaled up by the African 

Development Bank presently. It is already being replicated in 19 

African countries because of  the success of  the programme in 

Nigeria. I invite all of  you here today, cabinet ministers, diplomats 

and private sector people to remain committed to the cause of  

improving lives, especially those lives in Africa, and making our 

world a better place. For those of  you that will be sharing in this 

vision for Africa, I assure you that you will not be disappointed. I am 

very optimistic that if  we encourage young men and women in this 

continent to develop businesses of  their own, the story of  Africa will 

change within 10 years". These and many other outings have taught 

me a vital lesson in life: no pain, no gain.

LETTERS

I received so many correspondences in my transition hours and 

many of  them made great impressions on me. There was a 

handwritten note from a school girl from Benin, Edo state in Nigeria 

which I reproduce below:

I remember receiving a most stirring,  letter from a Nigerian student 
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from the Delta State. This particular young man was a beneficiary in 

one of  our astounding scholarship programs in the country, and he 

wanted to express to me in person, from the bottom of  his heart, 

thanks for my commitment to building a stable, prosperous, and 

united Nigeria. He made mention of  the political attacks made 

throughout my tenure and went on to thank me for never wavering 

no matter how vicious and hurtful the attacks had been. His words 

were very meaningful to me. Many other letters poured in 

congratulating or thanking me.

Here are two more that I would like to share: 
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“The air of freedom we breathe today is the result of the sacrifices of thousands of pro-

democracy activists, human rights campaigners and others who organized as civil 

society” ~ 

Goodluck Jonathan
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My Transition Hours provides you with a brief  account of  my rise to 

the presidency. I attempted giving you an account of  two 

controversial events while i was in office. They run along with my 

thoughts and actions during this period. The kidnapping tragedy and 

the fuel subsidy protests, along with the unbelievable media reports 

at the time. They would look even more unbelievable now if  you 

match them with the current reports on fuel subsidy removal. I 

underwent many harsh and unfair criticism throughout my 

administration, so I am employing this effort to straighten the 

record. A special attention comes in my projective work on 

corruption in Chapter Seven, more so in the face of  the risible 

allegations presented in November 2015.

EPILOGUE
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When i look back at the avalanche of  criticism, i shudder at the 

extent we are willing to go in the direction of  distortion in order to 

hit a political goal. I was watching President Obama on CNN, asking 

the Republicans not to talk the American economy down in order to 

reach the White House. I listened to President Muhammadu Buhari 

tell a congregation that Nigeria's economy was one of  the fastest 

rising economies in the world. But the economy was gone during the 

campaigns. APC campaigners tore the Nigerian economy to shreds 

by mouth, while shying away from mouthing "the largest economy 

on the continent". It was also one of  the fastest rising economies 

before the new administration came. We must have done something 

in office after all. May be we were not as clueless as they campaigned.

It was bad enough that Boko Haram was killing people and killing 

business, but worse with politicians doing world stage reverse 

marketing. Capital flight intensified. Companies are laying off  staff  

in hundreds. The glut is not helping matters and dollar has gone to an 

unprecedented high. Right now, folks who travel to buy goods from 

Asia and other places around the world could not go. You could not 

possibly ruin your economy by talking, because it makes the job a 

little harder. It is a lesson i hope would be learnt. If  you embark on 

digging a hole for your enemy, you better make it shallow, because 

you might end up in the hole yourself. How do you talk back all the 

investors you already told that all was lost? Investors are an ultra-

sensitive lot.
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I also gave you an insight into the 2015 elections, the handover of  

power to the new administration and finally , the celebrations upon 

my return home. The import is to reveal Goodluck Jonathan to the 

reader. His mind, his acts and his passion for the peace of  Nigeria 

and the continent of  Africa. I do hope I did this to a fair extent.

I urge you to join me in the effort to create a fresh thinking and 

enlightenment of  the people of  this great country and wonderful 

continent, as we speak out against unrestrained and reckless runs for 

office. We have to rebuild a lot of  things, but we must start from 

rebuilding ourselves. I think everything starts from the human mind 

as ordained by God to function.

So we roll up our sleeves and go to work on dreams, hopes and 

aspirations, mine and yours, for a prosperous and peaceful Africa, 

driven to that glorious destination by the private sector. I have 

received numerous accolades that i appreciate and treasure. They 

give me the necessary strength to forge forward regardless of  what 

they quote as the wake of  living ex-presidents whose terms hit 

hiatus.

My earlier skepticism was based on certain observations. Quite a few 

incidents have happened since i left office. The past has a strong 

tendency to repeat itself. The sundry accusations by the new 

administration would appear to have baited the media. 
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However, since ours is a media mostly called out by red herrings, it 

had since gone with the whiff.

Most painful has been the attacks on my ministers and what we were 

able to achieve under my watch. My memoirs would deal with these 

attacks and many more issues which we kept off  this effort and the 

ones we only said very little about. You should know that even this 

publication would have since been completed but for these hollow 

attacks which cast every member of  my team as corrupt and 

irresponsible. 

Everyone had been tried in the papers and found guilty as charged. 

In other climes, the courts would have thrown out many of  these 

cases because the judgments had already been handed down by the 

accusers and their media pals. This is how we incapacitate the 

system. If  the newspapers and the new administration could arrive at 

a conviction before stepping out in court, of  what use then is the 

court?

We see how the courts grant bail and people who were able to fulfill 

the bail condition still get thrown back into detention. We see how 

people are handcuffed because it pleased those who controlled the 

cuffs and could strap it on any one's wrists, if  their whim says so. 

There was a tremendous amount of  malice in Metuh's manacles. 

How far could Olisa  Metuh run at certainly, his mid fifties, roundly 
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surrounded by very agile youths? Shall start building the significance 

of  the judiciary in a democracy all over again?

My aides and i are working up the Goodluck Jonathan Foundation, 

directly in the face of  negative empty accusations which is being 

perpetually churned out, but which the ordinary man has wizened up 

to. You could climb Goodluck Jonathan to power, but could you 

keep climbing him to remain there? The time those fables sold are 

gone and it is time to redeem the pledges. 5000 Naira per poor 

Nigerian, Jobs in millions, uninterrupted power supply and many 

others too numerous to count. All of  them desirable. Those are the 

issues Nigerians await, not campaigns all over again. While all that go 

on, we will stand up to the media mob and their paymasters. My 

legacy will not be rubbished by blackmail and puerile propaganda.

I am convinced i fully comprehend what has happened in my 

beloved country. Despite Nigeria's attainment of  independence 

from the West ahead of  most other African colonies, we have been 

increasingly conditioned to seek succour in the blame game. Could 

we really set this at the doorstep of  the ordinary folks? They never 

once had a truly democratic leader. No one to stand up to a 

machinating and conniving media, fully out to feed. We need to ask 

questions. We mounted the saddle as pure democrats without the 

baggage of  dictatorship and it suddenly became strange to have a 

president who would play by the rules.
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Millions of  people need help. We need to grow talents. We must aid 

education-famished children. A new age must come to Africa from 

Nigeria. This is the new task we have set for ourselves through the 

Goodluck Jonathan Foundation and we would be doing this with the 

help of  those who long for the same goals and the greatness of  our 

land.

I have come to realize that the first conviction of  the average 

Nigerian is that the system was rigged against them. This might not 

be far-fetched. We allowed ourselves to be constantly programmed 

by a section of   media establishment  with vested interest and 

negative politics. Perhaps it is time to bypass the filter of  the media 

which does not stand on any obvious moral pedestal. It might be 

tough but my faith does not shake in the possibility of  its 

achievement. We labored hard and broke bones to push the 

Freedom of  Information Bill into law. Now we realize that the ones 

who should use it for theirs' and the people's freedom are themselves 

in bondage. The Goodluck Jonathan Foundation will move in the 

private sector to build our people and rebuild our country.

I must say that is my joy that I can hold my head high in my post 

office life to say that under my watch, no Nigerian fled to exile 

because of  his or her belief  and not one political assassination 

happened under me in spite of  the wild accusation that I trained 

"1,000 snipers"  God Bless Nigeria.
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